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Fighting against
parking tickets

•

•

by Eddie Gorak
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

As students, we have all gotten our share
of parking tickets. Many times we felt that
these tickets where not justified and wanted
to voice our opinions or defense somewl;iere
but no one was there to listen. Well, now
there is someone to listen and they are called
the traffic and appeals committee.
The traffic and appeals committee has been
in operation since the summer term and according to Professor Scot Leftwich, the chairman of the committee, they have had a major
influence in the reduction of tickets on campus. "The appeals committee gives the
students some knowledge on the parking
regulations here at UCF. It also lets those
students who feel they were urijustly treated
voice their opinions and perhaps have their
tickets voided,'' said Leftwich. Indeed, over
50 percent of the cases that do appeal have
their tickets voided.
The committee has seven members that'include two students, two faculty members,
two members of non-academic affairs and the
Brian L~Peter/Photo
chairman. One of the major goals of the appeals process is to atte~pt to modify the
Looking down University Boulevard at dusk, the stm slowly ~ parking behavior of the chronic offender.
setting and clouds circling lazily above the city. Cars full of When the student appeals their ticket they
people leaving school on their way home to relax and kick learn the rules of parking at UCF. The stuback.

UCF sal-aries 1·a g
in ·the comp.arison.

dent presents their cas~s to the committee
and the members then take secret ballets and
a decsion is rendered. "They walk out of the
committee with a better knowledge of the
rules and regulations. A smarter student
does not make the same mistake twice," said
Leftwich.
Accorrding to Carlos Payas, executive advisor for Student Government, the only probiem with the appeals committee is the lack
of student support. ''Sometimes the students
could not always make it to the appeals committee meetings. This hurts us in the long run
because the committee is set up to benefit the
students. You would think that there would
be more active enrollment by the students in
the committee,'' said Payas. Payas began serving on the committee when it began.
The appeals process serves as a major influence in improvip.g the traffi~ and parking
regulations for the university. "We strive to
be fair l\.Ild consistent. The appeals committee gives the student a cha??-ce to voice their
opinion and this is very important. The committee welcomes communjty and student input to the appeals process,'' said Leftwich.
The parking and appeals committee meets
every two weeks in room 214 of the Student
Center. For further information, call
275-2280.

Santa to suprise UCF
boys and girls with ·call
by Don Wittekind

supplying Santa with such information as the child's name, age, sex, pets

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

UCF plans to conduct a wage and
salary survey early in 1985 amqng
Orlando area employers to get a better perspective on salary differences
between private sector and university
personnel.
According. to Gary Meiseles, UCF
wage and salary manager, the university is losing ground in the quest to
hire and retain personnel because it
cannot offer compal'able salaries.
The competition for qualified people ranges across the entire personnel
spectrum at UCF, Meiseles said.
However, the problem is usually felt
first in the lower paid jobs such as
clerical positions, he said.
The last wage and salary survey
UCF conducted was in the summer of
1983. An example of the problem can
be seen by comparing salaries for a
senior secretary. The 1983 starting
salary in the Orlando job market for
this classification averaged $12,043.
In November of 1984, the starting
salary, or base for a UCF senior

secretary was $10,4l9. It is universi(kind and name), favorite gifts receiv~
ty policy to hire at the base salary
ed last year, gifts to be received this
because of budget restrictions,
Christmas is almost here again and year, and even whether or not the
Meiseles said.
,
it's time for .Santa to start making his child has seen Santa yet this year (as
The 1983 actual salary for a senior _yearly phone calls to all the good boys in at a mall, etc.). These items, along
secretary in the Orlando area, in- and girls here at UCF.
with a few others make up the content
cluding long-time employees, averagof Santa's conversation and allow him
ed $14,912. The corresponding salary
No, we don't mean UCF students, to make the experience special for the
at UCF in November, 1984 was but if you are faculty, staff or attend child.
$12,049.
school here and happen to have a
Each year the tradition continues
"The type of salary difference child between the ages or 3-6, he or
with
children of UCF students and
found in this example is common to she can receive a call from jolly old
faculty
receiving an exciting call from
all career service classifications," Saint Nick himself.
Santa
himself.
Remeber your child
Meiseles said.
this
month
and
let them join in the
Personnel at UCF are state
This free service provided by
fun
with
the
UCF
Recreational Seremployees. In some high cost of liv- Recreational Services is going into its
vices.
Reserve
your
call early.
ing areas, such as Miami and Tampa, seventh year and should enjoy its
many state employees receive com- greatest success yet this season. AcIf you wish to have your child inpetitive area differential pay, cording to Loren Knutson, director of
cluded,
stop by Recreational Services
Meiseles said. This _brings their Recreational Services, the program
next
to
the pool and fill out the apsalaries closer to that paid by the has averaged between 90 and 100
propriate
request form. The phone
private sector, he explained. Requests calls per year with a number apcalls
will
be
made on Dec. 4, and Dec.
to add differential pay for state career proaching 120 last year.
10,
between
5 and 7 p.m. For more inservice job classifications at UCF
formation
call
275-2408.
The
program
involves
the
parent
have to date been unsuccessful, he
said.
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D CREW CHALLENGE

The UCF Crew Club will be
holding its first annual Crew
Challenge, a four hour canoe
race at Lake Claire to benefit'
the Muscular Dystrophy
Association. The team
challenges fraternities,
sororities, and other clubs on
campus to participate in the
race, which will be held on
Jan. 26, 1985. Each team is
required to obtain one or more
sponsors. The aggregate of
the sponsors' contribution
must be a minimum of $40 for
each team. To be eligible to
race the minimum $40 must
be paid before the start of the
race.
Generally, a team consists
of 12 members, any four of
which are permitted in a
canoe at one time. Mixed
teams must have at least one
woman in the boat at all
times.
Entry forms can be obtained by writing or calling Mac
Russel, 11835 Alafaya Woods
Court, Orlando, FL 32826, or
call 273-5929. Completed
forms must be returned no
later than Jan. 17, 1985. In
order to be eligible to race, a
check .for at least $40 must be
received no later than the
time the races begin on race
day.

NOVEMBER 30, 1984
minstrels. Harken to fanfares
announcing charming traditions of Merrie Old England-the arrival of the Wassail
Bowl, the Boarts Head, and
the Flaming Plum Pudding.
Witness the arrival of the
Lord of the Manor and his
guests in their ornate
costumes and partake of the
feast of roast prime beef.
Then enjoy the concert program with its mixing of
madrigals and Christmas
carols by the UCF Madrigal
Singers, and i.n strumental
selections by the "Children of
the Manor."
The 10th Annual Madrigal
Dinners will be presented
December 5, 7, and 8 in the
University Dining Room at
the UCF Student Center.
Doors open at 7 p.m.,,and the
program begins promptly at
7:30 p.m .. Admission is $17
per person.
To order your tickets, indicate as many choices of
dates as possible and return
your remittance to, Madrigal
Dinners, Music Department,
University of Central Florida,
P.O. Box 25000 Orlando, _FL
32816. Also enclose a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
Call 275-2867 for more
details.

D BUSINESS FORUM

and Inventory Control Society (APICS) elected new officers at a reorganization
meeting held in November.
Newly elected officers are:
President, Luci Smith; V.P.
Membership, Tracey Redmon; V.P. Programs, Karen
Watson; V.P. Education, Bob "
McEvers; Secretary, Jayde
Lyle; Treasurer, Sarah Hammock.
APICS objectives are to
develop recognition of the
profession and increase the efficiency of production and in·ventory management through
education, research, anp application of scientific
methods; to disseminate
general. and technical informa tion oo improved techniques and new developments;
and to develop further the
professional
body
of
knowledge. A certification
program is offered that increases your status as a job
seeker. The next chapter
meeting is Dec. 4, from 4 p.m.
to 5 p.m. Watch bulletin
boards for location. Come
check us out and see what
APICS can offer you.

D TURKEY BOWL

•

.

The first annual UCF
Turkey Bowl Volleyball Tour.nament will b~ held Dec. l,
from 8:30-5:30 p.m. in the
UCF Gym. The tournament,
which is hosted by UCF
Volleyball Club ~nd Panama
Jack, will feature men's and
women's teams from all over
Florida. Playoff finals will
begin at 6:30 pm.

The Prospective Graduate
Business Student Forum
which will be hosted by the
College of Business Administration- on Dec. 3, can
help you decide if a graduate
business education is right for
D MARKETING CLUB
you. The forum will begin at 5
The UCF Marketing Club p.m., in room 115 of Howard
invites all members and facul- Phillips Hall and will last for
ty to its Christmas banquet less than an hour. Speakers
to be held 6 p.m. on Dec. 6,- will discuss such topics as
1984 at Lily Marlene's, career opportunities for ·
located in Rosie O'Grady's. A holders. of graduate business
DM~LLER RETIRES
buffet-style dinner will be degrees, selection of a
served and includes draft beer graduate school, admissions,
C.C. Miller, dean of the Coland wine. A cash bar will also curriculum and costs. There lege of Education since 1967,
be available. Tickets are $12 will be ample opportunity for announced last week he will
and are available in advance questions and for y<;>u to set take early retirement as of
at the Marketing Department up an individual appointment May 31, 1985.
office. For further info, · call for further exploration subse- The date he chose is the last
quent to the meeting if you under the present law that .
275-2108.
would like. All interested alloqs retiring faculty to draw
UCF students are welcome to retirement and continue · to
0. MADRIGAL DINNERS
attend this meeting. If you work for the state. He said he
Greetings, Noblemen and need further information, would like to continue to work
Noblewomen, the Yuletide please contact the Graduate · for the state. He said he
draws near! It is time for us Programs Office in the Col- would like to continue as -a
to gather together at UCF lege of Business Aministra- faculty member, teaching one
with friends and neighbors to tion (PH 203) or call 275-2187. semester peryear for the next
banish care and share the
·
five years.
season's gaiety and mirth.
D GRAPHICS NEWS
The early notice was to hive
Enjoy the flickering
the University time for an
candlelight, the antics of
The UCF Student. Chapter orderly transition.
entertainers, and the tunes of- of the American Production
Miller followed the first
president of the University,
Charles Millican, from the
University of South Florida
where he worked seven years
on · faculty of Florida State,
A11oclated
where he earned his docCollegiate
· Prest
torate.
A native of Pennsylvania,
All-American
Miller got his BA and MEd
This public document wm promulgated at on anooal cost ot S100,000 or 5.3 cents per copy
to Inform the university community.
from Penn LState, then
Opinions expressed In The Future are those ot the editor or ol the wrlt9f and ore not necessorlly
those ot the University Board ot Publications or ot the admlnlstratlon.
taught high school six years
at Hershey.

••UCF·
1"f PEOPLE .
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•
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Barto/Future

The reflection of the library when it was still under construction shimmers in the afternoon light. Now that the mess has
been cleaned up and the library is in full use, the image
reminds us of those messy times.

•

•

AROUND ARO
FLORIDA AMERI
D TEST·TUBE BABY

D HELP WANTED

Colleges will ~eed a half.
million new professors in the
next 25 years. Claremont
Prof. Howard Bowen's twoyear study of faculty demand
and age concludes colleges
will have to start a "hiring
D RUSSIAN TEACHER
surge" in the mid-nineties to
Nina E fimov never ceases replace retiring and dying
to be amazed at ~he way mo.st teachers in the next quarter
Americans she knows view century. (CNN
foreign languages. While
some shudder at the thought D HE~ VY DECISION
of learning another language,
others shrug their shoulders,
Pitt cheerleaders say
and ask "What for 0 ·~
weight rules are unfair. The
In addition to her cheerleaders and another
classroom obligations, Nina is spirit group, The Golden
also secretary of the Russian Girls, are angry about weekly
Circle of Central Florida, weigh-ins, The Pitt News
which, comprised of emigres reports. If they weigh too
like herself, offers a direct much, they can't cheer at that
contact with culture from week's game.
their homeland. ''Many older
people belong to the group,''
she explained, "even though
some were unwilling at first
·They say it's unfair because
ot participate when they saw male cheerleaders have no
the Soviet flag at meetings." ·weight limits. "They say
Barsch would like to ex- that's bow a guy can lift us,"
pand the Soviet area studies one told the paper. "But they
program beyond pure don't stop a guy from cheeracademics.
ing if he can't lift." (CNN)
While on a dig near Fort
Riley, Kansas State archaeology students found a
human fetus preserved in a
bottle for more than 100
years. (CNN)

•

•

•

•

•
•

.
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New UCF hospitality management club
Assistant professor, V. ·Chan- tion will actively promote the in- deals with the community a lot," adddrasekar, is STRATRA's faculty ad- dustry's involvement with STRATA. ed acting treasurer Lori Fries.
''Many members of the Central
According to Chandrasekar, this in- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - visor. "(Students) will have a better
The Student Tourism, Restaurant chance for interaction/more exchange Florida hotel-motel and attractions creased industry exposure will help
and Travel Association (STRATA) of ideas through memebership," he industry have shown a keen interest students locate j ops after grad'\].ation ,
in participating in the student ac- as well as increa,se their knowledge of
held its initial meeting this month, said.
the field. ·"It's really good on a
According to Chandrasekar, tivities,'' Chandrasekar said.
with 22 UCF· students who have apActing vice president Mac Russell resume," Russell said.
plied for membership in this new cam- STRATA was formed to boost the
Another industry tie is the club's
pus organization.
education of its members through agreed. "The local (tourism) instituThe club, sponsored by UCF's their involvement. The main goal is to tions have really been involved," he industry advisor, who will help direct
Hospitality Management departmeQt increase the visibility of the students, said. Russell noted that Holiday In- STRATA's involvement in the Orlanis open to any students interested in department and club on campus and n-Altamonte Springs provided food do ·area. That individual will be apthe travel, hotel and restaurant fields. in the tourism industry. The organiza- for -the first meeting. "(STRATA) pointed at a later date.
by Joyce Morris

STAFF WRITER

•

•

Please
be seated and
,,
•

by Jayne Day
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•

Despite a need for improvement, department officials say hallway seating in the Engineering
Building will remain unchanged.
"I have been taking courses in the Engineering
Building for 3 and a half years and there has never
been enough seats for students in the busiest
halls," Carl P,feifer, a senior in Mechanical
Engineering said. "If you're early · for class you
either have to sit on the floor or on the stairs."

wait~on

the hallway floor

The east and west hall~ and the central stairway
have the heaviest traffic flow in the building. Daily
congestion occurs in these areas around students
who have stopped to talk or review for class.
Dr. George Schrader, associate dean of the College of Engineering, gives two reasons why additional seating will not be added. First, he says, the
excessive amounts of traffic within the hallways
will not allow it. Secondly, the College of Engin~er
ing does not have the money to put in additional
seating or study rooms .
In order to get the money a request must be submitted to the Department of Academic Affairs.

Schrader says ~he College of Engineering already
has so many requests in that he feels the issue is
very unlikely to be considered. ."Anything other
than what is absolutely essential cannot be arranged," Schrader explained. "I've got so many .
demands a first priority is to get labs and
classrooms taken care of.''
"Our usable space is not very efficient,"
Schrader said. ''We cannot use classrooms for
study areas because we are short already and it
would be ·difficult to justify using the space for
that."
.
.

Dump the old. textbooks to pick up some cash
bookstore said. Most are like new
STAFF WRITER
with only minor markings on pages or
minimal water damage.
If extra cash is needed for the fast · For freshmen or even upapproaching holidays, then sell your perclassmen who do not know how
books back to the UCF bookstore the buyback process works Carroll offrom Dec. 5-14, and leave with cash in fered a few suggestions. First of all, if
hand.
students are finished with ~lasses ear"Used books are a good deal," Tim · 1y, turn the books in then. The last
~arroll, assistant manager of the two days of the buyback period are
by Jana Kimberly

the busiest and should be avoided if · question of rightful ownership.
·
.
Parents and friends can also turn in
possible.
Secondly, early in the morning and books, they just need a photo i.d.
Lastly, make sure the books being
late at night are the best times to hring in books. Lunch hours are the sold are current editions. They will
worst. Also, have some form of photo not be accepted if not because the
identification, as . this requirement bookstore is not able to resell them.
If a book is not a current edition ~r
prevents books from being stolen and
sold. The books that are returned are is badly damaged, the student has the
coded and will be traced if there is a o~tion to sell it to a wholesaler.

...

Legislative Report

•

Measures being acted upon:
Bills:
17-13 Allocating funds for members of the UCF Ultimate Frisbee Team to compete in · a National
Tournament.
Introducer: Sen. Steve Phillips
Vdte: passed 10 yes, 4 no, 2 present.
Allocates $328.00 to help defray the travel costs of a member of the UCF Ultimate Frisbee Team to
compete in a National Tou~nament. Exactly $128.00 of the money must be payed by Feb.1.
17-11 Allocating funds to the Moslem Student Organization to attend a conference in Dallas.
Introducer: Sen. Pete Martin
·
Vote: Failed 10 yes, 10 no.
_
.
Allocates $250.00 to pay registra_tion tees for 5 members of the organization to attend _a conference.
17-15 Allocating funds for Vietnamese-American Day.
lntroducers: Sen. Patty Pynes, Sen. Scott Townes
·
Vote: Passed 17 yes, 0 no, 2 abstentions.
Allocates $252.00 to defray 1h
the costs of Vietnamese-American Day, Dec .. 1, 1984 in the SCA.

of

Resolutions:
17-05 Requesting the adopt.ion, il')stallation, and policy of short terni metered parking.
Introducer: Ch. Bill Tucker
Vote: Passed by .acclamation.
Calls for the administration to implement short term metered parking throughout .t he campus with net
proceeds to go toward new parking lots.
17-07 Amending the Senate Rules and Procedures; Rules 8.03 and 8.05 concerning committee absences.
Introducer: Ch. Bill Tucker
·
17-08 Concerning traffic stop signs ..
Introducer: Ch. Bill Tucker
Calling for the University Parking and Traffic Committee to remove the ·stop signs at the intersection of
Gemini and Centaurus and relocate them so that traffic on Centaurus Drive will \ have the right of way.
17-09 Concerning 1984-85 A&SF Budget short fall.
Introducer: Ch. Bill Tucker
Recommending that should there be an A&SF projection short fall, all' budgeted areas be reduced to
reflect the actual fees collected.

.

Respectfully submitted by:
The 17th Student Senate

•
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Ski in Snowshoe powder
~Y

Ted Young

FUTURE STAFF WRITER
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HIGH TOWER HAIRSTYLING
HIGH CLASS HAIRSTYLE
AT REASONABLE PRICES

A Full Service Salon
• $5 Disc~unt on Penn~nent .wave
• $ 2 Discount on Hamtylmg
with this ad or UCF I .D.
walk-in~ always welcome
Al Reyes
Open 7 Days A Week
·Tower Place
9-9 _Mon.-Sat.
(305) 275-5755
12-6 Sun.
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

EXPERIEN~E

THE FUN
AND FREEDOM OF
ULTRALIGHT FLIGHT

(NO PILOT LICENSE REQUIRED)
FOR INFORMATION CALL
NEW HORIZON UL TRA~IGHTS

..

331·1838

Authorized Buccaneer Dealer ·
On Sales and Service
MANUFACTURED IN SEMINOLE COUNTY

ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING SENIORS
American Future Systems .is now offering:
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE POSITIONS .

Living here in Florida one rarely encounters snow. For most this is no great loss,
especially after shovelling snow year after
year, yet still the nostalgia remains. This is
where the Ski Snowshoe trip enters the picture.
"The idea is to give the -students and administration a chance to experience winter
life," said Ed Ciotti, co-chairman of the ski
trip.
The Ski· Snowshoe trip, which is sponsored
by the Program and Activities Council and
the Blue and White Lines of Florida, Inc.,
ru'ns from Dec. 31 until Jan. 6. The entire
package costs $220- pliis $35 for ski rental.
Besides the trip to Snowshoe, the packag~ includes four full days of skiing on over 20
slopes, fully equipped condo lodging right
next to the resort night life, a_tee shirt, hat,

NEWS WRITERS NEEDED
If you have a flair for wri.t ing or
would -·l ike to lear·n come join our
team

. Company provides
• Prescheduled Appointments
• Full Trqining
• Salary & Bonuses
• Health and Life Insurance
• Rapid Advancement. into Management

Call or Send Resume
· 813·934·2402

discount coupon book, and much more.
The Ski Snowshoe trip, which is in its third
year, has received substantial support from
the students. In fact over 376 students and
faculty members are signed up to go already.
Last year 240 people attended and the year
before that 100.
If you dQ not know how to ski, have no
fear-over 50 percent of those attending are
in the same boat. To help with this a number
of instructors will be on hand to help with the
basic skills. If the skiing just seems impossible, the night life still beckons. The Program
and · Activities Council is sponsoring a
number of activities, some of which include a
pool party, a barbeque, a bowl party, and a
cocoa and chili party.
With all this positive response what does
the Program and Activities Council plan for
the future of the trip? "Continwng the high
quality of this program and to look into the
options of providing other ski opportunities
for our students," concluded CiottL

r

Come by the

A.F.s.
142 W. Llncoln Dr.
Hollday, FL. 33590

editor~al

office or call 275·260_
1

JOIN .THE BEST!

.,.,
SHORT ON CASH • •
Books cluttering up yOur roc;:>m· J

Bring.them to: Bookstore

BUY-BACK
Dec. 5

~

7 8:30 am 5:00 pm

•

•

•

•

•

,

Dec. 10 - 11 8:30 am~ 8:00 pm
Dec. 12 - 14 8:30 am - 5:00 pm
Cloth or Paper, used .on campus
or not. We buy ALL titles
with re-sale market value.

.

..
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An array
of pottery
on
display
and for sal.e
from the pottery show a portion will go to the UCF potFUTURE STAFF WRITER
tery guild and the rest to
pri vat·e sources,'' said
While walking around cam- Demme-Thompson.
pus this week hundreds of
various pots for sale and show
The Art Complex has
were noticeable on the Stu- around 75 students compris•·);'
~~~ · · dent Center Green and in the ing three beginning and one
~~-:; ;, Art Complex. This was the advanced pottery classes.
Pottery Show put on annually Still the st~dio could easily
by the UCF Art complex. accept more students if the in"The overall idea," said Bet- structors and funds were
i sy Demme~Thompson, a Fine available. ''We, are probably
Arts student, ''is to create a the best equipped . studio in
more knowledgeable and Central Florida, but there
aware community in regards isn't enough money to mainto ceramic art and pottery." tain the studio,'' said George
The pottery show, which Lowe, head of the Ceramics
ran from the Nov. 26 to Nov. department. The studio is
28 had hundreds of pots, also one of the most rounded
dishes, and vases which were in Central Florida. ''We have
priced between one dollar and the widest variety·of methods
$100. "Of the money earned and styles," said Lowe .

by Ted Young

•

Photos by Tim Barto

•

We're growing by leaps and bounds
Thanks to you readership has. increased to 20,000
Pick-up your copy of The Future at these locations;

~--- --

Administration Building
Biology Building
Physics Building·
Bookstore
Student Center
Knights Den
Humanities and Fine Arts Building
Education Building
Phillips Hall
Library
South Orlando Campus
Brevard Campus
Daytona Beach Campus
Local 7-ll's
Plggly Wiggly Supermarkets
South Orlando Public Library
Tower Plaza

I

~.J

..

________ -,
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12°/o Fixed Rate 30 Yr.
Financing·
And We Pay All The Closing
Costs ·
,

=~·:

For only 5% down
you get all these
standard features:·
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Microwave ·
Washer
Dryer
Refrigerator
Rang·e ·
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Burglar Alarm
Drapes
. and··more
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Living Room
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GROUND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

* * Cambridge Circle * * ·RENTALS AVAILABLE .NOW

•

A few new units are still available for rent,
·
University Blvd.

Cambridge
Circle
.

for information' on units or roommates call ·
. Caryl Stevens 277-0493

UCF
......0

>< ....~ca
Ci

S.R. SO

Sales Information COii-.
John Nauman or David Parker
(305) 273-0990

•

Advantage Development Corporation

Hours: 9-5 Mon.-Fri
Weekends by
Appointment
•
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.DON'T TRADE
THAT CAR!

Assistants easing the load

Let the experts make your car
run like new aoain!

new hiring for CWSP until fall of 1985.
Florida College Career Work- Experience
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
Program requires that students be employed
The stuaent assistant program at UCF has in an area related to their career, and that
been highly successful in placing college financial need is shown.
Other Personnel Services are funded by
students in jobs at UCF and in area
various departments on campus and are conbusinesses.
.Student assistants are part-time employees tingent upon each department's allocation of
of the university who are enrolled in classes. funds, and do not require students to work in
'l'o be eligible to be a student assistant, a stu- the department of their major.
As director of the student assistance prodent must be accepted, attending UCF and in
good academic standing.
gram Davidson is responsible for receiving
According to Barry Davidson, director of and posting student assistance positions on
the student ·a ssistant program, "The student campus as well as at UCF residence centers
assistants on this campus, and we have got and area businesses. All hiring for off-campus
about 1600 of them, are a real vital support to positions is done through the UCF financial
aid office, which has placed students in such
the univers~ty."
There are three types of student assistant companies as Martin Marietta and the Orlanprograms: the College Work Study Program do Naval Training Center. Students are
(CWSP); Florida College Career Work Ex- employed in positions varying from clerical
perience Program (FCCWEP), and Other Per- to high tech jobs dealing with engineering
sonnel Services (OPS). While the Department and computer science.
of Financial Aid is in charge of these proRobin Denton, a stuc;lent assistant for the
grams, students need only show financial
Dean of Arts and Sciences, explains the im- ·
need to obtain a CWSP or FCCWEP job. · portance of her job. "I do a lot of odd jobs,
0 PS programs are funded through monies
like running errands and filing, that would
allocated to each department of the universinormally take time away from the
t~
.
.
secretaries. If Mindy (another student assisThe College Work Study Program is suptant) and I weren't there, things would take a
ported fully by financial aid funds, and notes
lot longer to get done, and while the
Davidson, since funds for the program have
secretaries did the jobs we do, a lot of their
been reduced by $100,000, . there will be no
responsibilities would fall on Dr. Rollins."
by Salli Sangulllano

MOTORS
TRANSMISSIONS
Repaired • Overhauled • Rebuilt

AUTO·REBUILDERS

422·2222

Free Towing - E·asy Credit

-

UCF . DISCOUNT
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Because you arc ..special to, us . . .
.
• • • \VC arc offcnng a SPECIAL for \OU!

Aristocrat
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UNIVERSITY
SQUARE
.
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Tues .. Wed.• Thurs .• 9- 7

t~ 6 wa~h-cut·blowdry ~
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University Blvd.
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Mon. & Fri. 9-6 Sat. 9-5
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M·W·R·S ON LY ~
From Nov. 19 to Dec. 8 ~
Offer good for Anita only

~
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WUCF.has job opportunities

Twist-A-Bead SALE'..
.-({!:_.\,
~'
~.

Management job functions are defined as
follows:
Engineers need a technical
STAFF WRITER
---~------------- background and be able to check and fix
equipment. The FM and AM program direcWUCF offers a wide range of job oppor- tors/personnel director selects types of music
tunities for students in the next year. Station to be played. A traffic director completes a
manager John Elling says the positions at daily program log, while a public affairs
· the station are open to anyone, regardless of director co~ducts interviews,_ compiles comacademic major. He recommends WUCF ex- muajty calendars and coordinates public serperience for people majoring in anything vice announcements.
The music director listens to albums and
from advertising/public relations and- news
picks songs to be played. The news director
editorial to business and engineering.
Elling said, "It is a great environment and coordinates news gathering and announcing,
it looks great on a resume. You can make and the sports director coordinates sports
gathering and ~ouncing. The developmenmi~takes here and get away with it."
tal coordinator-currently a permanent
:Positions at the station include· station employee-solicits underwriting for station
manager, engineer, FM program director, funding. Production manager is a technical
AM program director, traffic director, public position involving pre-recording of shows and ·
.. affairs director and two public affairs announcements.
assistants. Also included are; music director,
Pay for positions .a t the station starts at
two music assistants, news director, sports minimum wage and goes no higher than $4 an
director, development coordinator and pro- hour. Elling says many newscasters from
duction manager rounding out the manage- local stations started out at WUCF and it is a
stepping stone to bigger things.
ment staff.
by Jana Kimberly

•

$195
A Strand
Orig. $5.95

•

Large selection of colors.
Clasps start at $1 ._
00

GIFTS & ACCESSORIES
KitPh r nwurr . Mt·n's Gifts. Ladies' Gift.. Gl asswa re, Bras~.
Mu ~ ir Boxes. Lamps. Ornamr nt s and •I.fore!

COLONIAL PLAZA. H96-569I

NEW RENTALS
ski parkas and bibs
. Nordica boot~, Olin 700 skis,
Look bindings

"Woman to Woman care •••
offering choices in ~omen's ·health.''

·p or the largest selection of ski
fashions, accessories and equipment
in Central Florida
.'see the winter ski specialists
at Le Sport .

...

•
•
•
•

-------------------:----

· 10% off purchases
I
with this coupon & UCF student I.D. I
Nov. 16 - Dec. 31, 1984
I
I
10:00-6:00
I
Mon.-Sat.
I
evening hours I
winter ski speclallsts
in Decem her. I
505 n. park ave 305/647-5856
winter park, fl 32789.
parking entrance on cole st.

i
I

L---------------------~

Pap and yearly check-ups
Birth Control/family Planning
Outpatient gynecological care
Herpes suppoJ! & infonnation

•
•
•
•

Premarital exams
Breast exams
fertility awareness
Pregnancy options counseling

Call now for' an appointment - No waiting ·

(305) 291·4777
1010 Arthur Avenue • Orlando, Florida 32804
(one block off Edgewater Drive - acros.s
from Bishop Moore High School)

\
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Do you live in Brevard County?

Are you taking upper level or gr9duate courses in: ·
PROGRAM LEVEL

DEGREE PROGRAM

Un<:iergrad

x
x
x
x
x
x

Accounting
Allied Legal .
Business Administration
Computer Science
Computer Technology
Criminal Justice
Design Teehnology
Education
Electronics Technology
Elementary Education
Engineering
Information Systems Technology
Liberal Studies
Nursing
Operations Technology
Public Administration
Radiologic Sciences

x

x

Grad

Day

•

x
x
x

x

x
x
x,

x ·x

x
x
x
x
x

x

Night

x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x.

x
x
x

-

• Proposed or in the planning process
UCF

CONSIDER the advantages of registering ·for
II
lI

.

UCF • Brevard Classes this Spring. We're centrally
located in the·new Lifelong Learning Center
on Brevard CommunitY College's.Cocoa Campus
and only 10 minutes from Cocoa Becich, 20 minutes
from Titusville and 40 minutes from Melbourne.

tTo Orl8ndo

0

UCF • BREVARD

I
I
I
I

1519 Clearlake Road
Cocoa, FL 32922
(305) 632·4127
or In Orlando
(305) 275-2102

•

SPRING SEMESTER R!GISTRATION SCHEDULE
1985
.

---------REGULAR REGISTRATION BY APPOINTMENT O N L Y - - - - - - - - - . . .
JANUARY 3
09:00-11 :00
11 :00-12:00
13:30-17 :00
18:00-18:30
18:00-Last
Scheduled Appointment

Returning Students
University Readmits
New Undergraduates
Graduate Readmits
New Graduates

JANUARY 4
l 0:00-12:00
13:00-16:30
17 :30-18:00
18:00-18:30
l 8:30-18:45

- - - - - - - - - - LATE REGISTRATION & ADD DROP
Late Registration Only ($25.00 Late Fee)
January 7, Monday
No Add/Drops Accepted!
15:00-17:00
NOTICE:
Add/Drop is by your student classification only!
Students wishing to '·'Drop Only" need to come
during t~e !'Drop Only" time.
JANUARY 9, Wednesday
10:00-10: 15
10: 15-12:30
14:00-14: 15
14: 15-17 :00

Drop Only
Add/Drop
Drop Only
Add/Only

13:30-14:00 Drop Only All
14:00-18:00 Add/Drop All classifications
admitted on a first
come/first serve
basis.
17 :45-18:00
* Senior Citizens
register to audit

JANUARY 10, Thursday
10:00-10: 15
· 10:15-12:30
14:00-14: 15
14:15-17:00

Drop Only
Add/Drop
Drop Only
Add/Drop

----------'!"'"""I

JANUARY 11, Friday

All
6,5,4
All
3 and all above who missed scheduled time

All
,)
_
2 and all above who missed scheduled time
All
1 and all above who missed scheduled time

•

New Undergraduates
New Undergraduates .
Redmitting Post Baccs.
New Post Baccs.
State Employees, Faculity &
Staff
·

NOTE:
Senior Citizens who qualifv for Special
Waiver of Fees must apply at the
Registrar's Office on January 7, 8, 9, 10
and until noon on .the 11th.
*REGISTRATION FEE MUST BE PAID BY
MIDNIGHT JANUARY 11, 1985.

,"

•

flt
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TENTATIVE
SPRING SCHEDULE 1985
REVARD CAMPUS
't

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SC! ~!ICES

<•

· Pm PRF CRS llSR SEC! TirLE
2092 M1H 4510
2C8b CCJ 32b0

ma ccJ

44~0

JllSl CCJ mo
l WI COi': 3110

1291 ~OP 3402C
1295 COP 3404
COP 3530
lbl! ENC mo
!020 ENC 3241
1?58 LEA 3151
!'164 LEA 4301
!907 LEA 4501
mo ur 3oe1

ma

ms

~Ac 32~

ma MAC 3254

1970 PAD 4t}34
1m PAD 4110
1974 P~D 4204
PAD 580/i
!709 PHH 3100
lH5 POS 3122
1997 POS 3235
1906 ?PE 3003
1919 PS'f 3214
· 20~0 sri:t 3023
21)01) SYO mo

me

TEP.N ROOH HOURS; !lMS

INSTRUCTOR

RISE U.S. WRLD PWR 0030 BC326 IBOt)-:1)50 T
CRIMHIAL LAW
0040 BC309 1800-2150 T
CORRECTIONS l\OllH~ 0040 BC235 1800-2151) 11
CONFL ~ JUS POL . 0040 BC234 1800-2150 R
BUS & PROF
0030 BC309 1800-2050 N
ASSEKBL Y LANGUAGE 0030 BC2o0 0900-1050 T, 0900-0950
COl1 SYS CNCPT/PROS 0030 BC260 1800-1950 "' 1800-1850
om STRUCTURES 0030 BC260 1100-!!50 T, 1000-1150
BUS REPORT WRITING 0030 BC235 1aoo-2oso II
SCI ilE?ORT WR! TINS 0030 BC235 1800-2050 R
COHP FOR INJURIES ·0040. BC368 1800-2150 R
CONTRACTS ~ ~SEN 0040 BC234 1800-2150 11
DOllESTIC REL l~ 0040 scm 1800-2150 T
LIT OF tfODERH KAN 0030 BC308 1000-2050 T
CONCEPTS CALCULUS 0030 BC310 1800-1950 T, 1800-1850
APPLIED CALC 11
0030 BC235 0900-1 1)50 l'I, 0900-0950
ADHrn POLICY
0040
0800-1150 u
IllTEP.SOYT AD11IN
0040 ams 0800-11~0 F
FISCAL HAllASEl!EIH 00~0
0800-t !50 M
LOCAL 601/T OPER
0040 BC3l0 1800-2150 W
SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY 0•)30 BC308 1800-205-0 R
STATE SOYEP.lt'JIENT 0040 BC309 1800-2150 ·W
llElll,; f1rl!l- POLI
Ov~O BC25S- 18-00-2~50 l1
PERSONAUTY THEORY 0030 BC308 lB00-2!50 Ii
RES NETH Ill-PSYCH 0040 BC2~ ·l100-t250 T,R
OOII Sfill-METHODS I
0030
1800-W..9 "' 1800-1850
007t POLIHCHL SCCIOLoY 0030 amo 1800-2051) 11

0071
0071
0071
0071
0071
0071
0071
0071
0071
0071
0071
0071
007t
0071
0071
007!
0071
007t
0071
007t
0071
0071
0071
0071
0071

COLLEGE GF EN61MEERlll6

co""

R
ll

R
If

acm

acm

ams

KALLIHA
SLAUGHTER .
STAFF
BECKER
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
SHEHAOEH
SHEHADEH
PYLE
BRENHAM
PYLE
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
K"IH~ITT
STAFF
STAFF
DUFFEY
RISER

VITTES

II

.11ADOOX
FISHER
ABBOTT
STAFF
COOK

f. '.:5 F"F:F" CRS flBR SECT TITLE
~: 2 1
'.i '.~9

EGN 532 1
EoH :;375c

5! S5 EG1l Ffl4

~·rn

PP.F CRS 119R

-

~2 19

EC! 5147
551;5 ECM 5 IJ5
53 \ v ECM 5806

r:85 EDE 3942

0060
0070
01)30
0050
0020
0040
0030
0030
0030
0040
0030
0040

0071 JR STU TECH ELEN
0071 SR STU TCH ELEH
0'07 1 AtlAL ED FOUND
0071 TEACH lH SCHOOLS
0071 DIR FIELD EXPER
0093 HETHODS YOED TCHS
0093 ESS TCH SKIL VOED
0093 liGIH VOED CLASSRH
0093 PHIL Rm TECH ED
0071 HOW CH LEARN HATH
00 71 DI A CORR HIST RDS
0071 TCHS
SCIE EL SC

4293 EDE m3
~ :;,)•) EDF 3603
~3j2 EDG 4m
n7 HlG 4941
4!25 EVT 3365
~129

m

m1

. W2 EVT 3815

ms

EVT 4066
~; 59 tt~E 4326
~ l7b P.Ell 4519
4189 SSE 3312

so

BC35t
BC368
BC3o0
BC366

ecm
BC360
BC360
BC360
BC347
BC360
BC360

emo

0800-1 t30
0800-1550
0800-1150
0900-1150
TBA
1700-2050
1700-1950
1700-1950
1700-1950
1300-1650
1300-1550
1300-1650

s:.:1 m
:z:·i

5365
EEL 5542

cmis fR PROJ NN6T 0030
E:IGR HATH AHAL I 0(130
SOFTWARE rnsr I
0030
DISCRETE S!MULATtl 0030
SIGNAL I< SYS ANAL . 0031)
HHRO DIGITAL SYS 0030
R!ltlDOl1 PROCESSES 0030
DlS CONTROL SYS I 0030
COHP SYS DESISH
0030
OPERATIONAL AMPS 003(1
DIGITAL SIS PP.OC I 1)030
CONH SYS DESIGN
0030
OPTOL ELECTRONICS 0030
INFRARED TECHNOLOG 0030
TP.IBOLOGY
0030
ADV D'ltH\HICS
0030
EllER6Y CONSERIJ
0030
svsm CONTROL 0030
11ECH OF IJCS FLO!I 0030
IHHER RESOURSE EtlG 0030
AQUATIC CHE~ PROS 00~0
OPERmHSS RES
0040

OV71
OV71

EEL om

om

S29! EEL 6372
5 4~3 EEL 6502
s2~5 m 6504
5z9 q EEL 65o0
:. ~H m o5o5

OV7l
Ot/71
O!Jll

=· ~. ~ !

om
OV71

sm

OV?l

EML mt
:. ~81 El1L 5455
5jiJ5 tllL 6311.
5:;·~0 Et1L 6712
2232 ENY 5025
:. ~40 rnv a5l 9

OV71
O'm
O'J?l
OV71
01/71
O'm
OV71

fill

rn1i

N, T,W,R
11, T,W,R,F

N
M TELECONFERENCE
T

HILLER
BEADLE
HILLER
BEADLE
STAFF
PAUGH
PAUGH
PAUGH
HUDSON
HOPKJHS

t1

STAFF

w

6REEH

11,11
T,R,F

W

(11)9 1" um MICROCOHP!ED
0091 LIFESPAN HUH DEV
0091 PP.06 & TP.ENDS ECE
0(191 CURP.rnT TRENDS CO
om PRO PLAM G!FITAL
009t CURR!CULUN EVl\L
00"13 NGNT VOED PR06RH
(109) SIJPERVlSIOll VOED
0091 ADIJ . GE:lERAL MUSIC
0091 CL Dl~-RElt RD DIF
v09 1
EL SC
SC

c~ c;.p bol3
L: ~DF 6155
!\ '.3 EEC 5M

W

SEG PP.F

sm

ms

TEfi!1

fl9R SECT f!fLE

mH

ETE 3b63C
FT~ 4l1 le

l)tJ71 APP IHCROPROC
0071 ELECT ~ ELECTRON
S~•)I)
4112
ELECT NETWORK ANL
5 ~ 02 EfE H26
007! FEEDBA"CK CONTROL
5M
H22C - o.17 1
DIGITL CON~
1J\17l m COllP GRAPHIC
~4!1 m 4o(15
---- m 4605 007 ! APP COMP GRAPHIC
54 12 m m2
0071 OlGJTAL C!RCU!TS
5116 ETE 4b55C 007 1 NICROCOHP ELEC II
ETE mt
0071 APPL COl1P SYS I
4bo1
007 1 APPL COHP SYS I
5419 ETE 4675
0071 APPL HICP.O OP SYS
---- m 46 75 (107l APPL MICRO OP SVS
m 3520 0071 APP STAT u STS NTL
S4:4 ET! 3421
007 1 MTLS ~ PROCESSES
5425 ETI
007! FROOUCT DESIGH
5~~7 ETl 3b7t
O~i l fECH ECOtl Atl~L
54.:i l Erl 4700
0071 ()CCUP SAFETY
5! 34 ErN
1)07 1 APP THt:RND ~ FLUlO
~m HAP mt
PROBLEH ANALYSiS

53qg

m

om

mer

sm

.-.

.;, ~5

~:JC

1:409

-L ~

:;1

o~45

i!:'.:

m

Mio

: :~ :

EVT 5S17

!!!5 m SZoS
~.- ·i MUE om
.! ::Ji ;;~o c:m
~:-~

mm

SSE 0017

soc

TERH RODI! HOURS/DAYS

INSTRUCTOR

0030
0030
0030
0030
0040
0030
1;q30
<j030
0030
003•)

STAFF
NlLLEP.
STAFF
BOLLET
HEALOR
STAFF
SORG
HUDSON
PALMER
STAFF
GREEfl

BC268
BC360
BC351
BC351
BC368
BC366
BC347
BC347
BC360
BC360
(11)30 2C366

BC231
BC2j1
BC23l
8C231
BC231
BC231
BC231
BC231
BC231
BC23J
BC231
BC231
BC231
BC231
BC23 I
BC231
llG231
BC231
BC231
BC231
BC231
BC23 I

TB!\ TAPE COUP.SE
IP.PE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE
TBil TAPE COURSE
m TAPE COURSE
TBA T.;PE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE
m TAPE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE
TBI\ TAPE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE
TBA TAPE COURSE

m

RODRIQUEZ
KLEE
BROOKS

LINTON
HARDEN
PETRASKO
HATHEll5
51HONS
PATZ

11ART!tl
Slf!ONS
BEL KERO ID
PHILLIPS
BDREKAN
RICE
· JEllKHIS
HOSLER

mo
ENO

WANN IELI STA
TA'ILOR
WHITEHOUSE

ENG !UEER ltl6 TECHNOLOG'I

---- m

CP.S N2R SECT TITLE

!llSTRUCTOR

TERti ROOH H9URSi DAYS

IHSTRUCTOR

GRADUAiE COURSES IN EDUW!Otl

r~F

COURSES Ill rn5!11EERJNG

OV7!

m

ff~

mFF
STAFF
STAFF

&cm

TITLE

0!/71
O'.J71
OV71
Ot/71

::;;4 EU! 04!6
5'27b m 5173

=;:;54 ESl
TERN ROOH HOURS/DAYS

0030 liC336 lB00-2050 I!
0030
1800-2050 T' R
00~0 FC33b lil00-1 ?50 U

sm

om

sm

?ES PPF CP.S llPR SECT TITLE

INSTRUCTOR

moum

s:;n

COLLEGE OF EDUCAT!Ot'

(10? l EIJ6R MlilL-DY~lAlllC
o)(l]; ELEC DE'J ~ S'l5
v07 l EtlGR ilND THE E~VR

TERN ROOH HOURS/DAYS

lSG0-2050 w

1.800-2050 ll
1800-20~0 N
1800-2050 fi
1700-2050 T
1700-19'.:iO 11
1700-1950 N TELECONFERENCE
1700-mo w TELEC@FERENCE
1800-2050 11
1800-2050 T
1700-1 930 ;i

sm

mo
mo

om

!WO~

0030 BC270
0041) BC270
0040 BCC ff
0040 BC310
0040 BC270
0040 BC268
BC325
oo3o BC235
Oll40 BC2.34
0040 BC279
BC2o8
0030 BC270
BC325
0040 9£271
0030 BC271
0030 BC271

0\120 BC271

oo:;o

BC255
SC255
')l13') BC36o

(li)~O

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

pf';3 PF:F CRS tloR SEC T T! fLE

TEP.N ROOM

: ::.~

(1030
0030
Oli:;O
0030
0030
0030
0030
Otl30
0030
0030
0030
0030
0(!30

HOURS/ DAYS
1800-1950
2000-2250
1800-1750
2000-2150
!Ofj(1-l l50
1800-1950
1800-1950
lO(IQ-lt50
1301)-1550
1730-1'150
1730-1950
2000-2150
2t00-2150
1800-1950
0800-0850
2000-2150
1200-135!)
1800-2050
o-900-0950
1800-1950

1HSTRUCTOR

USPENSKI
USPEHSK!
11,W
MELBOURNE
W!LLIAHS
BYERS
T,R
BVERS
11, 1000-1250 ~
OSBORtlE
H
II llOTE ABOVE ALSO OSBORNE
OSBORNE
T,R
T,R
STAFF
T
AHO
OSBOP.NE
R NOTE ABOVE ALSO OSBORNE
11
USPEMSKI
11 NOTE ABOYE ALSO USPENSKI
N, 1800-2050 ~
HUBLER
11,11,F
SREG6
M, 2100-2250 ~
HUBLER
T
GREGG
F
HUBLER
M,T,U,F
GP.EGG
T, 1800-1850 R
BYERS
T,R
T, R

ADi'H'iiSTR~f!OH

HOU~S / DAYS

-

.I tlSTRUCTOR

COLLEGE OF HEAL TH .

BERGflER

hCG
BUL
~ -: ~ r~I ECP
"'.i:il F!H
·: .;::~ FlN

TBA

~=· ~~ Fm 34(13

GROSS
DOU SL AS
STAFF
DOUGLAS
STAFF
STAFF
STAFF
HAYNARD
H1WNARD
MAYNARD
STAFF
STAFF

·;;. ~,:

~Tj

F:EG FP.F CRS

tl~R

SECT TITLE

TERH ROOH HOURSIDA'fS

INSTRUCTOR

---- --- ------- ---- ------------------ ---- ----- ---------------;--------------- ---------------

~m

HSC
oi ·1? HSC
Jl !I) HIJN
fl!JP

Jt~i
:13~
~rn
~l~i)

,!4;
0147
~!5 0

Ji53

!il54
o:j1

3323

4511

301 !
3050
rmR 4905C
NUP. 4932
11UU 4225C
llUU 4225L
rwu 42211
RTE :ilSo
RiE 3720
RTE 4205C
RTE i209
m mz

om HLTH CARE SYST us
•)(19 1 PATHOPHYSIOLO ~ECH
007 1 HWWl NUTRITION
0091 TRAN CGtJC NURS
OQil t~SG !flDEP STUDY
O(J71 ST: BIO !AS llUR
0071 SC THEOR !lUR IV
0071 SC TH NUR JV LAB
0071 tlURSIN& SEii IY
0•)91 PATHOPHIS!OL06Y
0091 ANA FOR 11ED !H6R
0091 llUAL ASSUR N6HT
0091 RAD ADl1 PRACTICE
0•)91 RADIOBIOLOSY

0030
0030
0030
0040
1)040
0030
0070
0000
0010
0020
0030
OOJO
0030
1)010

BC303
TBA
BC351
BC337
BC333
BC337
BC337
BC337
BC337

1800-2050 :1
TBA
1800-2050 r
1600-1650 W

TBI\

1700-1950
1/iOl)-181)0
orno-mo
1800-1851)
scm TBA
BC33o 1000-1 SllO
BC309 1300-1950
BC351 m
S
TBA TOA

W
i!
R,F
R
~

R

3115
3!! !

('(17 ! LEuliL EllV OF BUS

~ hl3

t:i~:i NiiN~GERll1L ECO~

3i(ll)

FERS Flfl MID !Hl/ES
(i(:7 1 ~om A!ID BAt1KltlG .
1)>)1 ! F!NAtlCE
i\~?2 FWAllCE
t't'J! BU'.i INTERN~TL ENV
(11i71 Nt1NAGEl1EtH OF ORG
(lt)J ! ORS. THEORY
\:\H I BUS POLICIES
\l07 1 ADYERTIS !!Hi 116 T
•);)7 l FED HlCGliE TAX !

3233

Flil 34.•):i
·.2S1) GED mt
.; : 56 11Nll 31)25
:. ~15 MAN 4M
_:?2 ~MH 4720
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Push for Po.w
MIA stamps
by Ted Young
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•.
•
•

"
~

•

The National League of Families of American Prisoners and
Missing in Southeast Asia are trying to initiate a small monument with large proportions. The idea is to get enough people
to sign a petition asking the post office to print a postage
stamp in commemeration of the prisoners of war and the missing in action. ~he following is a brief history of what has hap_
pened to this point.
According to th~ League, in the decade since official U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War came to an end and nearly 600
American prisoners of war were returned, the Vietnamese have
been less than cooperative in accounting for prisoners who did
not return and providing information on the missing. As a
result, 2,483 American servicemen and civilians are still missing and unaccounted for in Indochina.
In additon to this the League mentioned that there is no.
question that the Vietnamese have additional information on
Mike Brach/Photo
men still missing. The U.S. has very.credible intelligence data
Walking down a wooded path did they notice the starburst sky? Or were thoughts too prothat the remains of over 400 U.S. servicemen have been
found
and problems too great to stop and notice the wonders of the mid-day light playing
recovered and are being withheld.
off the trees?

SEE_POW, PAGE 12 _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Heal-th series to make students better .informed
by Joyce Morris
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
#

-.

"Fuel for Top Mental and Physical
Power'' was the theme for the first
MBS Health Improvement Series
program held Thursday night. Dr.
Bronson Lane, executive director of
the Dairy and Food Nutrition Council
of Florida, was the guest speaker.

Dr. Lane and UCF's -Dr. Glenn Cunningham spoke on several nutrition
issues such as fad diets, junk foods
and exercise while dieting.
Several health displays were
available including four computer terminals that accepted personal nutrition data from students and suggested improvements. Other displays
tested blood sugar levels and gave in·

formation on diabetes and organ
donation.
The MBS Health Improvement
Series is designated to help students
better their lifestyles through
educating theII).selves on health
issues. It is a series of progranis on
topics that were selected from a student.poll.

FAMILY INSURANCE
·C ORPORATION

''We started this progr~m because
we felt there was a need for
awareness," said Teresa Chandler, cocoordinator of the series. "People help
themselves out by attending."
_Chandler and Angie Granger are student co-coordinators of the series, ·
which is funded by the Speakers Committee of the Programming and Activities Council.

THE HAIR .SHOP
· ~~recision Sfyle Cut ~8.00 . ·
~

FULL SERVICE SALON

' ,

~

.

10509 E. C?olomal Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
'UNION PARK

AUTO INSURANCE
D
D
D
D

...

WESTERN UNION
SERVICES AVAILABLE

- WELCOME
282• 1700
.. -

Daily 9·5 &Thurs. til a·

EARN EXTRA JINGLE FOR
THE HOLIDAYS

LOW RATES
PIP·DWl·SR22'S
MOTORCYCLES
MOBILE HOMES

.- CALL FOR FREE QUOTES

WALK~INS

\

Have you ever dreamed of joining the
Walt Disney World cast? The holidays can
make that dreani come true.

FULL LINE
AGENCY
•PERSONAL
• BUSINESS
• HEALTH & LIFE

Right now we have. seasonal positions
open in the food, custodial, merchandise,
and operations areas.
To apply, come to the Walt _Disney
World Employment Center, Monday
through Saturday, ~ a.m. to 4 p.m. Take
I-4 to the Lake Buena Vista exit, go north
eight miles on 535, then-follow the signs . .

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

Open Mon.·Fri. 9 A.M. to 7 P.M., Sat. 9 A.M. to Noon

273·2222 291·1111
1443 N. Pine Hills Rd.

cwan Disney Productions

wan; IV)isney World@
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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.From the Kitty Hawk to the modern day flight
by Ted Young
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

One of man's dreams was
the accomplishment of flight.
Today that goal has -been
achieved. This achievement
has not been accomplished
with ease but with the work of
determined men and women.
One example of this is

astronaut Neil Armstrong's
famous words ''One small
step for man, one giant leap
for
mankind."
.This
underscored the significance
of man's first lunar landing at
the Sea of Tranquility over
fifteen years ago on July 20,
1969.
The same expression is
suitable to describe man's
first 'heavier-than-airpowered

POW
FROM PAGE 11
The League also stated that efforts
to obtain an accounting for the missing have met with limited but increased succes in the past several months.
In September, 1982~ the Vietnamese
agreed to meet four times per year
with technical ·level U.S. officials to
discuss the POW-MIA issue. In
February, 1984, Assistant Secretary
of Defense Richard L. Armitage

POLICE
BEAT
• UCF police stopped a vehi·
cle on campus for an expired
tag. While issuing a verbal
warning,
the
officer
discovered over 20 grams of
marijuana in the vehicle. The
driver was arrested and
charged with possesion of a
controll~d substance and wa~
booked at the Orange County
Jail on $2,ooo· bond. ·
•Several dorm residents
have been receiving obscene,
harrassing or threateni~g
phone· calls within the last
two weeks. These have oc·
cured in Volusia, Orange and
Lake Halls. An investigation
is continuing, and anyone
receiving these calls are urged
to simply hang up on the
caller and they should cease.
•Recently, ·a few female
students have received phone
calls from a man claiming to
be a doctor from the Student
Health Cen~r, sometimes using the name Dr. Skinner. He
sounds professional, intelligent and calm. He seems
to know information about
the victim, including the last
time she .was in the Health
Center for gynecological services. The call soon turns into
an obscene call. WARNING:
This is not a legitimate doctor
from the Health Center and
several women who are- not ,
university affiliated have
received these calls. If you
receive such calls, please call
the UCF police immediately.
•A UCF student was the victim of a grand theft on Nov. 9.
He placed his $300 watch in
his locker i~ the Athletic
Building. and when he returned ·it was gone.
•An attempted robbery took
place on Nov. 22. The
assailant tried to steal a gold
chain from the neck of a UCF
student. He was unsuccessful
and slapped the girl and bit
her on 'the hand. The victim is
acquainted with the assailant;
however, no charges have
been filed yet.
I

those first fragile beginnings.
"Today the cargo of the
Military Airlift Command's
C-5 Galaxy aircraft is longer
than the ground covered in
that first flight.'' said Colonel
Charles W. Bradley, Chair·
Department
of
m·an,
Aerospace Studies. Present
day aircraft fly at many times
the speed Qf sound and at
Much has changed since altitudes which occasionally

flight, at Kill Devils Island,
Kitty Hawk, North Carolina
on Dec. 17, 1903. Eighty-one
years ago, Orville Wright
ascended in the "Wright
Flyer" and traveled 120 feet
against a 22-27 mile per hour
wind. The Wrights' 4-cylinder
engine developed about 12
horsepower.

visited Hanoi for discussions with
Vietnamese Foreign Minister Nguyen
Co Thach and other officials. He was
accompanied on this high level mi~
sion by League Executive Director
Ann Mills Griffiths, White House National Security Council Staff Member
Richard f. Childress and representatives of the State Department.
The Vietnamese agreed to ac·
celerate cooperation in resolving the
issue and offered to continu9 quarter·
ly technical meetings in Hanoi. Infor·

mation on several missing Americans
was provided to .tthe U.S. delegation
and the Vietnamese stated their intention to initially focus on resolving
the most easily a~cessible cases of
Americans listed as having died in
captivity in South Vietnam and those
in the Hanoi-Haiphong area of North
Vietnam. Both governments agree
that resolution of the POW-MIA problem is a . separate· humanitarian
issue, disconnected from political
matters which divide our two coun·

border on bonafide space
travel. The final countdown
to the ignition sequence for
space vehicle launches is
roughly as long as the lapse
time of the above-mentioned
Wright Brothers "launch."
Flights to the moon and back,
and flights orbiting the globe
fall in the category of routine
historical events to most of
us.

tries. On July 17,1894, the Vietnamese government repatriated eight
remains and six have thus far been
identified as Amereicans once listed
as missing, according to the League.
The importance of drive this drive
to dedicate this stamp to the POWMIA is a statement that is symbolic
and concrete. To support the
signiture drive a table will be set out
in front of the AFROTC office on the
2nd floor of th~ Humanities and Fine
Arts Building.
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For sale

r

New traditional white wedding
gown. Size 9-10 with long veil, all
lace. Sacrifice 53 75. Call 6 71-6355.

•

Roommates

3 bedroom 2 bath waterfront
home·on TCU blvd. In Harbour East
near UCF. Pool, 40' dock on canal
to Lake Irma. Low Interest rate on
large assumable V.A. mortgage
93,500. Kaiser Realtor-Associate.
629-1399/295-8393 res. Tad Jones
and Co. Broker.
Is it true you can buy Jeeps for 544
through the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
today!
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext.689.

PREStO WINE. Add crystals to water
and sugar. Makes one gallon 12%
red or white. Guaranteed. Send $3
to Vidmar Sales, Freeburg, Ill.,
62243.

Female to share concso. completely furnished. $250/mo. Includes all utilities. Call Brenda at
282-7689 or 855-3655 after 6:00
p.m.

QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast,
. accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
delivery.
•
Call after 6 p.m. 788·9097

TYPISTS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
Female to share 2 1/2 bath apt. in
Cambridge Circle. $140 plus 1/3
utilities. Call 281-4180 ask for
Jackie.
Female roommate wanted. 3
bedroom, 2 bath trailer. Rent
$190, 1/2 utilities, washer. Wo~ld
have own room w{bath. One child
OK, about 10 min. to UCF. Call
281 -1326 Penny.

Female roommate wanted (nonsmok~r). 2 bedroom, 1 bath house
In Dover Shores area, about 20
min. to UCF. Rent . $200 mo., 1/2
utlllti~s. Call 898-5626 Susan.

,.,

For rent
Home for rent from 1st week Jan. to
1st week June 1985. 4 bedroom 2
bath, screen in porcn, large family
room, large dining room, central
heat and air. Completely furnished. Please call (305) 671-7942
evenings or weekends, or write
501 London Rd. Winter Park, FL
32792.
Five mlles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two bath. Low security,
$450/mo. Call Lanita. Salmakers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.
Furnished, spacious 2 bd. 2 pth.
across from UCF. Central air and
heat. 2-3 people 5400. 4 people
$425. 273-0768. No pets.
Ideal faculty. Two bedroom, two
bath villa condominium. Garage
door opener, custom draperies,
microwave, patio, extras. One
year lease. $550 per month. TS
minutes from UCF. 677-7061.
APT.
AVAIL.
IMMED.
2
bd/2bth{Water and garbage. Furn.
Across from UCF. $380 per mo.
Washer/dryer Incl. 275-3439.
Waterbeds·Rent To Own from
57 /week. no credit check. Wizard's
Waterbed Rentals. 896-1344.
For rent. Room and bath, now or
Jan. 5150 mo. plus 1/2 utllltles.
365-6584.

Female roommate needed;
mature, non-smoker. 5212.50/mo.
plus 1/2 utll. Forest Highlands Apt.,
1/2 mile from UCF. See manager
about Debby's apt. 282-5657.

Female to share 2 bd./1 1/2 bth.
apt. own room w/nalf bath. $210
plus 1/2 utll. 678-0971.
Female roommate needed. own
room. $165/mo. and 1/2 utilities.
$95 dep. Directly across from UCF.
I am mature and studious. Coll
273-1946 after noon.

For rent new 3 bdrms 2 baths,
pool, spa. Near school at Sussex
Place. Wkdys. call Mike 3-11 at
644-6100.
For rent."Brand new apartment. 2
bed, 2 bath, appliances, central
ACC. carpet, w•D hookups, wooded, cable TV. $425 mo. No pets,
Oviedo area. 365-8646.
Duplex . Nice 2 bd/2bth.
Washer/dryer, celling fan, appliances. Close to UCF. 5425/mo.
831-0507 or 671-7828.

Professional Typist. Experienced in
all work incl. medical and legal.
UCF empl. 1 mi. north. Marti
365-6874.

Typing-Word Processing-Fast Service. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rates. Close to
campus. Call Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.
EXPERT lYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, manuscript,
theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar,
punc., and editing Included.
Reasonable. Call~. 678-1386.
Word Processing and Editing. Prof essio na I writer and former
English/Business
teacher.
Reasonable rates. Call Jan
855-4077.

WORDMASTERS
"The overnight cure for the term
paper blues"

Rates:
$1. 75/page-regular·
(The best you'll find)
52.50/page-overnight
Both rates includeGRAMMAR
SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION
CORRECTIONS, al~o a free title
page
and a report cover.
FREE PICKUP-FREE DELIVERY

277·3980 (CALL 24 HOURS)
. WORDMASTERS

1---------------,

Typists

Help war:ited

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYP.ING

PREP PERSON 25-30 hours per
week. $3.50 an hour. Roadrunner
Pizza 277-1689.

Guaranteed 100% Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Dlsplaywriters and A BDick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and same
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.

RESUMES
Deslgned{Typed-657-0C 79.

Lost & found ·
LOST: white bracelet. 5th floor
library. Reward. 645-0246.

GOVERNMENT JOBS.

Sl 6,559-$50,553/yr.

Need resp., mature student or professlonalmale or female to share
furnished condo, prvt. room and
bath, quiet complex near UCF,
5200 mo. plus 1/2 elec., no pets,
$150 sec., lease negotiable. Call
645-5706.

A_ ABLE TYPING SERVICE

TYPING-Prof. styled work. WORD
PROCESSOR. moderate rates, fast.
Call Susanne 277-4857.

Part time help wanted. 5 .minutes
from campus. Thur., Sat., and Sun.
10-5:30. Plenty of time for studying. Call 281-6393.

277·3980

We can help you get your work
out
ACCURATELY
and
ON TIME

Roommate wanted at Cambridge
Circle, $139 plus util and phone.
Cail 277-8485 for information.

Sales clerk, com-puter literate. Call
657-0988.
-

Word processing experience
preferred. flexible hours, excellent
pay. Call WO.RDMASTERS

2 females to share 3 bd/2 bath
duplex. 1 mile from UCF. $125 per
mo. and 1f4 utilities; phone and
water. Call 273-0473 or 855-7574.

Larg~ 3 bdrm., 2 bth. house to
share. Winter Park/Goldenrod
area. $250/ 1/3 utilities. · Call.
657-0088.

Help needed for home cleaning
service. Flexible hours and good
starting pay. Must h9'1e car and
phone. Call 6 71-7 463.

Student Assistant with public relations skills to handle box office
and publicity for Theatre. Send
resume to Dept. of Theatre, TH 121.
Your own priv. rent fr~ room in
apt near UCF, plus SSO{r'no. Overwkd businessman/grad student
seeks friendly, llbrl, live-in maid to
assist w/laundry, cleaning, cooking, etc. Only about 15 hrs/wk/flex
of work. Send resume (handwritten
OK): P.O. Box 28393, Orlando, Fla.
32867.

Call
805-687-6000 ext. R-1000.

Appointment setter needed. From
qualified lists set appointments
between classes. My phone or
yours. $4/appofnt. Call Ms Berkson
at 831-0022.

Gina:
You lay down with dogs, you're
gonna get up with fleas. Just don't
come
crying
to
me
now......PLEASEI 11
Your past

Mike:
Your phantom friend is back. With
feet like yours, your mama's a yeti
and your daddy's name is Sasquatch. Have a nice day and kiss
the girl.
Heh heh heh

Other
Stop dreaming! You can work in
motion
pictures.
Call
805-687-6000 ext. 4628".

Local tour operator looking for bilingual individuals for part time,
holidays, and summer tour
guiding positions. Please call
855-6328.
DRIVERS WANTED Pizza delivery
persons needecJ part time. $3.SO
an hour plus tips plus 6% commission. Roadrunner Pizza. Call
277-1689.
~ra Income. Your own business.
No Investment, no selling. 2 hours·
a week per your. schedule.
275-6593.

Services
Tutoring
Col. Algebra, stats, bus. calc., trig.
Call Jeff 282-4875.
Fars Services. Member ATA for all
your translation needs. Call
678-4782.
RESEARCH SERVICE
All topics, SS a page. Genaro
Apelado Research. Box 361673,
Melbourne, Fla., 32936.

Personals

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Oroanization
1700 w .' Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

John,
Meet me by the fountain with the
goldfish.
Tim

Gay Harley rider into leather and
motorcycle fun se~ks white male - ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
300 lbs. or more ·to "test out" a
control. Morning After Treatment.
new pair of shock absorbers on a
Confidential, private. Woman
cross country trip. Contact Otisowned-a special approach to
OC768543 Orange County Corhealth care.
rection Center.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk. south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or toll
Cindy,
free 1-800-432-8517.
Thanks for the great birthday
SS off with this ad
gift! It's a lot of fun, but I think you'd
better come over and show me
how to use It right. How .'bout this
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
weekend?
Free pregnancy test. Confidential.
Individual councellng. In.Ori., 827
Doris
Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
P.S. Bring batteries. Size D.
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne
Hosp. Daily/Sat. a.m. Call
425-8989.
Grad student, 25, financially
secure w/new condo and Jag,
seeks to break in my new Jacuzzi
with partying Oriental woman or
petite black male (or bothl). Only
sincere hedonists need respond.
Please phone nights at 646-3131.

Don:
The cover is magnificent. I'd love
to read the book. Here's lookln' atcha, kid.
La Voyeur

White, ambisexual female looking
to share plants and lunchboxes
with Jewish heterosexual male.
Must like "dressing up" on
Thursdays. DQn't call me, I'll call
you.

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405
) TOLL fREE 800-432-5249
~-

EARN MONEY FOR CHRISTMAS!!!
Home mailing program.
START IMMEDIATELY!
Send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Malling Services, P.O.
Box 14681-F, Richmond, VA. 23221.

Phil:
Love your new shorts.' You look like
a real sport now, Sweet Cheeks!
From your anonymous secret admirer (you know who).

?~·
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RICHARD
·TRUETT

This column is for students who
·have a tetm paper due and have not
finished it yet. Those of you who
finished your papers or don't have
one, see you next week.

It is getting harder and harder for
me to watch television and go to the
movies. I do not wish to sound like
a hopeless prude, or·a member of the
Amish society in Pennsylvania, but
I find the content of movies and
television to be insulting and
repulsive. Specifically the sexual
content.

All right, procrastinators. Don't
worry about your lack of progress.
Relax. People too often compare
themselves with overachievers. This
can only lead to ulcers.
I take the other route. If I have
gained a couple pounds during the
winter, so what. The Guinness Book
of World Records lists the world's
fattest-at over 1,000 pounds. It's.·

~~:~:t~~gg~~ know I have BOO
It's even better to compare
yourself with someone average. This
way if you can convince yourself
that you have an average person
topped, ·you 're above average.
I must be an average student-my
professors keep giving me C's. So I
have compiled a diary detailing all
the effort I have put into completing
a term paper that is due Dec. 7.
You can check your own progress
(or lack of it) against mine, see
wheth.er you are above or below
average and probably feel a whole
lot better about yourself. ·'

f"

Wednesday, Aug. 29- Received
syllabus. Was prepared to drop class
if paper had to be over 15 pages.
. Wednesday, Oct. 3- In a rare
mood of zealousness, decided to get
a head start and checked three
books out of the UCF library.
Monday, Oct. 28- Received notice
from the library that books are over·
due. Returned books without ever
having opened them. Paid $2.25 fine.
Friday, Nov. 2-.Came up with
great idea for topic.
Monday, Nov. 5- Professor mentions my· idea in class· as a perfect
example of what not to write about.
Wednesday, Nov. 21- Checked
o~t only book left in the library even
remotely connected to my subject.
Thursday, Nov. 22
(Thanksgiving)- Can't start a paper
on a holiday!
Friday, Nov. 23- That Doug
Flutie is some quarterback. Too bad
Miami lost to Boston College.
Saturday, Nov. 24- It's Saturday.
I can't spepd every day trying to
begin a paper. I deserve some time
off.
Sunday, Nov. 25- The officials
blew it. Tampa Bay should have
won that game.
Monday, Nov. 26- Panic begins
to set in. Good thing I have the
whole weekend off. Nice to see the
Dolphins back on track.
Wednesday, Nov. 28- Friend gets
a pair of tickets to the Florida·
Florida State game in Tallahassee.
Must remember to check the grade
forgiveness policy in the UCF
catalog.
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Terrorists only make problem

Movies and television are eroding
our mores and folkways by constantly bombarding the public with
cheap, gratuitous sex. I view the
situation like this: Hollywood constantly puts out trash like The Wild
Life, Springbreak, Hally wood
K-riights, and My Tutor.

The instances of international terrorism has grown to alarm- Teenagers-always the most impres·
ing proportions, to the point that the real issues are being sionable-see these movies and come
away with the idea that that is how
blown away by the violence. Whatever the underlying motives people are supposed to act, and so
for the carnage of late, the overwhelming result of it all in no they do. Hollywood moguls see that
way contributes to a positive solution to all the troubles our this is how people act and they
amplify and magnify the sexual conworld faces today.
The recent threat to the United States Embassy in Rome ·by tent. It is a never-ending circle: the
whole thing feeds off itself.
Lebanese nationals is most puzzling. How, in anyone's mind,
could it possibly serve anyone's interests to blow up a;n em- ·
bassy? Is there some hidden symbolism in ltj._lling people? Or
Television, on the other hand, is
does the symbolism lie in the fact that the target is American?
viewed by the Average American
Certainly a man may die for his country if he ·feels ·strongly
family 7.2 hours ·a day. I learned
this intelligence from a lecture adabout it, but shall a man die because of it?
·
ministered by Dr. Phil Taylor. Im·
British ·diplomat Percy Norris, who was shot to death in the
agine a TV set in 98 of American
streets of Bombay, India, had scores of factions claiming
households running for 7.2 hours a
responsibility for his assassination. Are these groups reduced
day. The worst part of it is that
even further to the point that they must fight for the right to
there is very few things worth wat·
claim the man's scalp?
ching.
There are many unanswered questions here, but in every
man's heart the answer is obvious. Violence will never. solve
A hundred or so years ago, we got
any problem, just as the death of Percy Norris will not keep the
our ·values from o\ir parents, now
British or the United States out of the Middle East, India, Northe flickering blue parent-the
thern Ireland, or whatever· justification Norris' killers found
TV-tells us what we should or
should not do, how to act and what
for killing him.
to wear. TV is indeed a powerful
The same day Norris was killed, Israeli jets bombed
medium, but the fact is that
suspected· Palestinian guerilla bases in Lebanon.. Suspect or
anything good for us can't be enternot, people died. Yet the conflict be~ween the Israelis and~the
taining.
Palestinians will go on until both sides get tired of the killing.
No solution has resulted from the death of a Palestinian,
Israeli, Lebanese, British, American, or any other man in the
Maybe I look at the entertainment
name of any cause.
industry with so much disdain
because I never was addicted to a
Only two questions remain; why does it continue, and when
TV
set. My world did not crumble if
will it end? One thing remains certain; death is not an answer.
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I missed an episode of General
Hospital, not only that but the 70s,
when I came of age, was particularly
bland. I do find it somewhat
disconcerting to see my younger
brother vegitating in front of a TV
set watching "professional" wrestling on the USA Network. This is
pure garbage. I recognize it as that
but I wonder if the younger
members of society who have been
weened on TV will be able to discern
the difference between the real world
and the television world.

•
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Editor:
Vicki White's commentary concerning the plight
of Ms. Furman in the November 9 issu.e of The
Future is timely, if a bit skewed. The issue at hand
is not whether or not lawyers are overpayed. Nor is
the integrity of the legal profession on trial.
What is on trial is the issue of unliscensed, unt~ained persons practicing law illegally within the
state of Florida. The Florida Supreme Court swiftly
took action on this case to set a precedent, one with
wide-reaching ramifications. The court ruling will
guide future decisions with regard to unlicensed individuals unlawfully working in professions, competing with their trained, licensed counterparts.
We feel that you have overstepped your role.as a
journalist, by slighting the legal profession with
allegations of dishonesy, ego-mania and pettiness.
One cannot judge a group by the actions of an individual. As a modern journalist, one would think
you would understand this. we personally do not
think that your words are worth reading, but we

LETTERS
are not going to lambaste the journalistic profes~a
.
We would not do this for the same reason you
should not similarly make stereotyped statements
about lawyers. If we have to explain to you why
this reason is, then perhaps you should look into
another line of work-hopefqlly one which does not
call upon you to make judgements.
M.P. Tierney
Liberal Arts
Robert J. Ritchie
Alumnus

D SG

Government to be a very confusing and seemingly
mixed up organization.
Probably the biggest problem with SG is how
seriously they take themselves. I mean, an
organization responsible for millions of dollars
does, in fact, have some reason for notability but
let's get our priorities straight.
The "Rob Rotter Incident" recieved more
publicity (negative, of course) than any other SG affair, and was more or less a petty power struggle.
For weeks Mr. Rotter made headlines and generally
made SG look even more foolish than usual. With
that kind of ineptness in the organization, I have
serious fears about my money and the money of my
fellow students.
Hopefully, in the future SG will learn just what
they are here for and will act a little more accor•
dingly. Somehow, though, I doubt it.
·
Gwen Ammerman
Arts and Sciences

prio~ities wr~ng

Editor:
In my time at UCF, I have found Student

·b y Carl McKnight
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ATTENTION ALL UCF STUDENTS.
IN TERNATIONAL CALCULATOR & COMPUTER
IS.NOW BEATING·ANY DISCOUNT PRICE OF
HEWLETT~PACKARD CALCULATORS ·BRING IN A
COPY OF THEIR AD. WE'LL GIVE' YOU LOCAL
DELIVERY. WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS!
1

Students!

Work Smart.
·Work Simply...With Hewlett-Packard!
Whether vou ·rr in Science. Engineering, Business, or Finance, your classes are
challenging and loaded \\ith tough probl~ms .
Cut those problems d-Own to size "'ith an HP calculator. Built-in functions and timesaving ieatures like dedicated keys are as close as a single ke~·~troke .
Get your HP calculator today.
Fh~ HEWLETT
li.:/:a PACKARD

OUR REGULARLY DISCOUNTED PRICES
$69.00
HP41CV $199.00
HPllC
HP12C
103.00
HP41CX
264.00
103.00
HP71B
425.00
HP15C

INTERNATIONAL

Calculator & Computer
Palm Springs Plaza
2914 Corrine Dr.
Orlando 898-0081 next to Albertsons
Altamonte Springs
830-7003
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Spotlight
The University Theatre Association will be
presenting Broadway/Hollywood ThursdaySaturday, Nov. 29-Dec. l at 8 p.m. and Sunday,
Dec. 2 at 2 p.m. in the University Theatre. Broadway/Hollywood is a stud~nt review show consisting of songs, dances, and monologu~s. Admission is free to UCF students. Call the box office at
275-2862 for more info.
The motion picture The Big Chill will be
presented in the Student Center Auditorium on
Nov. 30 and Dec. 2 at 8:30 p.m. Admission is free
to UCF students.

The Pine Castle Center of the Arts in Orlando is
currently featuring an exhibit of photography by
"Focus" Gallery members entitled "Focus on
Photography" in the Center Gallery. The exhibit
will run until Friday, Dec. 7. The Center Gallery is
open Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Call 855-7461
for details,

Cheek .to Cheek (644-2060)- At the Villa Nova,
839 N. Orange Avenue, Winter Park. Clay Gatton
and Magic will appear at 9 p.m. TuesdaysSaturdays.
Cheyenne Saloon and Opera House
(422-2434)- Church Street Station, Downtown
Orlando. Open nightly with music by the Cheyenne Stampede.

J.J. Whispers (629-4779)- 904 Lee Road. Open
nightly. Whispers Showroom features a live band,
Tuesdays-Saturdays. Video Ballroon in Shouts
from 9 p.m. Wednesdays-Saturdays.
Park Avenue · (629~1110)- 4315 North Orange
Blossom Trial. Contemporary music Tuesdays and
Thursdays-Saturdays.
Point After Lounge (273-9600)- 11599 East Colonial Drive. Open nightly with music, MondaysSaturdays.
Rosie O'Gr~dy's Goodtlme Emporium
(422-2434)- 129 West Church Street; downtown
Orlando. Shows are nightly at 7:30, 9:30, and
11 :45 p.m. with Dixieland music bY. the Gooc:tllme
Jazz land.

Movies
Altamonte Mall (834-3J34)- OH GOD, YOU DEVIL
and ROMANCING THE STONE.
Fashion Square (896-2571)- NIGHT OF THE COMET. · FALLING IN LOVE, BODY DOUBLE, GIVE MY
REGARDS TO BROADSTREET, IMPULSE, and A
SOLDIER'S STORY.
Interstate 6 (831-3050)- FALLING IN LOVE,
SUPERGIRL, MISSING IN ACTION, PLACES IN THE
HEART, ALL OF ME, and GIVE MY REGARDS TO
BROADSTREET.
Parkwood Plaza (293-4753)- JUST THE WAY YOU
ARE and ROMANCING THE STONE.
Plltt Theatre (894-8021 )- MISSING IN ACTION and
OH GOD, YOU DEVIL.
Twenty· First Century ( 896-9382)- CASABLANCA,
THE WIZARD OF OZ, A DAY AT THE RACES, ICE MAN,
DEAR MAESTRO, BLADERUNNER, and THE WOMAN
IN RED.
compiled by Suanne Boehm

Above: After all the stories and ads have been typeset, the production personnel assemble The Future and get it ready for the printer. Below: News editor Jennie Machtel is speaking with President Colbourn about an important issue.

A behind. the scenes look
at The Future
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Certified Public Accountants.
· ' by Richard Truett
The real exl>erience fo~ reporters comes in
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
the fact that they get to wear out plenty of
shoe leather by interviewing people and learning firsthand the business of writing a news
· Contrary to popular belief, The Future does story. "I always tell my reporters to ask
not appear magically every Friday out of thin questions that develop your topic when doing
air. It takes the combined effort of over forty an interview, do research beforehand and to
people to produce The Futun!.
try to find an interesting angle to the story,"
. The FNture is one of the few places on cam- news editor Jennifer Macht.el said. Future
pus where students can e&!n a modest salary reporters have all the rights and responas well as get some real hands-on experience sibilities of a professional reporter.
as to the functioning of a newspaper.
College newspapers, according ~o a
To put it all together, the editors begin on Supreme Court ruling, have been declared
. Thursday by handing out assignments to legitimate news-gathering organizations, and
each reporter and to photo editor Tim Barto. as such The Future is accorded all the press .
"If the assignments don't get out on time,
creden~ials of any other pewspaper, such as
then The Future just cannot get off the First Amendment rights and freedom from
ground and we end up getting behind,'' said censorship.
Editor in Chief Mike Rhodes.
The sports section is a little easier to
How each editor decides what is newswor- manage because the· athletic department
. thy and what isn't depends on two factors:
keeps The Future informed of all upcoming
whether or not the subject pertains to the sporting events and sports editor Don Witstudents' interests and if the matter is timetekind can assign each reporter to cover an
ly. The Future receives over 500 pieces of event weeks in advance. This is not so for the
mail per week from organizations throughout
the country; everything from movie studios
SEE FUTURE, PAGE 68
in California to The Florida Association of

1
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Bar Mitzvah: disgusting display of wealth
ensued after the religious
ceremonies was truly a unique
by.Tim Kip
affair:
it was the most
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
----------~ disgusting-but thoroughly
enjoyable-display of wealth
Recently my friend Jay and I have ever seen.
I became involved in a long
· winded conversation involvThe punch bowl, a huge
ing the qifferences between crystalline
s truc-ture,
people and countries. I priceless in itself, was filled
related to him a recent ex- with $4,000 worth of caviar.
perience of mine: my cousin Expensive bottles 9f chamJudd's Bar Mitzvah.
pagne flowed well into the
night and people were nonThis was not an ordinary af- chalantly chattering about infair. My cousin's family is consequential subjects, like
firmly entrenched . in the the stock market and interest
highest social strata in rat~s: These are the type of
America. A~d the party that people who are unaffected by

Gayle
Sayers
speaks
by Pete Moultak
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

the high price of gasoline. The
guests included actors, politicians, and executives of large
multinational corporations.
The meal was a four course
affair starting with hors
d'oeuvres, progressing to
salmon and continuing on to a
massive roast duck that
somebody must have needed
a guided missile to bring
down. The amenities of the
meal
were
obscenely
presented, everything from
individually bagged bits of
lemons-this was so that
when squeezed, the squeezer
·woQ.ld not be bothered by

juice and seeds going in unThe recent events in
wanted directions, to actual Ethiopia and New York where
silver silverware and 14 karat I attended the Bar Mitzvah
gold salt and pepper shakers. started me on a tr:ain of
thought: we as Americans
have a moral obligation to see
What does this have to do that there are no more
with people and places _in Ethiopias. I do not feel it is
other countries? i brought right to glide through life
out the point that at least in thinking that it is too bad
America a person has the about those poor people ''over
chance to become· obscenely there'' while we wallow in our
wealthy, whereas, in the own wealth.
Soviet Union, where they
There is nothing wrong
would starve without
American wheat or Ethiopia, with obscene displays of
where people are starving, wealth as long as the majority
they do not even have the of people in the world are not
chance to feed themselves.
·starving to death.

We Do More

Than Keep The BoOl(s
AT YOUR LIBRARY

"The roads yqu 're traveling, I've already tr_avelled.
YOU must prepare for the
future," former Chicago
Bears great Gale Sayers told
an enthusiastic crowd at a
speech at the UCF theater,
Nov. 26.
Kappa Alpha Psi sponsored
the speech, to promote the
Guide Right program. The
program is designed to help
students select courses to
supplement their major and
prepare them for better for
their career. Sayers primarily
dealt with the importance of
college athl.~tes preparing
themselves for life after
sports.
''If you prepare yourself to
play sports, then you should
also prepare yourself for the
day when . you can't play
anymore. You have to develop
other skills,'' Sayers said.
Sayers had his football
career cut short by a series of
severe knee injuries. After
retiring from professional
football, Sayers returned to
the University of Kansas and
received a master's degree in
educational administration.
Sayers explained: ''It's not
realistic to sit back and think
that a career in professional
sports is going to work out.
It's very competitive. Only a
small percentage of college
athletes become professionals. If you're not a part of
that percentage, what will
you do for a career?"
Ater working as an administrator for nine years,
Sayers established a public
relations firm and dealt with
corporations across the country. Sayers said that the people he met and the friends he
made while playing football
helped him in establishing his
business.
In 1984, Sayers started his
second business, a computer
supplies company. He still
maintains his public relations
firm.
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Silver Bullet has
been in training
since you last saw
him, and now he's back
to defend his title, like
all sports legends.
So watch your
campu s paper for
details on how
you can chal lenge
the Bullet. and ...
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• Area's Largest Center
• First lump C:rntr<i<'
(square main parac.:hutt-s)

• Equipment Sales
• OpPn n rln VS a week
• Accelerat~d Fre
Fall Course

World's Best known Parachute Center

813·788·5591
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• DRESS

• CASUALS
. • SANDALS

HANDBAG BONANZA
58.88 EA.
TOTE BAGS $8.88

FAMOUS NAMES .

CANDIES 1 '
MOOTSIE TOOTISES
SWALLOWS
EVERY DAY LOW PRtCES
59.99 ·
·

FAMOUS BRANDS

$1.00 OFF WITH STUDENT l.D.
Drawings for Free Shoes & Handbags

by

STORE HOURS
MON.- THURS. 9-6

FRI.-

9 WEST
GLORIA VANDERBILT
BANDALI NO'S
LOW PRICE OF $15.99

10376 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
OR LANDO, FLORIDA
TOWER PLACE
( ACROSS FROM WINN DIXIE )
TELEPHONE 305 / 275·8860

9-8

SAT.9-5
CLOSED SUNDAY

Cunninghmn' ~ inc.
• OFFICE SUPPLIES
• OFFICE FURNITURE
• MACHINES
• DRAFTING & ENGINEERING SUPPLiES

9AM TO 5:30PM
MON THAU SAT
7464 UNIV. BLVD
WINTER PARK

678-2976

UNIV BLVD. ANO GOLDEN ROD RO.
In Winn Dixie Shopping Plaza

Supergirl, played
newcomer Helen Slater, gets ready to square off against evil-doers
Faye Dunaway and Brenda Vaccaro. Peter O'lbole also stars in the new Tri-Star release,
Supergirl.
·
© 1i>B4 Trl·Star Pictures .

'Supergirl' -f~ils to get off
the ground _
by Suanne Boehm
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

When I heard Hollywood was going to
make Supergirl, I wasn't sure what to expect.
Producer Alexander Salkind thought that
making a Superman . IV would be pushing
things a ·llttle, especially after the release of
the terrible Superman III.
Instead Salkind decided to make a new film
about -Superman's cousin, Supergirl. If
Salkind plans to make a triolgy of Supergirl
films like he did for Superman, he had better
think again. He's already made one Supergirl
too many.
Supergii-1 begins in Argo City, a portion of
the original · planet Krypton that survived
destruction. With the leadership of Zaltar,
played by Peter O'Toole, an artist and visionary, the former Krypton inhabitants
create new lives in Argo City.
As time passes, Zaltar becomes tired of his
perfect life in Argo City. For his amusement,
Zaltar takes an omegahedron-a small sphere

that's Argo City's power source-and experiments with it.
Kara, played -by Helen Slater, a friend of
Zaltar's, also plays with the sphere but accidentally loses the omegahedron when it
escapes from the protective membrane sur- rounding Argo City.
Kara follows the path of the omegahedron
and tries to recover it before Argo City dies.
This magical sphere makes its way to Earth
and Kara is transformed into Supergirl upon
her arrival.
But retrieving the omegahedron isn't easy.
It has fallen it the hands of the evil witch
.Selena, played by Faye Dunaway. Selena
plans to use the sphere's power to rule the
world. Supergirl must battle Selena to ' save
her city. and Earth.
If you're expecting to see magical feats on
the same scale as Superman, forget it.
Supergirl's battles are scaled down. This film
tries to take a different direction but it
doesn't work. This film is disappointing,
.· SEE, SUPERGIRL, PAG-E 8

DINO'S PIZZA
u; .. 0\ i 'Al {!·;
T0 \A "Li 1-'L/\Ci.'
t-:i.X r TO CAPT/\ /.\ /J'S
0

BUY ONE - GET ONE

FREE!
On Our Small and Large Regular Pizza's
FREE DELIVERY

CALL 282-DINO
(3-4·5·6)

"

PIPING HOT PIZZA I ICE COLD BEER & SODA
OPEN

Sundny thru Thu7sday: 11 am - 11 pm
l-ricG~' & Se~urday: 11 am · 1 am
eu; (),,. C..:et C1;:: /'rec. :01 Good
Q;1

fl'··. ·.

,l;:cp D"h er

Du:i!Jlc Tc.ppc:·s

fy.ten & Women's Clothing
from the 1890's to the ·1960's
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New groups mixing politics with sex
/

.

By Joe Jervis
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Boy George .likes to say "I'm not gay, I'm
not straight-I'm a sexual person." Semantically that's probably true, but on the present European pop scene that sort of her·
maphroditical hedging is gaining only sneers.
Band afte~ band is clrunoring over each other
in the current vogue of declaring sexual
preferences and political ideals.
Frankie Goes To Hollywood's two
vocalists Holly J ohns~n and Paul ·Rutherford
have openly declared their homosexuality.
Their wild success has led other bands and
performers to attempt to cash in on the current trend by militantly and defiantly doing
likewise. And this isn't any sort of "We're
gay, we're just like you, please like us'~ type
of crap. It's more lik.e "We're gay. If you
don't like it-f--- off!"
Bronski Beat, a British trio that wears the
inverted pink triangles that the Nazis forced
homosexuals to wear in concentration camps
(500,000 homosexuals reportedly died in Nazi
concentration camps), has topped every chart
in Europe with their first · two singles.
"Smalltown Boy"· is a melodramatic tale
about a boy who, mentally tortured for his
gayness, runs away from home. "You leave in
the morning with everything you own in a little black case/alone on the platform the wind
and the rain in your sad and lonely face.'' The
Bronski Beat album, The Age of Consent,
lists the various ages at which it's legal to
have homosexual sex in different countries in
Europe.
No one is pretending that they are the first
pop group to declare that they're gay. After
all-, the sexual ambiguity of David Bowie,
Mick Jagger, Elton John, Grace Jones,
Prince, Michael Jackson, etc., have long
titillated the public an~ provided the critics

with reruns of material.
Instead, these new pioneers are fusing their
sexual identities with political identities.
Frankie Goes · To Hollywood .spout the
slogans of Malcolm X and Che Guevara and
set it to a disco beat. Sure, all that ''We are
one race, one frunily" type of rhetoric has
been around since the 60s. But the new
groups are fusing it with nuclear insistency.
Instead of peace, love and flowers, we're hear·
ing peace, love or die.Frankie's video for
"Two Tribes" ~nds with the world blowing
·up.Culture Club's "The War Song" video
presents militarism as a fashion show.
The Smiths expound upon this world angst
with a melancholy voice and depressing titles
like "What Difference Does It Make ,''
"Miserable Lie," "Suffer Little Children"
and "Pretty Girls Make Graves." Frequently
featuring semi-nude boys on their single
sleeves (stills from Warhol films), The Smiths
are also experiencing considerable commercial success in Europe.
·
None of this new generation of gay/political
bands seem to do it as well as The Clash .did
(another group reputed to have gay leanings).
Some, such as Tasty Tim, Dead or Alive,
Marilyn andAlphaville merely proclaim their
- preference and hope· that their music alone
will carry them, which is fine.
But Frankie, Bronski Beat and the others
do have an important message. They are
breaking ground musically, socially and
politically-and they are not doing it in an
, subtle way. This is the how the world is-and··
· if you don't like it you can change the channel-but things won't change.Sociologists ·say it's a sign of our changing
mores that operlly gay groups can have
substantial commerical success. And
political bands have been around forever. But
now that the two have fused, the results are
going to continue to be interesting.

"

New groups like Culture Club, Frankie Goes To Hollywood,
Alphaville, are making more than just a musical impact. on
their fans: they are using their sexual preferences as a commercial entity--and it has been a resounding success with.
millions of records sold, and a devoted legion of fans .
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Save up to. 50% on
selected
men's®, women's fashion·s
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Suite 10, Lee Rqad Shopping Ceriter
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)! Fox Hunt Lanes

I'

1. 2 Miles From_Campus On Alafaya
*A Tremendous Investment:
• Purchase price $53,900
• Only 5% down, $2700 (owner
occupied)
• No closing costs
• $430/mo. P & I
• Guaranteed 9.5% interest rate
. first year
One mile north of Highway 50 on Alafaya
Trail 1.2 miles from campus. Furnished
model open daily Monday-Saturday, 10AM6PM, Sunday, 12Noon-6PM
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Westinghouse
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FOX HUNT LANES
Colonial Drive (Hwy 50)

Lk. Underhill Rd .

After hours: (305) 422-1111

I
I

_____,
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~artin M.arietta

East West Expressway

3.05-282-4393

·.
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Vaulted ceilings
Open, spacious floor. plan
Large master bedroom suite
Cable TV available
Sparkling skylights
Charming loft

INVESTORS - Foxhunt Lanes is ideally tocHted close to UCF, Westinghouse and the· new East Martin M~etta ~ Siiitgle
units to quadraplexes are available with low-down financing.
.
_
*Sale price $53,900, $2700 down. 9.5% percentage rate first year. Note accrual rate indexed to 6-month Treasury bill 12.50%.
APR 14.54%.
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leisure section and for news;
sometimes late breaking
stories can radically upset the
best laid plans.
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Mister B's
Hairstyling

· II~

sat. 9 to 5
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11648 E. HWY 50
Orlando, FL 32017
(I Directly Across from Point After
Q)
Open Tues. · Fri. 9 to 9

.CENTRAL FLORIDA'S
MOST COMPLETE SKI STORE

.

0)

Ql

Phone 277·8015
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The Future has thousands
. O} Berman - Master Stylist
:J
of dollars worth of equipment:
832 North Mills• Orlando, FL 32803 • (305) 898-J999
C)O)Q)Q)Q)GQ>~O)~Q)O)(}Q)O>Q)O)() J>()Q()OJQ).
complete darkroom facilities, ~..::::.:=::..:;:.:.::.::~:::.:::=..:..::.:.:=:...!:.~~:,::;:..::,:._-411~~~~iiD:=~~~ii~~~~~~M~~~computer terminals ·and a
machine called a Compugraphic Trendsetter, which
Ladies' I Men's I Childrens' Clothes
is a typesetter that spits out
Something for Everyone!
each story in various · and
F~ily Resale/Consignment Shop
assorted column widths and
120 N. Central
print styles.
Oviedo FL

Second Chance Boutique

After all the stories for the
week are in-ideally this is

Need money for Christmas?
Open Tues-Sat 10-5 we·are now accepting fall & winter ·
C.Iosed Monday
clothing for resale. 365-

704

RE·NT·A·RHYTHM
Live DJ for Parties
Book Now for Holidays
REASONABLE

/282·4499

Tuesdayatnoon-theeditors~:'.'.:::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

start the task of reading each
story and removi.ng the errors, such as spelling, punctuation, arid accuracy. When
each story has been.read it is
then sent over to the typesetter and printed. Next step is
laying out the stories on the
pages, which is handled by
the production staff. One of
the most important parts
about the layout is seeing
.that ea.ch item is on the page
straight.
The Future employs its own
art Qirector, Jeff Glick, who
sees that the paper is designed properly. Glick served as
art director at the Independent Florida Alligator in
. Gainesville before coming to
UCF. Glick's first task was to
do away with the drab appearance of last year's Future
and design a new look. "I
redesigned the paper in order
to improve readability and to ·
make it more graphically ,
oriented,'' Glick said in an-interview Wednesday. He is
responsible for the style of
the newspaper and all its illustrations as well as informational graphics. Glick is the
creative end of the editorial
process.

And finally there is the
business end of The Future.
As journalism professor Fred
Fedler stresses repeatedly in
his classes, the sole reason for
newspapers to be in bus.iness
is to make a' profit. This is
where business manager Pam
Gimson comes in-she coordinates and oversees the ad
reps, who go into the com·
munity and sell advertising.
Gimson pays the bills and
sees that the staff gets paid.
The editorial and the business
parts of The Future are '
treated as separate elements.
As any true .business, The
Future is not without problems. In the past the
newspaper has had a difficult
time rema)ning financially
solvent, and even now it suffers from that past malady.
The paper's most common
problem is with personnel.
Since all of The Future's staffers are students they face the
same problems as any other
student, like remaining
stude~ts.
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Life goes on for Ray
Manzarek ·

CASH ON THE SPOT
For Your Used Hard &
Paperback Textbooks
No Long Lines,
Just Friendly Service
Finals Week .
Dec. 10-14

by Richard Truett
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

~-;-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

· Ray Manzarek' s soaring keyboard antics
still thrill the millions of people who listen to
Doors albums. Manzarek is acknowledged as
one of the most influential, perhaps the best,
keyboardist in rock. Manzarek took over the
band and lead singing chores in 1971, when
lead singer Jim Morrison died; the result was
two moderately successful albums, Other
Voices and Full Circle. Although the albums
sold well.and produced three hit singles:
"Ships With Sails," "Tightrope Ride," and
''Mosquito,'' they did not sell in the numbers
that previous Doors albums did. The Doors'
· first album stayed on the charts for over four
years, and L.A. Woman for two. Then Manzarek and the other Doors called it quits.
In 1973, Manzarek's first solo album, The
Golden Scarab appeared. In 1974, Manzarek
released his second long ·player-The Whole
Thing Started With Rock and Ron Now It's
Out of C~ntrol. Then Manzarek joined forces
with future Blondie member Nigel Harrison
in a band called Nite City, who stayed
together for one album.
After Nite City Manzarek took some time
off. In 1977, Manzarek joined up with the
rest of the ~oors and put together some of
Morrison's poetry for the album An
American Prayer, which sold well and won
many international awards.
In the late 70s and early 80s The Doors got
hot again due to the book No One Here Gets
Out Alive and the use of "The End" in
Apocalypse Now. Morrison became a folk
hero of sorts and the other two Doors, Robby

Corner of University & Alfaya

~AM-6PM
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•
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TIRED OF WAITING?

~w;m;m1
HAS A VERY LOW·COST ALTERNATIVE
Why not check out the low, low prices on our direct a~cess
terminals. For less than the price of a good stereo you can do
your computer project from the comfort of your home, but
then you will have to give up the endless lines, wasted nights
and ruined weekends. Sacrifices! Sacrifices!
.Stop in or call us now for details.
HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:00-6:00, Saturday 10:00-4:00

•

645·5522

17-92 AT MAITLAND BLVD. OVERPASS

Krieger and John Densmore, as well as M&nzarek became highly sought after for interviews. The group, which had dissolved nearly
ten years before, was on the cover of several
magazines, Rolling Stone and Musician
among the most prominent.
In 1980, Manzarek,discovered and brought
the L.A. based band X to his old record label,
Elektra. Manzarek has produced all of X's
albums and played organ on them as well. X
is considered one of America's best hard rock
b_ands.
Earlier this year, Manzarek released
another solo album, Carmina Burana. This
time around, Manzarek has strayed into
previously untouched territory: Carmina
Burana is a collection of poems di~covered in
_ Germany in 1803 which are written and sung'
in Latin. Manzarek has set these poems to a
rock beat and the result is something that is
beyond words. There is no other album in
which to compare this work to. It consists of
traditional rock instruments like electric
guitars and rock drums, but the singfng is
virtually inacessible unless you speak fluent
Latin.
Of course Manzarek's organ work is
beyond compare, especially on the instrumental "The Dance" and "Boiling Rage."
Anyone who is even remotely familiar with
Manzarek's organ work on the live version of
"Light My Fire," and the song from L.A.
Woman "Been Down So Long, " will know
what Manzarek can do with a tune called
"Boiling Rage." ·
. Manzarek is currently juggling a few proJects: a new solo album, shooting some new
videos for a feature length collection of Doors
songs to be released early in 1985.

r

UCF Phone-.
Vietnamese-American
Student Association

Directories are here!

V.A.S.A.
presents

Vietnamese-American Day

December 1, 1984
Student Center Auditorium
7:30 a.m.
,.,

Refreshments will be served.
Folk dancing, traditional songs and dress!
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ESPN tops cable, Santa Claus ·kills
• Chaka Kahn's "I Feel For You" has
topped the U.K. chart for 4 weeks-it
should do same here soon.

• ESPN is now the most widely
received cable channel in the country,
surpassing WTBS and MTV. The all
sparts channel is now in 40 percent of
U.S. households and is carried on
8855 cable systems, I wonder if Ted
Turner will keep the slogan
"A:nierica's Station." Cable penetration· itself is up to 42 percent of TV
households, over 35. 7 million homes.
This year's increase was almost 10
percent.
e Home Box Office is spending $10
million to encrypt its satellite signal
to <;able affiliates so that hqme ~
satellite dish owners won't be able to
receive the signal for free. Sort of
defeats the whole purpose. for having
a home dish-in the first place, huh?
HBO. will be sending out

descramblers to the first 10,000 cable
systems by the end of December.
• Will someone please write to Entertainment Beat and tell me why I keep
watching V? The plot has so many
holes, you could drive a mother ship
through it, the dialogue is
laughable-but still I'm addicted.
Maybe I keep waiting for Diana to
bite the head off another hamster.
e Ghostbusters opened to packed
houses all over Japan this week. It
will he movie of the year for the U.S.,
having grossed over $200 million.
e_"He knows when you've been
naughty!" growls the announcer for
Silent Night, Deadly Night, the new
Christmas flick about _a deranged
killer that comes down the chimney
dressed as Santa Claus and proceeds

-------------to hack at people with an ax. Big controversy over the film up north, where
it's already playing. Look for it on
Movie Macabre within a couple. of
months.
• Record Ramblings.:
The Number One single 20 years
ago: "Leader of the Pack" by The
Shangri-Las, 10 ye~s ago-"I Can
Help" by Billy Swan.
• Billboard's Single of 1984 is sure to
be Prince's "When Doves Cry," the
soundtrack to Purple Rain has Album
·
of the Year locked up.

• Local boys Whamarama were well
received as the opening act for The
Fixx last week. The audience was
restless for the headliners and didn't
call for an encore, butWhamarama's
blend of 60s soul and 80s pop was a
pleasant warmup and promises bigger things for the band. Thank the
promoters for not giving us another
senseless mismatch like the Culture
Club show. Anybody could have seen
that local heavy-metalersFour in
Legion would be roundly booed. Must
have been the same guy that booked
the B-52' s to open for The Who.

SUPERGIRL

building's top. Pretty impressive
stuff.
·
In Supergirl on the other hand,
Supergirl first uses her great strength
to prevent two drunken truck drivers
from sexually assalting her. A couple
of pushes and shoves and it's all over.
Even if you don't compare
Supergirl to the Superman films and
judge Supergirl as it stands alone, it
falls flat on its face. It's not· a well
made movie.
The major problem is the story and
the script. The story's not all that in-

teresting to begin with. The script
tries to cover too much ground in a
two hour film . .
As for the casting, unknown actress
Helen Slater was choosen as
Supergirl. Slater's not too b~d but her
acting is uneven throughout the
·
whole film.
The biggest letdown was Dunaway
as Selena. When I see a film that has
good versus evil as one of its major
themes, I like my villians as nasty as
they come. But Dunaway's Selena
isn't really nasty, she acts more

like a stand-up comedienne than a
villianess.
The only actor who lends anything
to the picture is O'Toole. When he's
on screen, the audience knows it.

FROM 3
especially after the heroics of Superman and Superman II.
As an example, when the audience
first sees Superman perform his great
feats vyith costume and the whole
schmear, Superman saves Lois Lane
from plunging to the ground after
falling from a crashed helicopter on
top of a skyscraper. Besides saving
Lois Lane, he does a one-hand grab
for the chopper as it falls from the

ENT~RTAlNMENT

BEAT
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SK/WORLD *
OF ORLANDO~
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A-Burdines Optical Contact· ..
Lens Gift Ce.rtificate Is The Gift Of ..
Vision.
....
Bausch & Lomb Regular Soft Contacts

--~~~$49~~~~~~

Bausch & Lomb 30-Day EXtended Wear
Soft Contacts s _ _ _ _ _ __

79

After watching the film I got the
impression that director ,Jeannot
Szwarc tried desperately to fill in the
holes but everything kept spilling
out.
Now that Supergirl's first flight is
over, I hope she can be grounded for
the audience'.s sake.

~

.·.*WATER AND SNOW SKIING EQUIPMENT

• ...

.. •

* ..
•

"*complete Pro Shop $

Bausch & Lomb or Ciba Tinted Soft
Contacts
___________
s79 ________________

...*.
~·

•
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Prices do not Include eye exam.

Discount
OPTICAL & CONTACT LENS CENTER
Optical Dept. Closed Sunday

with UCF l.D.
or this ad

1425 N. Orange Avenue
across from Lake Ivanhoe just off 1-4

I
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EPSON, OKITADA AND
OTHER PRINTERS AT
DISCOUNT PRICES!

HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 · J
SATURDAY 10 - 6

894·3304

BLANK DISKETTES
~ROM . $17.95
GIFT CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE

HERNDON PLAZA ACROSS FROM FASHION SQ. MALL

DISCOUNT PRICES
KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF
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Snowshoe -Bound?
.

.

_Don't miss the~ mandatory
Ski Trip meeting Tue. Dec. 4
.at . 7:30 in the SCA!

•

•

,_

...
'

.----~-----------------------------------------q

WHY? That's eqsy. Room

-

assiQnment~,

~~-~-=

-

~

departure time, rental informatio·n, PLUS

.

movies , prizes, surprizes and

more.~.

Don't Forget! Money is due by Dec. 4!

"The feel-good movie of 1983:'
"The eight star actors deserve one big Oscar ... (in) this
funny and ferociously smart movie:·

~...b..,

,.."J·;:z.'""!..
,~~

_ ________
•

----;.,

Richard Corliss. TIME f'\AGAZINE

.. 'The Big Chill' is ·masterly. entertaining, in many ways
irresistible. Ifs rare that a contemporary Hollywood movie
packs thi!:> many full-bodied portraits. so knowingly
written and stunningly well played." David Ansen. NEWSWEEK

•

8-Ball

1st Tim Henery
2nd Russell Nowlin
3rd Mark Patz

How much love, sex, fun and
friendship can a person take?
They're eight old friends who haven't seen each other
since the sixties. Searching for something'they've lost.
And finding all they need is each other.

,.

Ping-Pong
1st An Hoai Tran
2nd Trung Q Bui
3rd Jams Frost
College Bowl
''Bucky B~dger ·''
Pat Cragan, Andrew Courtois,
Joe DiFonzo, Don Mclynn · · ·

:(!j: - ·, I

cHliL

In a cold world you need your friends
to keep you warm.

Congratulations

Nov. 30.& Dec. 2
SCA 8:30

~~~~
·

I

•PAC ;, funded thm11}(h rhe Acti11ite..• a11d

Se~11ices

f:PP.<: as

S tudent Oo11ernment nf thl' U111t•Pr.<lf,1' of · ( entrul flunda

ullticatPrl hy the

to our Tournament Winners
•PA(' is funded through the Actiuites and Services Fees, as allocated by the Student Gouern ment of the
Unit •e rsity of

Central Florida
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UCF jumps
to Division I
•

Ladies triumph in tournament
-----------~-----West

by S~ott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

•
•

Kristy Burns paced the University of Central Florida women's basketball team 'w ith 25
points to help the Lady Knights defeat
Eastern Illinois, 75·49. For her 25 point performance in the championship game of the HoopDe-Doo Invitational, Burns was named the
tournament's Most Valuable Player.
UCF 6'1" foward Susan Patz and 5'6" guard
DeAnn Craft were named to the all tournament
teani. Also named on that team were 5:9"
guard L}rnette Richardson of Florida Interna·
tional University, 5'5" guard Lisa McGhee of

Georgia, and 5'10" foward Chris·
Aldridge and 6'0" foward Toni Collins of
Eastern Illinois.
In the championship gaqie against Eastern
Illinois, UCF played a flawless game. No matter what the midwestern team did on defense,
the Lady Knights would counter it on offense.
''It showed what we can do when everything is
going right," UCF head Coach Joe· Sanchez
said. ''We started inside and our big girls
started getting some points.'' When that hap·
pened Eastern Illinois dropped back into a
zone defense and Burns began to hit the outside shot.
SEE LADIES, PAGE 13

UF Gators slam .young Knight squad, l 06-55by Scott Gunnerson
t

FUTURE STAF.F WRITER

It was a long night for UCF head Coach Chuck
Machock and company as they weathered a terrible
storm in Gainesville as the Knights lost to the University
of Florida, 106-55.
The Gators placed six players in double figures and all
but one player scored for UF. 6·3 sophomore guard D~ryl Gresham and 6·9 senior center Eugene McDowell each
led the Gators with 16 points.
Julian Butler, 6·2 junior guard, led the Knights in scor·
ing with 16 points and Dan Faison followed with 14.
McDowell set the tone of the game on the very first

basket of the game. He took a pass from 6·5 sophomore ·
guard Joe Lawrence, above the basket, showed it to the.
crowd and then slammed it through the hole.
In five minutes of the first half the Gators were leading
10-0 and at the end of the quarter they led 55-20. UF
made 52 percent of their shots from the field as compared
1
· · to UCF's 34 percent.
The big difference in the two teams was that the Gators
played as a team, while the.Knights were still individuals
'and did not function as a unit. Bench depth is another fac·
tor. A~er the first five or six players, Machock had little
to choose from. UF head Coach Norm Sloan could have
drawn names out of a hat in substituting as everyone on

·
SEE KNIGHTS, PAGE 13

Women's Basketball roster

Men's Basketball roster

PLAYER

PLAYER

HS·JUNIOR COLLEGE HOMETOWN

Sam Alexander
Tony Brackins
Julian Butler
Tom Cubit
Eric Bethea
Dan Falson
John Friday
Stan Kimbrough
Dennis Lavender
Bob Machock
Chris Wallen

BCC
Pasco-Hernando CC
Key West
Academy Park
Key West
Bartow
San Diego CC
St. Joseph's
San Diego CC
Bishop Watterson
Stuart

Kristy Burns
DeAnn Craft
Kathlynn Eshoo
Rochelle Lee
Cotrlna Mccants
Chiquita Miller
Lori Oldham
Loretta Pate
Susan Patz
Fayetta Robinson
Valerie Roessler
- Christine Strahl
Sabrina Tussey
Terri Jo Wendt

HIGH SCHOOi:

HOMETOWN

Pueb ..J, Colorado
Pueblo South
Garden City, Kansas
Garden City
Napervllle, Illinois
Marillac
Titusville
Titusville
Mobile, Alabama
Leflore
Cairo, Georgia
Cairo
Oldham County Cape Coral
Deland
Deland
Orlando
Boone
Oviedo
Oviedo
· Shaler Area PA · Casselberry
lndlanapolls, Indiana
Tucker GA
Belfry
S. Wllllamson, Kentucky
Palmyra Palmyra, Missouri

~·

Assistants:
Rick Duckett
Sam Harris
Jim Chellis

Head Coach:
Chuck Machock

Head Coach: Joe Sanchez
A11l1tant1: Gill Heasley
Beverly Knight

After a week off its once again
time for Pigskin Picks! Our experts did, in fact pick last week,
and while nothing was published,
we all had perfect records.
Our guests from the Renegades
managed to edge two of our experts and tie the third. Guess we
ought.a avoid the pros ... ·
This week please welcome
Loren Knutson, Director of
Recreational Services ·as our
guest picker. Knutson is responsible for all those wonderful intramural sports and should,
therefore, be a tough guest.
Here we go again ...

Pf. Fortin, Trinidad
Brooksville
Key West
Sharon Hill, Pa.
Key West
Bartow
St. Thomas, V.I.
Cleveland, Ohio
Brawley, Ca.
Columbus, Ohio
Stuart ·

Jeff Glick/Future

'FUTURE SPORT'S PIGSKIN PICKS.
Games

DW

MR

Fla vs. FSU

Fla. 3

Miami vs. Raiders
Tampa vs. Packers
49ers vs. Atlanta
Denver vs. Chiefs
Giants vs. Jets

Miami7
Packers 3
49ers 14
Denver 7
Giants 7

SG

LK

Fla. 7

FSU 3

Fla. 7

Miami3
Packers 14
Atlanta 10
Chiefs 2
Giants 1

Raiders 4
Tampa 1
49ers 5
Denver 4
Giants 3

Miami3
Packers 10
49ers 14
Denver3
Giants 1

STATS TO DATE

Mike Rhodes
Don Wittekind
Scott Gunnerso'"!

27-09-0 75.0
26-10-0 72.2
24-11-1 68.1
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UNION PARK PHARMACY

Razorbacks down UCF
by Scoff Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

With an improved effort over their performance against Florida, the University of Central Florida came within 14 points of 17th
ranked Arkansas, 59-45, Tuesday night.
Razorback guard Byron Irvin led both
teams in scoring with 16 points. Both Stan
Kimbrough and Julian Butler made 12 points
each to lead UCF. Arkansas held a narrow
three point lead,· 14-17, with 9:03 left in the
first half. It was Kimbrough's 15 foot jump
shot that drew the Knights within three
·
points.

It seemed as though the Knights pulled
together because of the fact that their starting center, John Friday, could not play. Fnday has fallen victim to an eligibility conflict
that may take a group of Harvard law grads
to figure out. Fres~an 7 foot tall center EJ'.ic
Bethea took Friday's place and later in the
game 6 foot 3 inch sophomore guard Tom
Cubit moved into the foward position to battle the giants.
The Knights were more relaxed than in the
Gator game. "They weren't nearly as awed or
intimidated or nervous,'' UCF assistant
Coach Jim Chellis explained. "W-e've got a lot
of new kids that have never played Division I
basketball.''

NOW OPEN
8 A.M. - 8 P.M.
WE MEET OR BEAT ALL
PRESCRIPTION PRICES

Ali Yousuf, R.PH.
R.E.
R.PH.

Webb,

The search continues ... ·
by Suzanne Riehm
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

·

While many Jerry Anderson fans may resent UCF' s
search for a new head football.
coach, they may not be aware
of all the facts concerning the
issue.
That President Colbourn
has appointed a search committee to find a replacement
for Lou Saban is hardly news
but most have no idea of the
circumstances behind the
decision.
The committee members
are: Bill Peterson, Phil Goree,
Chuck Machock, John Sowinski, Dr. Frank Juge, Dr.
Robert Belle, Dr. Henry Kennedy, Dr. Carol Surles, Yogi
Moore, Steve Finley, .Tony
Martin, Jay Leek, Manny ·
Rodriguez, and Linda
Kuyper.
Boosters are footing the bill
for the search but the $5000
tag is just an estimate. Vice
President of Business Affairs

· Phil Goree commented that
the boosters do not have a
preconceived idea about who
should be the new head coach
and in fact are divided in
favor of Anderson who was a
finalist in the last search two
years ago. Some committee
members wanted to appoint
Anderson immediately but
Goree has several reasons
against such a move.
First, any appointment
within the university system
is temporary, lasting only one
year. Under such a system
Anderson would have to contend for the job just as he is
now in a very short time.
Goree said the general feeling
was, "Let's do it now."
"It was also felt," commented Goree, "that with a
temporary appointment
Anderson would be working
unde.r a cloud ... see·n as being
Lou Saban's man." Positioning him as a strong candidate
for the job gives him "a. far

stronger position in the community and the university."
When asked if flamboyancy
was a consideration Goree
replied, "Absolutely not. Not
this time."' According to
Goree the two ·most important characteristics for UCF's
new head coach are leadership
and good recruiting methods.
Intheeventof asearchof
this kind, ads are put in the
NCAA Journal, The Orlando
Sentinel, - and the opening is
also listed in bulletins going
out to other colleges. UCF is
authorized to pay from
$27 ,000 to $50,000 a year for
a coach but has decided to offer a maximrim of $40,000.
"Hardly a sum that will steal
a well.known head coach from
a big school.'' said Goree.

50% OFF
CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAP
• DISCOUNT GREETING CARDS
•PARTY FAVORS• GIFT ITEMS
LOCATED IN THE NEW TOWER PLACE
10376 E. COLONIAL DR. UNION PARK
. PHONE 282-1026

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MEAT MARKET

COUNTRY SNLE

BOILED
HAM '

PORK
RIBS

REGULAR

SUPER
SUBS

(::commodore 64
Center

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 - Locations
To Serve You
REGULAR .
OR LITE

COOKIN GOOD
PREMIUM

LEG
QUARTERS

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE

COLE GROUN PATIO
SLAW CHUCK St EAKS

COMPLETE SERVICE FACILITIES
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS
COMPUTER CLASSES AVAILABLE
BUY SYSTEM $8.00 A WEEK
SPECIALISTS AVAILABLE
HOLIDAY SALE ON SOFTWARE!
CHECK OUR RATES FIRST!

5625 S. Oronge Blossom Trail
3 blocks North Oak Ridge Road
, (305) 855-1010

MICHELOB

BEER

6-pack

1.991b. sl .09tb. 2.99ea. -.49¢tb.. s2.99
FRESH

EXTRA LEAN

CUBE
STEAKS

CENTE~

With a Citizen 24 Card, you have 24 hour banking
at two locations, at 156 Geneva Drive in Oviedo,
and at our UCF facility across from the
Administration Building. Citizens 24 offers a number
of' services, including withdrawals, transfers,
loan payments, deposits and balance inquiries.
Come in and let us show you how easy it is
to use a Citizens 24 Card.

CUT

PORK
CHOPS

5

Austanan's
11039 E. Colonial
Orlando
275·9662
Mon. • Sun. ~-8.

•

.

.

-c ·1r·1zENS BANI<
NEVER CLOSES

99¢tb. sl .49 tb. sl. 991b. 2.791b. sl. 99tb.
Austanan's LJAuSTANAN'sOVledo
~::-~i; Hwy. 426
42
Oviedo
365•3466
• UCF
Mon. • Sat. 10·6 un1vers11y Blvd Alalavo ,
'

•

ORLANDO EhECTRONICS CO.

5

FRESH MADE

•

Orlando's largest

AT YOUR LIBRARY

AUSTANAN'S

275·5855

TOWER
.CARDS N' GIFTS

''Coaches are extremely important as father figures."
said Goree, "If a coach can't
recruit he won't have the
talent ... and you can't win
without talent."

We Do More
Than Keep The Books

•

103 76 E. Colonial Dr. Tower Place

University BIVd.

156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729
Hwy. 50

Gl'

•OVIEDO. FLORIDA 32765
MEMBER FDIC

(305)365·6611
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UCF's football

compl~x

faces problems

allocation of $1,230,000 by over a quarter of a
million
dollars, according to Dick Lavender, arby Janette Augustynowskl
chitect
on
the Power Facilities Planning CommitSPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
tee. Lavender continued saying, "It was very disappointing-now the architects will have tO go back
over the plans and revise the building to bring
Complications will cause a delay in the ground down the cost.'' He also indicated that the plans for
breaking for the new football athletic complex a training room may also have to be altered.
The facility is currently designed to have a large
which is . to be built next to -the existing athletic
facility.
meeting room, which will seat 150 people, an area
On November 15th, bidding was heard to deter- . for training facilities for the team, and a large
mine who would receive _the contract to start locker area, as well as necessary space to house the
building the new complex. The lowest bid was for entire football staff.
$1.5 million, which exceeds the original budget
The complex should prove to be an asset to the
Patz, a junior from Orlando, led the offensive attack
FROM 11
against West Georgia with a
game high 22 points. Burns
In the first game of the followed with_ 16 points.
tournament Sanchez allowed UCF's 6 foot 3 inch junior
his team to show very little of center Christin~ Strahl also ·
their game strategy, using hit double figures with 10
just what he needed to beat points, 4-5 from the field and
West Georgia, 75-63. "I hate 2-2 from the free throw line.
to give a free scouting Strahl and Patz led the.Lady
report," Sanchez explained. Knights in rebounding with
The Lady · Knights gave eight each.
Eastern Illinois very little to
In the second game on Frilearn from as they watched day night at the UCF gym,
before their own game.
· Eastern Illi~ois had to go into

LADIES

•

overtime to reach the finals
on Saturday night. After ending up tied at .the end of
regulation, Eastern Illinois
outscored Florida h1terna·
tional u ·niversity, 12--8 in
overtime, to win, 77-73.
International' s Richardson
led both tealJls in scoring with
24 points. '.Eastern Illinois
had five players scoring in
double . figures, including
Aldridge with 20 and Collins
with i4. FIU 6 foot 4 inch
senior center Kimberly

football program as it provides the coaches and
players additional working space. The current foot·
ball staff offices are located on the second floor of
the recreational services · building. The new
building, which will sit on the temporary parking
lot west of the athletic facility will even be able t0- --provide a dining area, by use of the large meeting
room for the players.
The original ground breaking was scheduled for
the end of December but now will not take place until at least sometime after January 1985, assuming
that the plans are sufficiently revised and a contractor is hired.

Pellegrini pulled down a tour·
nament high 16 rebounds.
On Saturday night, FIU
had no trouble with West
Georgia while outscoring WG
52-33 in the second half.
Richardson scored a tournament high of 34 points to lead
FIU to the victory, 82-59.
- In the championship game,
the same UCF didn't show up
to the gym. Instead of the
uriimpressive Lady Knights
of the night before, this time·
they were warmed up and
ready. UCF had not played

before the FIU game and
needed a night to become
comfortable. Sanchez is only
returning four players from
last year's 23-7 team, and has
added eleven new faces.
Burns led UCF in scoring
with 25 points and it .was she
and Strahl who each blocked
four shots. The Lady Knights
recorded 18 bl~ked shots in
the game- 6 foot senior
Rochelle Lee and 5 foot 11
inch junior Terri Jo Wendt
~ach had three blocked shots.

KNIGHTS
FROM 11
his bench could . play at
anytime in the ball ganie and
hold their own.
Last season's Southeastern
Conference freshman player
of the year, 6 foot sophomore
guard Andrew Mo~n handed
out seven assists and scored
11 points for the Gators. · .

TALE OF THE TAPE
Height:
10.16 cm
Weight:
2A1 kilograms
Stride:
6.35 cm
Length:
20.32 cm
Best Clocking:_ Broke the
3 minute meter
(3/20/81)

FOR MOR.E DETl\ILS CONTACT

-------------------~---~------------------~--

Silver Bullet Turtle Race
EntryF9rm

Trainer's Nanie (that's you)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--=-----=--------=-Turtle's

Name·---------:------,-------~----.

I

Address_ _ _ _' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' Phone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- : - - - - ' - - - - - - Drawings for turtles will be h e l d : - - - - - - - - - - - - <:' 1984 Adolph Coors Company. Golden. Colorado 80401 28:55

Raccoons
'
cant.
~

fll'

A Public Service
ofThis Newspaper~
& The Adv<;rtising Co~~cil ~

U
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Knights down

Mercer~

remain unbeaten

by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

With
the
offensive
firepower of Kristy Burns and
DeAnn Craft, the University
of Central Florida won . its
third straight game of the
young season by defeating
Mercer University, 97-83. The
Mercer Teddy Bears were
within· five points of the Lady
Knights at halftime. Then
UCF started the second
quarter on the run and hit
Mercer
with
eight
unanswered points.
In the first half, Meteer
beat UCF consistantly with _a
quick outlet,. with one girl
releasing early from her
defensive position to score on
the fast break.
UCF head Coach Joe Sanchez, with a record of 3-0,
gave his Lady Knights the
green light in the second half
to run Teddy Bears to death.
"Our main goal was to shut
their transition game down
and we wanted to up the tempo coming out, running it at
t hem,'' Sanchez revealed.
"We wanted to really burn
them out, they only had eight
players and we were playing
with about ten at the time."
SEE UCF, PAGE 17

Bret Feeney/Future

Bret Feeney/Future

Lady Knight Christine Strahl goes for two at practice. Assistant co~ch Gill Heasley councils player Lori Oldham.

USIC
'AREHO USE

GATEWAY JEWELERS

859-6181
3595 S. Orange Ave.
Orlando

ALL EQUIPMENT AT HUGE SAVINGS
UP TO 50°/o OFF

SPECIAL OFFER

KRAMER • IBANEZ • DEAN MARKLEY
CB700 • PAISTE • ZILDJIAN • AND MORE

. "Registering now for piano,
drum and guitar lessons."

FREE!
OIE CARAT DIAMOID
CUT CUBIC ZIRCOllUM. JUST FOR VISITING OUR
STORE ( Whil1 Supply llltl)

FREEi

BEAUTIFUL 141 GOLD

IUGGET BRACELET Wl1H
PURCHASE OF AIY JEWELRY
ITEM •&0.00 OR MORE

:&W~&Wtr1'&Wtr~&~~&W~&.

!

,, ·

~4

If
4

EXAMINATION
OF THE EYE
CONTACT LENSES
EYEGLASSES

,,

699·4000

ltf

1340 TUSCAWILLA RD.

~

(Corner Red Bug &
Tuscawilla Rds.)

,.

4

2

I
a

ALOMA

I

I
a

UllVERSITT SQUARE

....... ,...,

SHOPPllG CEITER
"iAa-•..

678-4973
OFFER GOOD
THRU CHRISTMAS

10 MIN. FROM UCF

CONTACT LENSES for CHRISTMAS?

~

LOTS OF TRI-COLOR
AND DIAMOND cur
JEWELRY II STOCK.

!i
GATEWAY
JEWELERS
7426 University Blvd.
Winter Park. FL
AT
University Squn

Shopping C•rlt•r

·

David Hankins, 0.D.
(UCF, 1977)

* Take advantage of our *

.

- 8-WEEK EASY PAYMENT
,.
plan for the holidays
* ALL TYPES OF CONTACT LENSES: *
It
extended wear, soft contacts
4/
for astigmatism, tinted soft
* PERSONALIZED GIFT CERTIFICATES *
~
available for contacts,
prescription eyewear, sunglasses
11
• 15% DISCOUNT on materials to
4
UCF students, faculty and staff
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Discount.Auto Parts
WE'RE COMMITTED TO LOW PRICES EVERYDAY!!

· NrW ALL ·
lt~LHAll(lN SEAsoH
~lt11·M1 1t1 11 ' '
If l, If

L) ,

IVI •'·

~·
·conoco 10W40
Motor Oil

XSV Oil Filter ,.
By Purolator

Armor All
4 oz.

AntiFreeze
Coolant By

SIZ~

Prestone

4

4

Cal Custom ·
Accessories
Hundreds of parts
Including Ford/
Chevy DressUp Kits

Metrinch
Socket Set
Each socket
fits both SAE
and comparable
metric size

Test rite 120 PSI
Air Compressor

1599 1999
Quality
Brake .
Pads
Brake ·

~o~tcue: cars

699
•

599

W/EXCH

& Trucks
- ,..

·

-

..

568 7 Curry Ford Rd.
282 0572
·

-

.......

-. . - --

.

- Good thru 12-4-84
W. -of Pine Hills & Silver Star s. ORANGE BLOSSOM TR.
PINE HILLS

SEMORAN & CURRY FORD ROAD

Chloride
.-._8 60 Month
~~~~~~- Battery

.

5410 Silver Star Rd.
298-8230

COR. SEMORAN/WINTER PARK
Cor. Semoran & Aloma

NEW LOCATION

3098 Aloma Ave.
6 7 7·5488

Next to Scotty's
1606 N. Main St.
647-9077

KISSIMMEE

2 Blk. S. of Oak Ridge
6210

s. Orange Blossom Tr.

859·6171

• -1
VISA

... · WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

1!!11!!!!!!!

-

g
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Knight wrestlers continue to finish strong
by Joanne White

at the Southern Open Tourna- "I feel as tho.ugh mentally we
ment. Among the top com- weren't ready for this tourna-----------_;;__ petitors were number two ment, but it was a learning exOklahoma and number six perience. We've moved up a
Thanksgiving holiday pro- LSU .with rosters staked with division this year so right
vided the UCF wrestling NCAA champions.
now we're facing an awesome
team with their first major
caliber of competition, but I
upset of the season. On Nov.
Even though the team did. do feel that we went up there
23 and 24 in Chattanooga, not bring home any trophies and did our best and we learnTennessee the wrestling this tinie, head coach Pat Cuc: ed something that was imporKnights faced some of the ci was not disappointed in the tant to us in the process. Now
stiffer Division I ~ompetition performance of his wrestlers. we know who our competition
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

is and what we have to do in
the future.''
After a home ·match with
Stetson University Thursday
night the wrestling team
travels to Charleston, South
Carolina to face the Citadel in
their first away meet. '' I
think we'll do pretty good
there. We'll be a little more
prepared for this match now

that we know what to expect.
Our first matches weren't
against any teams we had not
gone against in the past and
beat and this weekend really
gave us a workout so we'll be
ready,'' commented Cucci
UCF's next home match
will be on Dec. 5, at 12:00 in
the gymnasium against
Hiram College.

0

•

..

•
•
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ALORICH

~A

OPTICAL \

Crew readies for spring
by Morgan Phllllps
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Prescriptions filled
Lenses duplicated
Repairs

Contact Lenses
Contact Lens Solutions
Sunglasses

Virginia "Ginge~' Aldrich
Licensed Optician
•

10% Discount on Frames and Lenses
with UCF l.D.

Tower Place
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

277·2949

COUNTRY LIVING
NEAR U-CF

•

3 Bedroom I 2 Bath Colonial Ranch located on
nearly an acre, huge oaks, completely fenced, large screen porch, security system, large
family room with cathedral ceiling.
Energy saving features - paddle fans, water to
air central heat and air, double insulated and
fired walls, deep well, large master suite with
lanai, perfect for a hot tub'..
call Kathy Gayle - REALTOR
896-3300 or
859-8331
$98,900

..

The UCF Crew team showed promise· for
the future as they stroked to victory in two of
the eight races they participated in at the
Fall Frosh/Novice Regatta in Tampa,
Florida, as well as finishing well in four other
heats.
· Coach Dennis Kamrad spoke highly of his
team which he feels through their victories in
the Tampa regatta; for the novice team
members, and the excellent showing by the
returning memb~rs in races earlier this year
in Boston and Atlanta will be able to present
some tough ~ompetition to the other teams at
meets in the spring.
·
At the meet in Atlanta earlier this year the
returning team members proved that they
would be a strong force in the competitions
they participate in as the Lady Knight teams
won every race in which they participated
and the· men's team placed in the top three in
ea~h race they entered, including a first place

UCF
FROM 14
The undefeated Lady
Knights travel to Tallahasee
to take on, year in and year
out the best women's in · the
state of Florida, the Lady
Seminoles of Florida State on
Monday Dec:- 3, at 5:15 p.m.
Then UCF will return to the
UCF gym to take on central
Florida rival Stetson on
Thursday Dec. 6 at '.7:30 p.m.
''The game was basically
decided in the first ten

fipish in the Men's Novice Four. These vie·
tories are especially promising when you con·
sider the ''Head of the Chattahoochee Regat·
ta" in Atlanta had competitors from points
throughout the Southeastern United States.
The returning team also showed well in the
"Head of the Charles Regatta" in Boston.
Although the team did not finish with the
spectacular results of the Atlanta endeavor,
they were pleased with their showing when
they considered the regatta had representatives from all the ivy league colleges, the
strongest crew teams in the nation.
The team has completed their fall season or
"the pre-season" as one of the team members
referred to it, and are off until the 2nd week of
January when they must return to training
for the spring season which begins in March.
One of the goals which Coach Kamrad hopes
to achieve with his team is a good showing at
the National Crew Regatta in Philedelphia on
May 10-11. The team's 6 a.m. practices,
physical training, and meets almost every
weekend from March until May are all tools
which will help them achieve that goal.

minutes of the second half
when we shut them down
defensively and we jumped up
on them to alomost a twenty
point lead.''
Mercer's starting foward
Jeanette Balsam . lead all
scorers with 21 points. Lady
K.n ight Kristy Burns, 5-10
junior guard, followed with 26
points and teammate DeAnn
Craft, 5·6 junior point guard,
with 18 points. Burns and
Craft accounted for UCF's
first 14 points to give the
Lady Knights a lead they
never gave up.
I

,

UCF got into early foul
trouble in the first half when
both Burns and 6-1 junior
foward Susan Patz held three
personal fouls each. But at
the end of· the game it was
three Teddy Bear starters
fouling out of the game,
center Laura Shamp and
guards Caroline · Nicholson
and Anita Meadows. Patz and .
Burns both remained eligil?le
throughout the game. ·
Patz led UCF in rebounding
with 10, it is she who scored
14 points.

SUN STATE FORD MAKES
IT EASY TO DRIVE!
1985

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY NEW
CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE

SALES &
SERVICE
COME IN TODAY
FOR A TEST DRIVE

APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR
NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

~--···~ · ····~·
.. ~ .. " l

• ..".

·~·~···

Extended Service Pl an
The Ford Extended Service Plan 1s acontract bet·
we.en you and Ford Motor Company that protects you
against unexpeGted repair costs on an extensive list
of maiorcomponents, and lets you drive with peace of
mind .

2·4 MQNfH
or
24,000 MILE
.M.a ximum Coverage Plan
8 COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
• RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTMENT,
• AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
·• LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER
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.D UCF Search Is- On
While the college football
season winds down, the
search for UCF's new head
coach is gaining momentum .quickly.
To date, UCF has recieved 39 official applicants
and 6 nominations that are
not yet confirmed. Due to
tlie December 7 deadline
for applications, only
preliminary screening is being done at this time.
The following are applicants being considered
as UGF
head 'coach:
r
.

·SPORTS
.BRIEF·

Ed Farrell, Curtis Gentry,
Joe Gilliam, Jay Hallum,
Joe Harper, L.T. Helton,
Walter
Highsmith,
Thomas Horne, Mike Kelly, Frank Lau terbur,
James Malkiewicz, Steve
Mariucci, Gene McQowell,
Burnie Miller, Chuck Mills,
Robert Moscato, Dwain
Painter, Bob Rankin,
David Ritchie, Bill Shaw,
Richard Voris, . and Jerry
Zeoli.
·

Marty · Allen, Jerry
Anderson, Dave Arslanian,
Bill Austin, Joseph Avezzano, Walter Barr, Thomas
Beck, Dick Bestwick, Mike
Bugar, Robert Campbell,
Ron Case, Robert Cortese,
Michael Cox, ·Jim Den~
nison, Tom bi~f troff, ·
Mike,Doherty, Bud Elliot,

, .

.
\

.
~

.

PREPARf; FOR:

,

GRE

. . • TEST-N-TAPE">LIBRARY
• REINFORCEMENT TEST
• HOMESTUDY PACKET

CLASSES STARTING

December 2nd.

"l'IZZA .~

I

I

BUILD YOUR SKILLS f-0 BOOST YOUR SCORE!

ROADRUNNE-

.f

'1

-1--+--+-t-- + - t '

SPORliS~ WRl·T~RS

BUY 'ONE GET .ONE FREE!!
·ON OUR NEW
DAILY DOUBLE

NEED:ED.

PIZZA
$5.80

(NO EXPERIENCE ·NECESSARY)

•

TRY OUR NEW EIGHT
SLICE DEEP CHICAGO STYLE
PIZZA AND GET THE SECOND
ONE FREE!!

The Future is looking for writers to ·fill freelance p·osition
For information contact Don Wittekind, Sports·Ed,tor at 275·2601
Cover Sports for Florlda'$ fastest growing university.

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPONS OR SPECIALS

277-7777
FREE DELIVERY

~ Future

I~----------------,
s 1 OFF ANY
4 FRIE PEPSI'S I
LARGE PIZZA
A~
I
I
A~
I
I
WITH

NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER COUPON
OR SPECIAL

L - =R~2=~-

LARGE

TWO ITEM PIZZA. ..
NOT VALID WITH
OTHER COUPON OR SPECIAL

--- ~l=-1~~ ---•

. Gift ldeas Getting You Down?
Le.t one of the Bookstore's friendly elves help you during the
BOOKSTORE'S CHRISTMAS SALE.
Tttl~ '(E ll)(..

\M

Tc 1\1\Ar\ 't N\'(

c-01tJ&

CHf~IS1 1'N\')

SHoPPIN& EASY , ",tJt· i>O
M '( ~tl Of'PI N 6 A11 Ht -

utv l ·

Vf. RSIT't &xl~.SfoP-l·. ! Ttlf. RE~

___-k,,,,

Special shipments are on thei~ way:
T-Shirts (Children & ·Adults)
Records & Cassette Tapes
Gift Books
Plus Much More
Plan to visit us
December 3rd. - 14th, 1984
+··"

Monday & Tuesday
Wednesday - Friday

8:00 ·a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

"
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STILL RENTING?·
WHY NOT GRADUATE
TO HOME OWNERSHIP!
With R.C.A. Homes!

..

TWO EXCmNG NEIGHBORHOODS.BY R.C.A. HOMES
HELP YOUR FOLKS EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!

.

CONDOMINIUMS

Close to Campus and A Lot
More ~ •• from $48,900!

•

Imagine a modern townhome community just two
minutes from the UCF campus! Sussex Place is a
young, dynamic community of two-bedroom, twobath villas with exciting amenities and features in a .
class by themselves! Like lush carpeting, private
. patios, deluxe dishwashers, generous closet space,
and more! Now you can live the good life off campus
while helping your folks build homeowner's equity!

.i::.

(,.)

Cl

•
·N

D ·ca...

D
tca
>
ca

cu

~

Colonial Dr.

.i::.

Cl

Get into the swim of recreational living at its best, at
del Rey! Enjoy tennis and racquetball courts, a sparkling swimming pool, and spa - the perfect amenities to help you unwind after a long day at the campus. And look at these outstanding features: spacious bedrooms with walk-in closets, private patios
and balconies, thoughtfully designed one- and twobedroom floor plans, and more! Convenient to UCF,
del Rey offers you a great lifestyle while offering your
parents all the advantages of home ownership!

-

~
I

\

* ·SUSSEX

East-West Ei--j/

(,.)

Orange County's Best Home
Value • •.• from $42,490!

PLACE

Lake Underhill Rd. Martin
OMarietta
Plant

Pershing
Hoffner Ave.

305/281-6393

305/275·1314

Located 1/8 mile east of Alafaya Trail on HWY 50.

Located east of 436 on Curry Ford Road.

(!)
EOUAL HOUSIHi

OPPORTUNITY

WE WELCOME
BROKER
COOPERATION

•
A Division of Residential Communities of America

•

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
.

.

We're Working Hard .For, Yoµ I
Take Advantage of what we have to offer! ·

-

Discount Movie Tickets to:
*General Cineina
.

.

· (Fashion· Square, Altamonte Mall, Parkwood, Seminole)

*Plitt
· (Colonial Plaza)

* Eastern

Federal

(Conway, Orange Blossom, Northgate)

Discount Attraction Tickets to:
Disney World/Epcot .
Sea World
Wet 'N Wild
Busch Gardens
Once Upon A Stage
Rosie O'Grady's

.

-

East-West Expressway. Tokens
(25 for $5.00)
Discount Photo Processing
Lost and Found

a

•
•

•
•

December, 1984

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
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CamaroZ28

If this leaves you cold,
check your pulse.
Gleaming under that low, sloping
hood are the tuned runners and
big silver air plenum of a new
available 5.0 Liter Tuned-Port FuelInjected V8. Waiting to transform
computer-metered injections of
fuel and air into 215 horsepower.
You sit just feet away from that
power and torque, bolstered in a
bucket inside an aerodynamic
envelope of curves, spoiler and
front air dam. Connected to a
suspension system ready to
respond with mere twitches of the
leather-wrapped steering wheel.
Ignite the fire called Camara
228. At your Chevrolet dealer's,
financing or leasing one is as easy
as saying GMAC.

-

Let's get it together ...
buckle up.

•

•

his is the first special issue of NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS, a year-end
and year-ahead preview of arts and entertainment. We know that the
sheer volume of things to do at this time of year can be daunting.
Which movies to see? Books to read? Music to listen for? TV shows to
watch? That's why we've expanded our regular coverage of popular culture to
take in a wide array of coming attractions- beginning now and continuing into
the new year. We'll tell you which live up to their hype- and which don't. We'll
also introduce you to some new people and products you'll hear about in 1985.
This special project was organized by Bill Barol. Barol and Ron Givens
were the principal writers. Robert J. George designed the magazine, and
Kyle McLellan edited the photographs; Willardson & Associates produced
the cover.
Enjoy the issue ... then go out and have a good time.

T

Movies

Michael Keaton-he's funnv, he's appealing and he's going to be a big star: Hollvwood is
betting on it Plus: Eddie Murphv, "Dune," the sequel to "2001," Harrison Ford, and more.
Page 7

Music
outrage in its wake. Plus: Van Morrison, the Blasters, Pieces of a Dream, and more.

Page 13

Television
goes Indian: Shmenges John Candv and Eugene tevv: "The Sun Also Rises," and more.

Page 19

Boo
ks
Plus: Sam Shepard's collection of plavs, a "Godfather" son-of-sequel, and more.

Page 25

Up
&Coming
be comedian Paula Poundstone, or novelist Jav Mclnernv. Mavbe Photon. Who knows?

Page 3 0

Frankie Goes to HOllVWOOd invades America. singing about sex and violence. and leaving

Martin Shon helps resuscitate "Satunla11 Hight live." PIUS: "Masterpiece Theatre"

After hitchhiking across the galaxy for three books. Douglas Adams comes back to earth.

What's going to be big news next 11ear? could be Steve's ice cream. Might

•

_________________________________

..__
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"FIRST
IN ITS
CLASS"

----------------------------------.:-_

LETTERS
Busin~

School

I was dismayed to see the first issue of this
year's NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS. Last year
you featured an article on the difficulties
blacks face in assimilating in universities, a
story on gay rights on campus and another
on Asian-American students. October's
cover story, by contrast, deals with "Getting Into Business School." Does this mean
social consciousness is now out of style?
Please return to responsible reporting and
leave such insipid emptiness to Seventeen.
ERIK SEEBASS
University of California
Berkeley, Calif.
"Sending In the Clowns" was right on
target in discussing the consuming and dehumanizing life of medical school!
DENAR. HALL
Little Rock, Ark.

Women and W&L

Kraco s ETRs help you
graduate to a higher
degree of quality in a car
stereo system. Our LCD
digital AM/FM cassette
players feature such state
of the art advancements
a Soft Touch Memory
Tuning Dolby Noise
Reduction, Full Logic
Auto Reverse, Electronic
Fr qu ncy Seek & Scan
and much more. So if
you feel it's time to move
on to a higher class of
y t m in car stereos
y u don t need an MBA
to know that Kraco has
th b t values in ETRs.

(KRACOJ
A1 ailable Wherever Fine
utom tive Products Are Sold
505 E. Euclid Avenue Compton, CA 90224
(213) 639-0666 (800) 421-1910

2

To help him find out how serious a matter the education of women is, I extend
an invitation to that veteran professor at
Washington and Lee who said "The education of women is a trivial matter" (EDUCATION): visit Wellesley or any of the Seven
Sisters and broaden your narrow mind.
CATHERINE DORAN
Wellesley College
Wellesley, Mass.
The professor's comment is not just a slur
against women, it is a slur against Washington and Lee University.
AMY BETZ
Columbus, Ohio
Thank you for the article on Washington
and Lee University. I had considered applying to their law school but have decided
against it-I could never attend a school
where even one professor believes that the
education of women is a "frivolous matter."
GERALDINE BLAZEJEWSKI
College of Notre Dame of Maryland
Baltimore, Md.

Careers and Families
I appreciate and respect Lisa Brown's
desire to combine "solid career plans" with
eventual motherhood (MY TURN); but even
as she asks career-oriented women not to
judge those who desire a family, she assumes that women who choose not to marry
or bear children have omitted an in-depth
analysis of their "true needs and desires."
As a fiercely independent" woman, I ask
that she accord my intelligence and awareness the same respect and acceptance that
he ask of me.
DAWN ROBERSON
Wichita, Kans.
As the husband of a woman who shares
an exciting career in a coronary-care unit

with the ecstasies of motherhood, I found
Lisa Brown's prophetic words encouraging
and enlightening.
STEPHEN J. SANDOR Jr.
Fairmont, W. Va.
I really enjoyed "Why I Want to Have a
Family." The time has now .come for the
Renaissance woman: we have come to accept ourselves as women, we value our femininity and view motherhood not as a burden
but as an addition to our rich lives.
CHRISTINA J. LIEF
George Washington University
Washington, D. C.
To assume that all feminists look down
on motherhood would be a grave error. As
an active feminist, I feel that children are
the future and that our progress would be
short-lived if we couldn't pass our values on
to succeeding generations. But this requires
a real commitment-to take parenthood
seriously and to practice what we preach.
WENDY S. TAJIMA
Graduate School of Management, UCLA
Los Angeles, Calif.

ThePCCPill
"A Second Chance at Birth Control"
(MULTIPLE CHOICE) should have been titled "The First Chance to Abort."
HELEN C. LOUGHREY
University of Maryland
College Park, Md.
The IUD and "postcoital contraceptives" are not contraceptives but abortifacients. They do not prevent conception;
rather, they destroy the life conceived. To
lump these pills and devices with contraceptives obliterates the very real difference be- •
tween contraception and abortion.
JOHN M. GRONDELSKI
Fordham University
Bronx, N .Y.

College Rodeo

I
I

I was disappointed to read your coverage
of intercollegiate rodeo because, unlike oth- '
er college sports, rodeo involves blatant cruelty to animals (SPORTS). Horses and bulls
"buck" because of the irritating bucking
strap cinched tightly around their groins.
Steer wrestling and calf roping often result
in the bruising of cartilages in the larnyx and
trachea as well as torn ligaments and broken
bones. What kind of leaders of tomorrow
will such insensitivity shape?
GREGORY GORNEY
Bowling Green State University
· Bowling Green, Ohio

Classical Music
Cheers to Charles Passy for "Getting
Hooked on Classics" (MUSIC). Let's hope
the article can help put to rest the myth that
classical music is only of interest to music
students or that there's some reason why a
NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS/DECEMBER 1984
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·person can't listen to, and love, both classi-·
cal and popular music.
DOUGLAS E. EWELL

California State, Fullerton
Fullerton, Cal~f.

i

I

There's more to rock than meets the
ear. But this doesn't mean I don't like classical music: I dearly love the works of Beethoven and Bach, but would you play Vivaldi
at a dance?
RUSSELL LAUGHLIN

Vancouver, Wash.

Gay Rights
The whole issue of gay rights is ridiculous. So what if two girls are lesbians-do
they have to tell the whole world about it?
And if they do, why should we have to
accept it? Form a club if you feel the need
to-so what if your university doesn't recognize you? Texas A&M refuses to recognize Greeks but we exist and prosper nonetheless. Don't expect a Nobel Peace Prize or
a gold medal for admitting you're gay.

"Schnapps
never tasted
so cool:'

KARL GROMELSKI

Texas A&M University
Bryan, Texas
I am a militant heterosexual who feels
that homosexuality is a deviation that must
be eliminated. Homosexuals who want to
give up their deviant life-style can do so.
DAVID BROCK

Portland State University
Portland, Ore.
Gays are unique among the oppressed:
we are able to "hide" our minority status by
appearing heterosexual. This doesn't improve our social status. Before we can be
accepted by the majority, we must a,ccept
ourselves.
JERRY RICHARDS

Tucson, Ariz.
If some people do not like gays flaunting
their sexuality, that is only one side of the
story. What about me, thegayman, who has
to hear about heterosexual boyfriends and
girlfriends from my friends, who hears
about heterosexual marriages, who sees heterosexual men and women being physically
intimate in public? And I'm not expected to
be repulsed or angered by this, even though
I have to deal with heterosexuality not just
being flaunted, but propagated on television
and radio, in art, advertising and movies. I
will gladly shut up about my sexuality when
heterosexuals shut up about theirs.
RICHARD ANTON

Chicago, Ill.
Letters to the Editor, with the writer's
name and address and daytime telephone
number, should be sent to: Letters Editor,
Newsweek On Campus, 444 Madison
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. Letters

may be edited for reasons of space and clarity.
Space for this message contributed as a public service by Newsweek Inc.
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"Winning on the race course takes
two things. A well maintained
machine and a skillful, alert driver:
Its a lot like motorcycle riding. To
ride well you have to take care of
your bike and drive alert in street
traffic. You have to be constantly
aware to ride safe. Thats how
I stay ahead, both on the
race course and on the streets:'

•

..

•
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RIDE AWARE.SHOW YOU CARE•
MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRY COUNCIL, INC.
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views-a stark contrast to his
on- creen accessibility. "I've
enjoyed it," he says, tentatively,
of his rapid rise. "But it's
possible not to. It's all kind of
overwhelming."
With three features in two
year , Keaton's rapid success is
the kind of story Hollywood
might reject a unbelievable. If
anything, he i living proof
that re ume don't always
count. Born in Coraopolis,
Pa., the son of a civil engineer,
Keaton dropped out of Ohio's
Kent State after his junior year
to work mall-town club ,
where he honed his offbeat selfdeprecating style. Posing as a
folk singer, he would take the
tage only to discover his case
empty. "So I would panic like
I'd lo t my guitar," he remember . "I'd just play my case like
ome nervous folk singer who
had to have some sort of act."

When I plaved David Bowman in ·2001.· I took the HAL computer apan. In ·2010· he's
been put back together and we're alone again on the space station Discoverv. He savs. Tm
afraid.' Bov. did I get a weird feeling then." -Keir Dullea
u

Detroit to
Rodeo Drive
The early favorite to be this
year's Christmas box-office
smash is "Beverly Hills Cop,"
a slick urban adventure from
director Martin Brest ("Going in Style"). The advance
word has executives at Paramount Pictures practically
chortling out loud with glee,
but it wasn't always thus. The
picture's beginnings were
troubled; in development for
several years, it was originally

show signs of old age, downplayed his involvement in the
ill-fated "Best Defense" film
when that project began to
spring leaks, formed his own
production company at 22 and
nailed down a five-picture deal
with Paramount-and then renegotiated the deal late this
year for even more money.
Based on early speculation, it
looks like Murphy has made
yet another smart move. "Beverly Hills Cop" is an action
picture like "48 Hrs."; like
"Trading Places" it's a comedy of displacement, setting
Murphy as a street-tough De-

'Beverly Hills Cop': This year's Christmas-season hit?

DL

written as a vehicle for Sylvester
Stallone. But Stallone and the
production company split up
when it became clear that the
tar intended to rewrite the
script from the top down.
That when the producers decided to go for the gold,
uttering the single magic
phra e that ju t about guarantees them happiness, tranquillity long lives and expensive
college education for their
children. Get us Eddie Murphy " they aid.
To put it mildly, Murphy
ha been hot in thela tcoupleof
year tarring in box-office
giant like "48 Hr . and
Trading Place . Ju t a important, he been mart. He
left Saturday Night Live'
wh n the long-running latenight omed program began to

trait detective in the odd, beautiful world of Beverly Hills.
"You know," he marvels to two
Beverly Hills street cops as
they drive him away in a blackand-white, "this is nice.
This is the cleanest police car I
ever saw."
Concept: In the end, of
course, Murphy's detective,
Axel Foley, will get his man, in
this case the killer of his buddy
Mikey. Along the way he'll
ruffle feathers on Rodeo Drive
and get thrown (literally
thrown) out of an expensive hotel. For all its twists, the plot
can be summed up in one
phrase: Eddie Murphy goes to
Beverly Hills. In Hollywood, a
tory that can be described this
simply is known as "high concept " and ' high concept" has
come to mean big money.

Big Thud on
Arrakis
OK, everybody come in and
sit down at the table. The
Christmas turkey is here, and
it's a nice big one: "Dune,"
opening later this month,
filmed by director David ("Eraserhead") Lynch at a reported
cost of $42 million.
The story of a mammoth
battle for liberation on the dustchoked planet Arrakis,
"Dune" has been a sciencefiction cult favorite since its
publication in 1965. Almost
since then, filmmakers have
been talking about a screen version, but two previous attempts-one by director Haskell Wexler in 1972 and
another by moviemaker Alexandro J odorowsky in 197 5never materialized. Now we
know why. Based on the version that has finally come to the
screen, it looks like "Dune" is
simply too monstrous a story to
tell on film . Author Frank
Herbert spun layer on layer of
information in the book and
its four sequels, finally creating
an outer-space world that was
rich in detail and whole unto
itself. He thinks the movie is a
good re-creation. "It's very loyal to the book," he says. "David Lynch has created some
marvelous visual metaphors."
But visual splendor-and
there is some-aside, Lynch
proves unwilling or unable to
develop dramatically "Dune's'
wealth of material and so simply dumps a load of text into the
viewers' laps in the vain hope
that they'll be able to follow the
plot. The results are disastrous. One character, the
daughter of the Padishah emperor, appears in a prologue, explains a bit of background on
the interplanetary conflict
that's about to unfold and vanishes for the rest of the movie.
Clumsier still are the interior
monologues of hero Paul
Atreides: "Someone is trying
to kill me," we hear him thinking, his eyebrows knitted.
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'Dune': Nineteen years and $42 million in the making, a cult favorite lets the fans down
"But who? And why? Does it
have something to do with
the spice?"
Lame plotting isn't the only
problem. As Atreides, newcomer Kyle MacLachlan is handsome, square-jawed and about
as charismatic as a side of lox.
A talented cast, including Kenneth McMillian and Brad
Dourif, is wasted; only Sting,
as a grinning psychopath,
shows some animation. The
special effects by Carlo
("E.T.") Rambaldi are surprisingly tame. Toto's music is an
ear-splitting nightmare, overloud and pretentious. There's
some fairly entertaining gore,
but even the sight of McMillian's pustule-ridden face being
drained with long needles
can't redeem this one. Followers of the "Dune" cult will be
disappointed with the movie.
Newcomers would be better
off taking their $5 and buying
the book.

Gilliam's
Gray Void
About "Brazil," opening in
March, a few particulars are
known. The film was directed
by Terry Gill,iam, late of the
Monty Python troupe; playwright Tom Stoppard worked
on the screenplay; Robert De
Niro and Python's Michael
Palin are in the cast. The story,
set in the present in an undisclosed location, depicts an
anti-Utopian world where computers control everything and
a bloated, incompetent bureaucracy holds all the power.
Whoever wrote the publicity
material seems to have taken a
perverse delight in its obscurity:
"[The movie] is not about Brazil, the country, except that it is
inspired by the human condition; in that sense it has as
much to do with Brazil as any-

l

l

'Brazil': A sort of horror film, set in the present-maybe
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where else." Thanks a lot.
Director Gilliam isn't much
more helpful. " 'Brazil' sounds
like it's about a gray bureaucratic world, which it is," he
says. "But it's also about latenight shopping and romance
and fantasy and people humming funny tunes." This isn't
helping at all. Maybe we can
glean a clue or two. Since Gilliam may be best known for his
grotesque animations on the old
"Monty Python" shows, is
"Brazil" a horror film? Sort of.
"It's quite terrifying, although
it begins quite funny," Gilliam
says. "In fact, it's funny all the
way through, but the funny becomes harder to laugh at."
The admixture of comedy and
horror may unsettle some audiences, Gilliam warns, but
that's life: "People are quite
happy to have their entertainment predigested for them and
kept simple, like McDonald's
hamburgers. What intrigues
me is trying to combine comedy
and a nightmare and a love
story-all the things that are
inherent in life-and keep
those things all juggling in the
air and still keep the
audience."

Real Life
On the Farm
· To the list of this year's
"saving the farm" movies-including "Places in the Heart"
and "Country"-now add
"The River," starring Mel
Gibson and Sissy Spacek, which
opens this 'month. Shot on location in Tennessee, the film

details the heroic
struggle of farmer Gibson to
hold off a land developer on
one flank and raging floods on
the other. Moviegoers who
weren't quite convinced by Jessica Lange's Saint Joan of the
Prairie in "Country" or were
put off by the near-mysticism
of "Places" may find "The River" the most satisfying movie
of the three.
The Garvey family is woven
of Hollywood's most familiar
cloth. The father is steadfast,
hardworking, devoted to his
wife and kids; the mother is
determined to stand by her man
come what may. There's a familiar antagonist, too-Scott
Glenn as the unscrupulous developer Joe Wade, who is still
carrying a torch for Mae Garvey. But none of these charac-

'The River': Best of the lot
ters is one-dimensional: when
times get hard on the farm, Tom
Garvey goes off to the city to
work as a strikebreaker in a steel
mill, an experience that leaves
him soul-scarred; Joe Wade is
kind to the Garvey kids. The
film's ending manages to be
both stirring and realistic and
to avoid the kind of phony hopemongering that other farm
pictures trade in. The cast is
excellent-and, yes, Gibson's
Southern accent is perfect. Except for one gratuitously lyrical scene (watch for the deer in
the steel mill), "The River" is
right on the money.
9
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24-.Hour Rental

Presenting Haullywood'"Video Rentals
Now you can see top-rated movies right in your own
living room-without buying a VCR.
Haullywood Video Rentals
makes it all happen. For a limited
time, rent any two films and get
the free use of a portable video
tape player. It's as easy to use
as hooking up your own TV set
and takes only seconds to install.

And that's not all. You'll find a complete library of
video movies at Haullywood Video. Plus video camera
rentals, audio visual equipment
and more.
,. So go to' the movies tonightat home. Find Haullywood Video
in the White Pages under U-Haul
Centers.
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Pals Again
In Space

,

It's nine years later and the
space ~tation Discovery drifts
lonely and abandoned somewhere near Jupiter. That's the
point at which direct0r Peter
Hyams picks up the story in
"2010," the sequel to Stanley
Kubrick's scifi epic "2001." A
joint U.S.-Soviet mission is
sent up to reclaim the vessel and
discover the fate of astronaut
David Bowman. Got it? Now
forget it. The real fun promises
to come from one short scene:
the reunion between one of the
great screen teams of the pastBowman and HAL.
When last seen, at the end of
"2001," astronaut Bowman
(played by Keir Dullea) was
headed smack into the heart of
space and time; HAL the killer
computer, disassembled and
apparently doomed, crooned a
deathly version of "Bicycle
Built for Two" as his circuits
ran down. Both, it seemed, had
breathed their last on the big
screen. But that was in 1968,
before the movie sequel became commonplace. Sixteen
years later, Bowman and
HAL are together again. Things
have changed in deep space,
Dullea reports. Bowman, for
one; he's been altered forever
by his close-up look at the cosmos. In Arthur C. Clarke's
novel "2010," he appeared only
as a disembodied entity; in the
film, Dullea reports mysteriously, the character is "on a
different plane."
Dullea calls his cameo appearance in "2010' a "lonely
exhilaration," a "time warp to

the past." "It was remarkable to
work with HAL's voice
again," he says (the voice belongs to Canadian actor
Douglas Rains). "It was all
done off-camera. You just see
the empty halls of Discovery
with these two voices bouncing off the walls." The reunion
sequence was also, he says, the
strangest experience of his movie career: "I took HAL apart
in the first film. In this one, he's
been put back together and
we're alone again on the ship.
He says, 'I'm afraid.' Boy, did
I get a weird feeling then."

On the Lam,
On the Farm
Moviegoers are used to seeing exotic locales in the films of
Australian director Peter
Weir-and the losing struggles
of people caught in the sweep
of history. ''The Year of Living
Dangerously" took place in

1965 in Indonesia, a country
riven by political unrest; "Gallipoli" painted a picture of the
bloody Turkish campaign
fought vainly by the British Epipire in World War I. Weir's
first American film breaks this
mold: it is set against a homely
background, among people who
resist the changes that progress brings. "Witness," scheduled for February release, focuses on the Amish society of
the Pennsylvania Dutch country. Harrison Ford stars as a
Philadelphia police detective
who stumbles onto corruption
in the department; forced to
flee the city, he takes refuge on
an Amish farm.
Contrasts: "There is a group
of people living here much as
they lived 300 years ago,"
Weir says of the Amish, who
follow strict religious teachings laid down in the 17th century and still limit their
contact with the outside
world. "The contrasts with the
media age are a natural for
drama." Maybe so, but the
project presented at least one
problem: how to make a movie
among people who don't care
for the modern world? It proved
to be easier than anyone expected. One hurdle was cleared
when a former member of the
Amish sect signed on as technical adviser; another, when a
good part of the community
agreed to rent out buggies and
farm equipment for use in the
film. Of course, there were still
a few purists. Several Amish
men were observed lying in
tall grass watching the production through binoculars.

l

'Witness': Violence and intrigue against a homespun background
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Killer Bobo s
On the Loose
There's something poetic
about the life-and-death struggle we'll see in "Runaway,"
coming this month-cleancut, lovable Tom Selleck (the
hero, of course) and rocker
Gene Simmons of Kiss (the
villain) duking it out on the
big screen. In his third movie
performance, Selleck plays a
chaser of renegade robots
who's not unlike TV's "Magnum P .I."-a well-meaning
good guy who isn't quite per-

'Runaway': Selleck and pals
feet. "At times he messes
up," says Selleck. "His singlemindedness clouds his judgment." Simmons is evil genius
Charles Luther, who plans to
screw up the world by turning
peaceable household 'droids
into murder machines. Says
Simmons, "I don't really consider myself a bad guy. It's just
that I take offense at Selleck's
character for prying into my
business."
The idea of robots gone wild
is an intriguing one, but Selleck
hopes the message doesn't get
in the way of the story: "It's
really an action picture," he
says. Well, you bet. But killer
robots roaming the streets of
Vancouver, B.C.? Not so farfetched, says director Michael
Crichton: "The level of robotics
in 'Runaway' is very primitive. We don't have anything
that s superintelligent.
They're machines and they're
sort of stupid."
BILLBAROL
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Give Seagram's 7, the whis.key that makes the
perfect party as well as the perfect gift. Its
smooth, distinctive taste adds a refreshing
twist to your holiday eggnog.
And enjoyed in moderation,
Seagram's 7 stirs up warm
holiday feelings.
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British pop sensation Frankie Goes to Hollvwood goes to America; seminal pop weirdos Vanda and Young
return; new life for old R&B; Van Morrison live in Belfast; Philadelphia iaumen. wise bevond their vears; the
Blasters· American Music; Def Leppard and Jim Steinman team UP; rock on the road .

Just Five
. Little Boys
omparisons may be invidious, but they're easy. So as
the British pop band
~
called Frankie Goes to
Hollywood mounted its
first assault on the United
States-via a 23-city concert tour this
9
fall-the comparisons positively howled
around them. Like the Beatles, they're a
refreshingly cheeky and free-spirited bunch
who hail from Liverpool on the banks of
4
the Mersey. Their first two singles, "Relax"
and "Two Tribes," spent a total of 14
weeks at the top of the English chartsmaking them the first group since Gerry
and the Pacemakers (also a Merseyside
band) to snag back-to-back chart toppers
on their first two releases. Frankie's debut
album, "Welcome to the Pleasuredome,"
drew orders of 1. 1 million copies, the largest
advance sale in the history of the British
record business. And just as the Beatles'
influence jumped from the pop charts to
the boutiques to the streets, so, too, does
Frankie's. Thousands of young pop-music
fans all over the British Isles have donned
oversize Frankie T shirts bearing slogans
like "Frankie Say Arm the Unemployed,"
and "Frankie Say War! Hide Yourself."
There the comparisons end. Where the
first wave of Merseyside bands made music
that was sweet, bouncy and cut to fit the
then-conservative outline of teen culture,
Frankie Goes to Hollywood has built its
.. reputation via those two adult staples of
cultural outrage: sex and violence. Singers
Paul Rutherford and Holly Johnson are
• gay, and "Relax"-both song and videomade Frankie's gay sensibility plain to the
world at large. A throbbing, high-tech,
hard-rock funk tune that oozes sensuality,
"Relax's" catchy chorus promotes the
pleasures of guilt-free sex: "Relax ... when
you want to come," implores lead singer
(and lyricist) Johnson. Off the record, Johnson adds, "I like to thif\k we're slightly
subversive."
Several months after its release, the
British Broadcasting Corp. agreed. It
banned "Relax," conveniently adding fuel
to Frankie's fire. (Even Culture Club's
cross-dressing Boy George was offended
by the song's explicitness.) "We never did
anything," insists Rutherford, Frankie's

C
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Frankie's Gill, Nash, Johnson, O'Toole, Rutherford: 'Slightly subversive'
image coordinator, backup singer and occasional spokesman. "That was the media. I
mean, we're just simple little boys. We are!
Really!" But later; Rutherford allows:
"We only do what we want to do and do it,
like, for the giggle. It felt erotic, but we
didn't think anyone would freak out."

T

wo Tribes," an even more glossy,

punchy, nasty and, yes, controversial tune, concerns the confrontational
politics of the United States and the Soviet
Union, strongly suggesting a world on the
edge of blowing up. The song featured a
repeated intonation by actor Patrick Allen: "Mine is the last voice that you will ever
hear. Don't be alarmed." The accompanying video exacerbated the song's impact:

Ronald Reagan and Konstantin Chernenko look-alikes were shown in a boxing
ring before a baiting, bloodthirsty crowd.
Their fierce sparring is the closest rock video has ever come to "Raging Bull." The
BBC restricted the video to non prime-time.
In the United States it became a danceclub hit, an MTV staple and spread the
word about Frankie Goes to Hollywood.
"The song was saying, 'Hey, listen, we're
the little guys down here and we don't
even get a say and it's all about our lives,
really, and we're the ones that are going to
take it in the end," says Rutherford. "It's a
little cliched, it's a little hippie."
Formed by John on in 1982, Frankie
lifted its odd moniker from an old New
Yorker headline about Frank Sinatra's
13

Music
initial venture to movieland. In
the early days, the group-including bassist Mark O'Toole,
guitarist Brian Nash and
drummer Peter Gill-played
club gigs and began to cultivate a kinky, risque image. At
one point, Frankie employed
the Leather Pets, two scantily
clad females who were
chained to Gill's drum kit. But
Frankie was going nowhere.
Their fate took a radical
upward turn in 1983, when
they were spotted on an English TV show by ace record
producer Trevor Horn, who
igned them up.

" If the music vou have to oner is somehow diHerent or unusual, vou also have to give

the audience what thev're accustomed to. First vou get their attention-and then vou can •
make them listen tO What VOU're into." -Pianist James Lloyd, Pieces of a Dream

Weirdness
Down Under
A long time ago, when
bands with cereal-bowl haircuts
and Britannic accents were all
the rage-say, 1967-Australia's Easybeats cracked the
U.S. market with a song called
"Friday on My Mind." Although it was sweet and a little
achy, in the style of the day,
there was an oddly menacing
edge to the song. Maybe that's
what kept it from being a smash. "
"Friday on My Mind" peaked
at No. 16 on the U.S. charts. The
brains behind the Easybeats,
Harry Vanda and George
Young, went on to enjoy some

n late October, Island
Records released "WelI
come to the Pleasuredome,"
less controversial than the preceding singles and far broader
in style. Lyrically, it moves
from cynicism ("The World Is
My Oyster") to escapism (the
song "Welcome to the Pleasuredome") to romanticism
("The Power of Love"). It
manages to be hard hitting,
playful and just slightly
campy. Musically, Frankie reveal a pastiche that borrows
from Richard Wagner, Donna
Summer and Pink Floyd.
Horn balances Frankie's orchestrations, hard-rock power
chord and funk rhythms,
maintaining an ever-shifting
musical perspective. There are
also surprising cover versions
of Gerry and the Pacemakers'
'Ferry Cross the Mersey,"
Bruce Springsteen's 'Born to
Run and Dionne Warwick's
'Do You Know the Way to San
Jo e? ' ("I can't bear that
ong," complains Rutherford.
"I think it was a bloody
accident.' )
Frankie' detractors conider the whole phenomenon
ju t too much-too cabaret,
too contrived, too close to the
Village People. They figure
Frankie i ju t a hype, a flash in
th pop-mu ic pan. They suspect that Frankie may be a puppet with tring cleverly
pull d by the reclu ive Horn.
"W ju t ay pi ' to all of
th
p opl
ay Rutherford.
"Th
ay what they wanna
a. W kn w what we do. We
rtainly ar a good a the
r t f th m-if not bett r-bemore hone t. '
JIM
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The Blasters: A rich, savory stew of American pop styles

Homegrown
Rock Style
When it comes to art, labels
are silly at best. You want
proof? Pianist Anthony Davis
(page 30) describes his adventurous, eclectic, sometimes
atonal, often polyrhythmic free
jazz as "American Music."
The Blasters apply precisely the
same label to their music,
which is about as far from
avant-garde jazz as you can
get-a rich, savory stew of redwhite-and-blue pop styles that
range from Tex-Mex to the
blues, from the hills of Appalachia down to New Orleans.
Dave Alvin, who plays lead
guitar and writes the band's
songs, even wrote a tune by
that name a couple of years
back, and his brother Phil
sang it: "We got the Louisiana
boogie and the Delta
blues/We got country swing
and rockabilly too/We got
jazz, country-Western and Chicago blues/It's the greatest
mu ic that you ever knew ... "
'Rock and roll grew out of
blues, out of hillbilly music, out
of ethnic fiddle songs-out of
all the folk musics of the past,"
Dave Alvin told the Chicago
Tribune la t year. "To a real
rock-and-roll band the sense

of past is mandatory." Before
Dave and Phil were professional musicians, in fact, they
were avid collectors of old records, mostly blues and country
on 78s. But if this suggests that
their commitment to music is a
dry, dusty thing, forget it. The
Blasters' music is lively and
unpretentious, and always
danceable. Songs like "So Long
Baby Goodbye" carom crazily on a rockabilly beat between
joy and despair, and are finally
so infectious that even stories of
broken love affairs leave the
listener feeling good.
Sweat: In concert, the LA.based quintet vivifies its love for
American music with the
sheer, sweaty joy of performing,
the kind that makes rock critics weep for joy. Each of their
two previous albums has been
ecstatically reviewed. Unfortunately, as so often happens,
neither record has been a smash
hit. Maybe that's why, on their
upcoming "Hard Line" LP
(Warner Brothers Records, to
be released in late January), the
Blasters join forces with zillion-selling son of the heartland
John Cougar Mellencamp,
who wrote and produced the
single "Colored Lights."
Could be just the thing to help
the Alvin brothers add a richly
deserved gold record to their
collection.

small success as songwriters
and producers, then disappeared. Fast forward, 1978: a .,,
group called Flash and the
Pan appeared out of nowhere,
playing a spacey brand of surrealist pop that was quite unlike
anything else then available.
Voices were filtered down to a
metallic minimum. Instruments swirled eerily from place
to place on the sonic canvas.
Oddest of all were the lyrics.
They were vaguely unsettling,
as if humans had had little do
with authoring them. Vanda
and Young had struck again.
Flash and the Pan never did
make much of a commercial
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breakthrough in the United
States, although their records
sold reasonably well in Great
Britain. Could it be that they
were just ahead of their time?
Their first album had an oddly
prophetic liner note: "If
you're ready for the 1980s,
Flash and the Pan are ready to
take you there." Sure enough,
by the early '80s a sound similar to theirs would be introduced into the musical marketplace as "techno-pop." Now
that sound is all the rage, and
Flash and the Pan-veritable
godfathers of the genre-are
back with a new release, "Early
Morning Wakeup Call" (Epic
Records, to be released in February). Listen closely and you
can hear where the Eurythmics
and the Thompson Twins
came from.

·Out of the
R&B Vaults
The next time you want to
drive a pop-music aficionado
nuts, drop a mention about
"the vaults." The vaults, in this
context, is understood to
mean any record-company
storehouse that holds great recordings unavailable to the public. The Motown vaults are
probably the most infamous;
there are rumored to be thousands upon thousands of records stashed there that have
never seen the light of day. Of
course, this is enough to send a
Motown fan into apoplexy.
Another of the great R&B
labels, Brunswick Records, has
had its hits languishing in the
vaults for a decade, and admirers of that label's smooth Chicago-soul sound have been
forced to scrounge the usedrecord stores. Now they can
stop their rounds. Epic Records has secured the rights to
the catalogs of Brunswick and
an associated label, Dakar, and
in February will release "Chicago Soul: The Legendary
· Brunswick/ Dakar Hits.'
Barbara Acklin's "Love Makes
a Woman," most recently covered by Phoebe Snow, is included; so are Gene Chandler's
"Good Times" and the Lost
Generation's "The Sly, the
Slick and the Wicked." The
Chi-Lites weigh in with "I

Like Your Lovin' " and "Let
Me Be the Man My Daddy
Was," and the Young-Holt Trio
is represented with a bluesy
instrumental, "Soulful Strut," a
hit single. This is a fine primer
on one of the '60s' and early
'70s' most influential black record companies.
Vol. 2: The late Jackie Wilson, a major Brunswick star,
will be honored on an Epic
reissue.of his own in February.
"The Jackie Wilson Story,
Vol. 2," is the follow-up to one
of last year's most warmly received greatest-hits packages.
At his peak, in the late '50s and
early '60s, Wilson was a commanding singer and an audacious performer-bold enough
to cut a soppy ballad like
"Danny Boy" and make it his
own in a dramatic rendition
that flaunted his near-operatic
range, sexy enough to drive
female fans into frenzies of desire. Most of Wilson's biggest
hits-from l 957's "Reet Petite" to "Higher and Higher"
in 1966-were included on Vol.
1. This set concentrates on
lesser-known nuggets such as "I
Got the Sweetest Feeling" and
"Tears Will Tell It All." It also
includes a medley, recorded
live at the Copa in 1962: "Danny Boy," "Doggin' Around,"
"To Be Loved" and "Lonely
Teardrops."

Wilson, Acklin: Chicago soul
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Return of a
Rock Original
Vintage rock and rollers are
like old friends-maybe they
don't come around much anymore, but it's sure good to hear
from them every once in a
while. Better still to hear them
undiminished by time, voices

"Beautiful Vision"
and "Dweller on the Threshold." (The sole exception is a
lovely, straightforward version
of the bluesy old standard "It's
All in the Game.") Listeners
who came to Morrison in the
mid-'60s when he was a streettough R&B belter, or in the
early '70s when he was a gentle
folk-rocker, may find thick
going in the lyric obscurity of

Van Morrison: A satisfying visit with an old friend
in full cry. That's why Van
Morrison's new live LP ("Live
at the Grand Opera House") is
so satisfying. Onstage in Belfast, Morrison is in fine formwhispering, shouting, muttering his way through 10 tracks,
. weaving his old hypnotic web
of sound. The production is full
(Morrison's 10-piece band includes four backup singers and
two horns), and the live sound
is lovingly reproduced. Amerij can fans almost missed their
chance to hear this record: Morrison was purged by Warner
Brothers Records last year in a
major housecleaning and for a
time was without an American
record contract. During that
period, "Live at the Grand Opera House" was available only
as an import. When Morrison
signed with Mercury/PolyGram Records, the company
picked up the LP for American distribution and will release
it here in February.
Most of this record's material is late-period Morrison.
Wonderful old chestnuts like
"Moondance" and "Caravan"
are missing; instead Morrison ·
concentrates on songs such as

this stuff; "Rave On John
Donne," declaimed in a throaty
mumble, just plain borders on
the silly. Otherwise, the album is challenging but worthwhile. The power and passion
of the performances speak
clearly. Van Morrison remains
one of rock's true originals,
and his voice is still worth
hearing.

Old Beyond
Their Years
Pieces of a Dream has this
image problem. These are accomplished musicians who
have put out three fine albums,
treating traditional jazz and
steamy funk with equal ease; a
fourth LP will be released in
1985. Seasoned performers, the
Philadelphia-based trio has
opened shows for acts as diverse
as the Dazz Band and Count
Basie. In concert, bassist Cedric
Napoleon and drummer Curtis Harmon anchor a solid
rhythm, and pianist James
Lloyd puts down a swinging
blues-based piano sound
15

OUR SCHOLARSHIP
HELPS YOU BEGIN YOUR CAREER
AS A LEADING ENGINEER.
An engineering degree will take you far in today's
high-tech Army. And with an Army ROTC scholarship,
earning that degree can be both less expensive and more
valuable.
The scholarship not only pays your entire tuition,
regardless of the amount, but also required fees, an amount
for books and supplies, and up to $1,000 each school year
for living expenses.
It's an excellent scholarship. And it gets you a lot
more than an engineering degree. Along with your regular
courses, you'll take Army ROTC classes and learn about
motivating people, analyzing situations, making confident,
informed decisions, and reaching defined goals. In short,
you'll learn leadership and management skills that can't

help but enhance your opportunities in the future.
And you'll put your skills to work right away,
because you're commissioned in the Army as a second
lieutenant when you graduate.
If you'd like an education in leadership and management to go along with your engineering degree,
find out more about Army ROTC. Contact the Army
ROTC Professor of Military Science on your campus, or
write: Army ROTC, Dept. JF, P.O. Box 9000, Clifton,

NJ 07015

ARMY ROTC.

BEALLYOU CAN BE.

Pieces of a Dream, with Washington: A tasteforjazz-and business
that's reminiscent of Ramsey
Lewis and Les McCann. Their
friendship is obvious in the
seemingly effortless way they
play together, and their joy in
making music is infectious. So
what's the problem? Critics
tend to tuck all this information way down in their reviews.
What usually comes first is
this: Pieces of a Dream is the
youngest jazz group in the .
business. Napoleon and Harmon are 22, and Lloyd is 20.
Hard Heads: Friends since
grade. school, the three began
performing professionally before they were in their teens;
. Harmon's father, a jazz musician, got them started in jazz by
playing them records by Oscar
Peterson and Milt Jackson.
Later he took them to his own
gigs to play between sets. Their
big break came when saxophonist Grover Washington Jr.
took the group under his wing.
He has since become their
producer and their mentor.
Veterans now in their early 20s,
the members of Pieces leaven
their love for the music with a
hard-headed attitude about
the realities of the music business. All the talk about their
youth, for example, they accept
gracefully, even gratefully.
"The novelty is part of what's
gotten us where we are," Harmon says. And although they
love and respect jazz, they
haven't shied away from more
commercial sounds. "If what
you have to offer is different or
unusual," says Lloyd, "you
also have to give the audience
what tl}ey're accustomed to.
You get their attention-and
then you can make them listen
>" to what you're into."

1

High Gloss,
Heavy Metal
Run for your lives! Def Leppard, those only barely postpubescent heavy-metal kids,
are back ... and my God,
they 've got Jim Steinman with
them! Maybe we should explain. Steinman made his
bones as the producer of Meat
Loaf's 1977 debut, "Bat Out of
Hell." That album's rococo production sound-a bombastic
melding of Phil Spector and
Richard Wagner-seemed
like a good idea at the time but
wore thin in a hurry when
Steinman repeated it on records
for Bonnie Tyler,
Air Supply and Barbra Streisand. Are
you following this so
far? Def Leppard

l
l

Def Leppard: Teaming up
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made their mark on the American rock-and-roll market with
last year's heavy-metal screamer "Pyromania." The LP sold
996 kajillion copies and was certified titanium, and the video
for the song "Photograph" ran
17 times an hour on MTV.
Floss: The problem is, now
they're together-Def Leppard, produced by Jim Steinman. Power-chording Brits
meet overblown hack hit maker, coming in April, on a new LP
from Mercury/PolyGram
Records. Although the combination makes commercial
sense, the creative chemistry is
hard to figure . What can
Steinman, the flossiest producer
in the business, possibly do
with these snarling, raging head
bangers? One can only wonder. Whatever it sounds like, the
record seems destined to be a
smash. That's showbiz.

New York-based duo
began producing their own records in 1980. In the last few
months Hall and Oates have
turned slightly away from the
clean, concise pop tunes that are
their trademark and ventured
onto the dance floor. Their latest release, "Big Barn Boom,"
shows the influence of the hugely successful dance-music
market: echoey sound, big,
thumping beat and longer
mixes. It's not a radical change,
just a little shifting with the
times. Nice to see that two of
pop's most consistent hit makers aren't afraid to shift.

Rock on
The Road
Three of 1984's biggest
rock-and-roll tours continue
into 1985.
Bruce Springsteen and the
E Street Band continue the
"Born in the USA" tour in
January. This time out, more
than ever before, Springsteen
has dealt in a hard question:
what does it mean to be an
American in 1984? His passionate portraits of life in the United States have drawn a host of
rave reviews-including one
Springsteen didn't want, from
Ronald Reagan. "America's
future rests in the message
of hope in [Springsteen's]
songs,'' Reagan said in September at a New Jersey campaign
stop. Onstage the next night the
rocker took pains to disassociate himself from the president,
suggesting pointedly that he
listen closely to the next song in
the set-"Johnny 99,'' the
stark story of a workingman
driven to crime when he loses
his job in an auto plant.
The Dary 1 Hall and John
Oates tour, "Live Through
'85," travels to the South in
February. No messages here,
just solid blue-eyed soul in a
combination that's been both
commercially successful and
artistically admirable since the

Springsteen: Live in '85
Finally, His Royal Badness.
Prince and the Revolution appear in St. Louis just before
Christmas and in Texas just
after. What can we say about
Prince? Although relatively
tiny in stature, when it comes
to the business he's big. Check
that. He's huge. Personal details: he's known to be fond
of purple and not terribly fond
of the press. He has created an
entire cottage industry around
the Minneapolis pop-music
scene. His "Purple Rain'
movie and sound track were two
of this year's biggest hits. The
movie was no bargain except in
the onstage sequences, which
were genuinely spellbinding;
the record was a triumph of
raw, furious talent and quirky
individual vision. Onstage he
is a veritable whirling dervish, a
firestorm of funk. Baby, he's a
star. Catch him if you can.
BILL BAROL
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Martin Short's comic brilliance goes live on ·saturdav Night'; ·Jewel in the Crown' dramatizes the last vears of
British colonial rule in India; glorious Hollvwood trash; the Shmenges polka down; a TV series that looks and
sounds like a movie; ·aobert Kennedv and His Times'; Hemingwav, TV stvle; Horne and Preslev croon.

Coming

Up Short

~

hen Martin Short
was 14, he used to go
up into the attic of
his parents' home in
Hamilton, Ont.,
and produce "The
Martin Short Show." These 60-minute
taped programs featured the songs and patter of Martin Short, of course, but also, via
recordings, guests such as Jonathan Winters and a great deal of applause. Short's
fantasy was so detailed that he even knew
where his variety show appeared in the
prime-time schedule: Monday evenings at
8:30 on NBC, alternating weekly with
"The Andy Williams Show." Yet Short
maintains that he didn't have showbiz
ambitions as a kid, even though he tentatively picked the stage name "Jackie Rogers" at the age of eight. "If you'd asked me
what I was going to be up until I was 21
years of age," he recalls, "I would have said
a doctor or a social worker. I started out in
premed, but later I realized I didn't like
science as much as I admired Richard
Chamberlain's work in 'Dr. Kildare'."
Medicine's loss is our gain. Martin
Short has become one of the leading lights in
the current generation of TV comic actors.
After two years with the now defunct and
sorely missed "SCTV" show, Short is one
of the sextet of new faces brought in to beef
up NBC's "Saturday Night Live." It's a
new approach for SNL. Until now the show
has always tapped unknowns for its cast,
but few people have become stars since the
departure of the Not Ready for Prime
Time Players. (Remember Ann Risley?
Charles Rocket?) For the 10th season,
SNL's producers retained four performers
from the old cast and added some established stars like Billy Crystal, a standup
comic who was on the ABC sitcom
"Soap." Now SNL is a gang of 10, and the
population explosion has made it hard for
cast members to squeeze onto the show
unless they write something to do themselves. For Martin Short, who won an
Emmy for his writing on SCTV, that has
meant a lot of.hard work. The bulletin board
in his office is pocked with note cards, each
with a separate idea, like "3 One-Armed
Pianists" or "Japanese Menudo."
Though it's too early to know how well
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SNL 's Short: A dead-on Robin Williams, a curious nerd and Kate Hepburn's cousin

the new mix of talents will meld, Short has
already distinguished himself as one of the
break-out stars. His talent for mimicry has
been displayed in a dead-on imitation of
Robin Williams and through a new invention, Nelson Hepburn, a hot-dog vendor
with the quavering voice and the quivering
head of his famous cousin Kate. Short's
ability to lose himselfin a character enriches
his incredible creations, like Ed Grimley,
a gentle nerd with a curious sneer and even
curiouser unicornlike pompadour. Another character, albino singer Jackie Rogers
Jr., made an appearance early in the season to plug his book, "Damn You, Daddy,
Sir," a tell-all about his father, the legendary entertainer Jackie Rogers Sr. Asked if
Daddy ever punished him-say with wire

coat hangers-Jackie replied, "One timeit makes me shudder to think of it-he
made me sit in front of a plate full of yams
for a good 30-35 minutes."

C

oming to SNL from SCTV has
been a "bumpy" transition for
Short. "It's been hard to write for live," he
says. "For tape and film you have an endless
amount of chances to make something
funny. You're able to achieve greater
textures of comedy." (John Candy says
Short watched SCTY video playbacks
endlessly until getting a scene right.) Short
says his ultimate goal is to do a Broadway
musical: "I love the stage-doing
something every night and making it perfect. And the duplication of that perfection
19

Television
is even more exciting."
Theater gave Short his start
in show busine . SCTV colleague Eugene Levy, who acted with Short at Canada's
McMaster University, urged
Short to join him in Toronto in
1972 for a fling at professional
theater. It worked. They won
parts in a production of "Godspell" that featured many actor , like Gilda Radner, who
have ince become famous.
When Short reminisces about
the "good old days" in Canada,
including a stint with the Toronto company of Second City,
it so unds like a golden age, led
by uch performers as Dan
Aykroyd. "There's no star
system in Canada,' says Short,
"so you can do anything. It's
like the university of showbiz.
You're always working."
And so he did, until coming
to the United State to work in
network television. During
the 1979 and 1980 seasons, he
wa on ABC's "The Associate ,' which had more doting
critic than regular viewers,
and ABC' "I'm a Big Girl
Now," which had few of ei-

ther. Along the way he married
Nancy Dolman, an actress on
'Soap' and an under tudy for
the 1972 ' God pell prod uction in Toronto. (They have a
daughter, Katherine, who will
be one year old in January.) It
wa at their wedding four
year ago that Short revealed
ju t how much of a trouper
mentality he ha . After inging
a Ri k Ri ardo tune, Cuban
Pet , 'and Nan y With the
aughing Fa e," Short turn d
t hi w dding gue t nd aid
'I'd lik t thank the audi nc
for oming tonight."
RO
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" The name Shmenge has a funnv ring to it. There's no real meaning, except mavbe
nebbish, I guess. You know, vou look at somebody and sav, 'Well, he's a real
Shmenge, isn't he?'" -John Candy and Eugene Levy, who look a lot like Yosh and Stan Shmenge
that. They burn it." Then, in an
afterthought that resonates
with other meanings, Lady
Chatterjee observes, "Your
Mr. Kumar is a mystery-like
the smell of India."

TV Just
Like Movies

Public TV goes Indian: Intimate characters in a historic saga

A 'Jewel'
For Public TV
When it's very good, PBS's
"Masterpiece Theatre" can put
a serious crimp in your social
schedule-once hooked, you
cannot bear to miss even one of
the weekly episodes. And "The
Jewel in the Crown" is "Masterpiece Theatre' at its literate
and sophisticated best. Set in
India during the last five years
of British colonial rule, "Jewel" offers a tantalizing fusion of
intimately drawn characters
within a historic saga ofundeniable emotional power. The 15hour series starts in mid-December and runs for 14 weeks.
Pray that your local PBS affiliate runs it on just the right day
or you may have to make alternate arrangements to celebrate Chanukah, Christmas or
New Year's Eve.
"Jewel" is based on Paul
Scott's 'The Raj Quartet," a sequence of four interrelated
novel set in India. Scott, who
died in 1978, served in the
British Army between 1940 and
1946-roughly the time frame
of the tetralogy-mostly in India and Malaya. The PBS serie begins in 1942 with the illfated romance of Daphne
Manner and Hari Kumar.
Manner , a young Englishwoman who lo therfamilyduring the London blitz, has come

to live in India, where she meets
and falls in love with Kumar,
an Indian brought up in England and forced by circumstances to return to his native,
but unfamiliar, land. Their affair violates the delicate web of
customs by which the Indians
and the British-each with
their own intricate class structure-have come to relate to
one another. The struggles endured by Manners (played by
Susan Wooldridge) and Kumar (Art Malik) illuminate the
social, cultural and class conflicts beginning to fragment the
relationship between England
and India, the "jewel in the
crown" of the British Empire.
Gin: It shouldn't be surprising that "Jewel" offers riveting
performances and a sumptuous concern for production details. The series was produced
by Britain's Granada Television, the folks who gave us
"Brideshead Revisited ." As
with other "Masterpiece Theatre" productions, the dialogue
for "Jewel" is as clear and
bracing as good British gin. Early in the series, for example,
Daphne Manners demonstrates
her enthusiasm and naivete in
an exchange with a longtime Indian friend, Lady Chatterjee.
"I like the smell of India," says
Manners. "Daddy used to talk
a lot about it." To which the
Indian replies, "It's the smell
of dung-the smell of India.
Your father didn't tell you

"Miami Vice" doesn't look
like your ordinary TV series.
Unlike most shows, where the
gaps between action sequences
are plugged by close-ups of
talking heads, "Miami Vice"
draws on imaginative cinematography to create a believable
and intriguing environment.
The episodes don't look like
they were shot on a studio lot
for the simple reason that they
weren't. "Miami Vice" is
filmed, appropriately enough,
in and around Miami.
"Miami Vice" doesn't
sound like a TV series. When
the characters enter a nightclub or turn on their car radios,
you don't hear canned, popstyle music written by the
show's composer. You hear
what real people actually do
hear in those situations: songs
like "In the Air Tonight" by
Phil Collins and "I'm So Excited" by the Pointer Sisters.
Just as Hollywood has imitated MTV by infusing sound
tracks with throbbing rock

'Miami Vice': A network series that~
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from malaise in France to bull- and force of the natural wonder she continues to be.
fights in Spain. The story will
Jan. 8 marks the 50th annibe told in a four-hour mini-seversary of the birth of Elvis
ries on NBC Dec. 9 and 10.
Presley, whose following reShe was looking into my eyes
with that way she had of looking mains strong seven years after
his death. In honor of the annithat made you wonder whether
versary, the Presley industry
she really saw out of her own
will unveil a number of rare,
eyes. They would look on and
barely-seen-and-heard bit and
on after every one else's eyes in
pieces of Elvis's career. HBO
the world would have stopped
will cablecast one such item of
· looking. She looked as though
arcana in January-"Elvis:
there were nothing on earth she
would not look at like that, and One Night With You." This 53minute special consists of a
really she was afraid ofso
low-key informal concert in
many things.
front of a small studio audiJane Seymour will portray
Lady Brett Ashley in the NBC ence. Although it was taped in
1968 for use in Elvis's comeprogram. Seymour has beback TV special, most of this
come TV's favorite "literary"
'Sun': Unrequited impotence
session has never been seen by
heroine. She played the female
the public before. Dressed in
leads in John Steinbeck's
black leather from top to bot"East of Eden" and in Baroness Orczy's "The Scarlet Pimpernel." Hart Bochner, by
contrast, will play against type.
Known as a hunk, he will be
There was much wine, an
ignored tension, and a feeling of Jake Barnes.
"What if Brett did sleep with.
things coming that you could
you? She's slept with lots ofbetter
not prevent happening. Under
people than you. "
the wine I lost the disgusted
feeling and was happy. It seemed
they were all such nice people.
Ernest Hemingway's novel
"The Sun Also Rises" described
the activities of a desperate
group of people in Europe. The
So much music blares out of
narrator, Jake Barnes, is imthat tiny speaker on your televipotent as the result of a war
sion set these days that it's
wound. Nevertheless, he behard to separate the glorious
lieves that he loves Lady Brett
from the grating. But coming
Ashley, and she believes that
up in the next few months are
she loves him in return. He
two programs that clearly hit
seeks his release in fishing,
the right note.
traveling and bullfighting. She
In early December, PBS's
seeks hers in his friends, his
traveling companions and bull- "Great Performances" will air
''Lena Horne: The Lady and
fighters. The action shifts
Her Music," a 90-minute show
Horne: Funny, sassy and alil'e
taped during the triumphant
run of Horne's one-woman
tom, he is at the top of his cocky
Broadway show. The bravura
and sleek form in such tune as
performance is more than just
"That's All Right" and "Blue
musical highlights from the
Suede Shoes.' Never intended
entire spectrum of Horne's cato be aired in its entirety, the
reer, starting with the early
days at the Cotton Club in Har- program has some false starts
and a little too much joking (at
lem and including her work in
M-G-M musicals. As Horne se- one point Elvis breaks off a
rousing "Baby, What You
gues from standards like "The
Want Me to Do?" to joke
Lady Is a Tramp" to classics
about his famous curling lip),
like "From This Moment
but this informality give the
On, ' she tells funny, sassy and
viewer a relaxed glimpse into
often biting stories from her
the man behind the myth.
life in and out of showbiz. The
When Elvis cuts loo e with the
high point of the concert
comes when Horne reprises her sweaty, wailing "One Night,"
you know what all the fu
trademark song, "Stormy
1oesn 't Look Like telePision and doesn't sound Like television, either
was-and is-about.
Weather,'' with all the power

music-to pump up the action
and draw a younger audi-41
ence-"Miami Vice" has
brought Top 40 sounds to a
television sound track, in an attempt to create what one NBC
executive called "MTV TV."
Pleasure: In short, the production values of''Miami Vice''
have more in common with
movies than average episodic
TV. That's why it's a pleasure
to watch the NBC series-and
that's exactly the way series
• creator Anthony Yerkovich
wanted it to be. "From the
outset," says Yerkovich, "our
goal was to do a TV show that
didn't look like a TV show."
The creative people behind
"Miami Vice" reflect this ap~ proach. Executive producer
Michael Mann, for instance,
has worked extensively in feature films and directed the critically acclaimed "Thief,"
which starred Jam es Caan. Yerkovich came to "Miami Vice"
after winning three Emmy
awards as a writer and producer for the literate and sophisticated "Hill Street Blµes."
Working on the "Hill,'' says
~ Yerkovich, "taught me a lot
about character development
and story structure, and I
think that translates into 'Miami Vice'." Yerkovich learned
his lessons so well, and has succeeded so clearly at making
TV that looks like movies, that
now he's moved on to the real
thing with Universal Pictures.
But he promises that the creative people he has left behind
on "Miami Vice" will continue to make television with a
Hollywood touch.

Hemingway's
Dark 'Sun'
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Music From
Lena, Elvis
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FREE PROMOTIONAL
Albums, concert tickets, stereos,
etc. are available . Information :
Barry Publications , 477 82nd
Street, Brooklyn , N.Y. 11209

PENFRIENDS USA / CANADA
Send $2 . For 3 personally
selected penfriends (include
age, interests ... ) NE Box 1576NW, Timmins, Ontario, P4N 7W7

BEAD IT
• Semi-precious bead and freshwater pearl bracelets , necklaces , earrings, and rings.
(Priced from $12.00)
• "Baby " name bracelets made
any size for any name , ages
infant to adult. (Priced at $5.00)
• Over 100 styles and colors from
which to choose .
Write or call for your free color
brochure.
BEAD IT• 8200 Henry Ave.
•Suite F-3 • Phila. , PA 19128
(215) 387-ABCD
•Don't forget a name bracelet for
your Cabbage Patch Doll!!!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, HUGO!

MOVIE POSTERS
"DUNE," " GHOSTBUSTERS ,"
thousands more . Authentic
movie material. FAST SERVICE!
Visa / MasterCard. Catalogue
$2.00 (refundable) : Cinema City,
P.O. Box 1012, Dept. N, Muskegon, Michigan 49443 (616)
722-7760.
MEET FRIENDS NEARBY OR
WORLDWIDE-For hobbies ,
sports , vacations .. . Write Electronic Exchange, Box 68-N6 ,
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266.

GUYS&GALS!
Official Directory Collegiate
Companions-students nationwide seeking friendships , excitement! Detai Is $1 (refundable):
Box 443W, Lindsborg , Kansas
67456.

NEED EXTRA . CASH? Sell
Designer Jeans & Merchandise :
On Campus; Fleamarkets; Etc.
Catalog $3. Mail : W.F.B.A. , 668
E. 220th Street, Bronx, New York
10467.

CONGRATULATIONS
STEVE & ALISSA!
PARTY SUCCESS
Innovative ideas, provocative
themes, and helpful hints for your
outrageous parties $3 to PARTY
PRINCIPLES, BOX 23, Bedford,
NY 10506

..

"10,000 different original movie
posters catalogue $2.00.
Mnemonics Ltd., Dept. "4" #9,
3600 21 St. N.E., Calgary, Alta,
T2E 6V6 Canada."

WITCHCRAFT Speakers , Con
tacts, Courses, Reliable Information . Gavin and Yvonne , Box
1502-N, Newbern , NC 28560

NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS
is now offering a two-for-one special to student advertisers ,
reaching over 3 million students
on 150 campuses from coast-tocoast. Take advantage of this
offer NOW for the Spring
Semester.
Contact Ron Woods
NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS
444 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022
or call (212) 350-4310
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AN OPPORTUNITY TO EARN EXTRA MONEY

FAST
40%COMMISSION
RECEIVE ATERRIFIC

AS ACOLLEGE AGENT FOR NEWSWEEK
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Newsweek
Campus Network
444 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10022
Attn: Delores Pressley
Or simply phone:

1-800-526-2595
(Askfor Educallon Depl.)

•

REACH
OVER
3 MILLION
COLLEGE
STUDENTS
THROUGH
THE
NEWSWEEK
ON
CAMPUS
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
SECTION

•

For more information
write:

You 'll welcome all the extra dollars you can
bring in, so contact us today:
0

•

•
•

It's interesting work, and you 'll feel proud
as you promote this exciting newsweekly.
Its award-winning editorial covers world and
national events, people , business, technology, sports, entertainment. Students
welcome the great ideas and insight that
Newsweek brings.

'•

PERSONAL
ADVERTISING

Special Rates
for
College Students

You can get monthly commission checks
by working just a few hours a week. Profits
are quick when you attract students to subscribe to Newsweek.

"CASH FOR COLLEGE ." New
Directory describes 400 loan ,
grant , scholarship opportun ties- plus all government programs . $4.95 . UNIFUNDS Box
19749- CE , Indianapolis , IN
46219.
OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT ...
ALL OCCUPATIONS! Complete
information plus Worldwide
Directory-$3 . 00 . Opportunities , Box 19107-VW, Wash ington, DC 20036

LIMITED EDITION POSTERS!
Bowie , Police-$5.00. Catalog-$2 .00 . ROCK . PHOTO,
BOX 183, FRANKLIN , Ml 48025

E D s
WANTED
•
CLASSIFIED

•

•,,.

Newsweek On
Campus
Classified
Advertising Rates
444 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

•
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AND GET

FOR STUDENTS ONLY.
CHECK ONE.
D 26 issues
D 34 issues

O 52 issues
O 104 issues

Address

Cl

State

Colt e

0 Payment enclosed.
O Billme.

ZI

Year of Graduation

Si nature
Utter good in U.S. & subject to change.

The world in your hands.

•Newsweek On Campus is included as a supplement in

85428187

Newsweek student subscription.
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Douglas Adams hitchhikes across deep space for the founh time in ·so Long, and Thanks for All the Fish'; the
collected plavs of Sam Shepard; eanh in the 35th centurv; Mario Puzo continues the ·eodfather' saga; cop
stalks killer. and vice versa. in ·entz'; a grand inquisitor of the literati; big noise from a quiet author.

Galactic
Gag Man
ouglas Adams travels
the universe almost as
much as the characters
in his "Hitchhiker's
Guide to the Galaxy"
books. Take, for example,
his schedule for just two weeks last month.
He leaves Los Angeles after working for a
week on a film treatment of "Hitchhiker."
For two days he's in Maryland, giving readings at Montgomery College in Rockville
and the University of Maryland. On to New
York for two days of brainstorming with
Henson Associates (the Muppet people) for
a hush-hush TV project. Then Oberlin
College in Ohio for a reading. Two days
later, it's a press conference in New York
for the new "Hitchhiker" home-computer
game, followed by game promotion the
next day in Las Vegas and in San Francisco
two days after that. Finally, back to his
native England for three weeks of promoting his new book, "So Long, and Thanks
for All the Fish." No wonder he can only
squeeze in an interview while he's having
breakfast at 8 a.m. When does he sleep?
"That's the problem," says a barely awake
Adams. "I don't have time to sleep."
Adams's talent for warp-speed outerspace wit has spawned an enormously profitable "Hitchhiker" industry. First done
as a BBC radio series in 1978, "Hitchhiker"
has become a recording, a TV series, a
number of theatrical productions and a
movie to be directed by I van ("Ghostbusters") Reitman. The "Hitchhiker" game,
just out, is a text-based adventure in which
the object of the game, says Adams, 32, "is
to find out the object of the game." The
first three "Hitchhiker" books-"The
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy," "The
Restaurant at the End of the Universe" and
"Life, the Universe and Everything"have all been best sellers, with a total of over
7 million copies in print. "So Long, and
Thanks for All the Fish," which comes out
next month, seems certain to do as well. In
a typical bit of Adams tongue-in-cheek, the
dust jacket for "Fish" describes it as
the "fourth book in the 'Hitchhiker's
Trilogy' ."
From the beginning, the "Hitchhiker"
books have delivered headlong action on a
cosmic scale. In the first, the Earth gets

D
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Adams: Back to earth after conquering the universe with warp-speed science fiction

blown up after less than 35 pages, and Arthur Dent, a real schlemiel of a hero, escapes the destruction and begins to carom
about the universe from one tight scrape to
another.

A

dams's relentless sense of humor
often springs from setting earthly
foibles in an extraterrestrial context. In
"Restaurant," he describes the hangover
Dent gets after traveling via a mattertransference beam: "Any form of transport
which involved tearing you apart atom by
atom, flinging those atoms through the subether, and then jamming them back together again just when they were getting
their first taste of freedom for years had to
be bad news. '
o

In the new book, Arthur Dent returns
to an Earth that looks remarkably the same
way it did before it was blown up, except
for the mysterious absence of dolphins.
(The title is a goodbye message from the
long departed aquatic mammals.) Dent
works diligently to find out what happened to his native planet, with the help of a
like-minded Earthwoman. Only at the
novel's end do they blast off together in
search of "God's Final Message to His
Creation." Like the previous three books,
Adams saturates the story with bizarre
characters and absurd situations. Rob McKenna, for example, is a lorry driver who
becomes famous as the "Rain God" because
it has rained every place he has been for the
past 15 years. Unlike the previous "Hitch25

Books
hiker" books, "Fish" concentrates on one planet-and a familiar one at that. And, for the
first time, Adams makes Dent a
well-rounded character rather
than a galaxial Keystone Cop.
The pace of "Fish" is less frenetic; at times, it's even lyrical.
In comparing this novel with
his earlier ones, Adams observes, "When I wrote about
fantastical things going on in
other worlds, I made them
seem as real and concrete as I
possibly could. Now that I've
come back to Earth, everything
has taken on a strange kind of
dreamlike quality. And I'm at a
loss to explain that."

" Michael corleone stood on a long wooden dock in Palermo an- watched the great ocean
liner set sail for America. He was to have sailed on that ship, but new instructions had
Come from hiS father." -From Mario Puzo's new "Godfather" book, "The Sicilian"
since Buffalo Bill, and rock
messiahs haven't been taken seriously (even by rock critics)
since Elvis Costello. For someone at the cutting edge, Shepard (as the hackneyed reference
to Yeats shows) can be a little
quaint: these plays, with their
enigmatic action and improbable characters, really aren't
much different from the "absurdist" plays of the 1950s. For
all his characters' trendy talk
of Mick Jagger and Barbara
Mandrell, Shepard may finally be remembered as the last of
the beat generation. He even
prefaces "Angel City" with a
note advising actors to approach their parts "in terms of
collage construction or jazz
improvisation." Like, wow.

A

dams has always had
trouble settling down
to write. "I try and avoid it if at
all possible," he says. "The business of buying new pencils assumes gigantic proportions. I
have four word processors at
home and I spend a lot of time
trying to decide which one to
work on." But when Adams finally decides to write, he decides to write. "Fish" was written essentially in three weeks
this fall, after Adams's English
publisher booked him into a
hotel and baby-sat him. His favorite, "Restaurant," took a
month. "Writing comes easy,"
he explains. "All you have
to do is stare at a blank piece
of paper until your forehead bleeds."
In the near future, Adams
won't have to suffer this ordeal.
Through early 1985 much of
hi time will be taken up with
promoting "Fish" and finding
a moment to get married. He
doesn't yet have a firm concept for his next book, but he
insists that it won't be scifi.
'I've never been a science-fiction buff. I have a house full of
the books, but only because people are always giving them to
me,' Adams confesses. "I conider myself largely a comedy
writer. But even though I prate t that I m not a science-fiction writer, I find that sciencefictional elements continue to
creep in on the side. ' Adams
al o profe e that 'Fish" is
hi la t ' Hit hhiker book. But
die-hard fan can take comfort
in hi re ollection that ' I never
th ught there would be a third
or fourth book either.
RO
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DAVID GATES

Earth:
A.D. 3414
Shepard: The pop profundities of horse opera and rock

Shepard:
Rough Read
Because of "The Right
Stuff," in which he played pilot
Chuck Yeager, and "Country," in which he played farmer
Gil Ivy, Sam Shepard is
known by most as a movie star.
But Shepard, 41, has been
called the pre-eminent playwright of his generation-and
even the best American dramatist now writing. Since his first
play, "Cowboys," was produced when he was 19, he has
won 10 Obies and a Pulitzer
Prize. Michiko· Kakutani of
The New York Times says he
has "put forth a vision of
America that resonates with the
power of legend." The Village
Voice s Ross Wetzsteon says he
has "altered the conventions
of theater as radically as Brecht
or Beckett." And so on. When
the flannel-shirted Shepard (ne
Samuel Shepard Rogers) fixes
that intense stare on you from

the cover of his new collection
("Fool for Love and Other
Plays," published this month
by Bantam), remember: he's not
just another craggy face.
FUSS: Shepard's admirersthat is, almost everybody-testify to his power to move theater audiences. But readers may
wonder what the fuss is about.
The "legend" in which Shepard
traffics is the pop profundities
of horse opera and rock-androll sainthood that have already been plumbed by too
many filmmakers and rock
critics. When rodeo cowboy Eddie in "Fool for Love" is reduced to lassoing the bedposts
in a seedy motel room, we're
supposed to sense (according to
the book's introduction) "the
decline of the Old West." In
"Cowboy Mouth," Cavale
(first played by punk-rock poet
Patti Smith) fantasizes that
"the rock-'n'-roll star in his
highest state of grace will be
the new savior ... rocking to
Bethlehem to be born." But
the Old West has been in decline

Philip Jose Farmer has never been as successful as Frank
Herbert or J. R. R. Tolkien in
reaching readers outside the science-fiction-and-fantasy subculture. But to insiders, Farmer
is like Henry James-a writer
too good for hoi polloi. Critic
Leslie Fiedler-a dabbler in
the genre himself-once called

Farmer: Son of 'Riverworld'
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him "the greatest science-fiction writer ever." Farmer is
most admired for his "Riverworld" series, six volumes published between 1971 and 1983.
"Riverworld" was a fourth-dimensional "Ragtime" whose
characters included Tom Mix,
Hermann Goring and Ulysses
S. Grant; its locale was an
, Earth-size planet inhabited by
everyone who has ever lived. If
the notion of a climactic confrontation between King John
of England and Samuel Clemens sounds silly-well, maybe
you had to be there.
In February Putnam will
publish "Dayworld," the first
volume of Farmer's new series. Again, we have an overpopulated planet-this time
Earth itself, in A.D. 3414-but
not a crowded one. This is because on any given day of the
week six out of seven of the
inhabitants are in suspended
animation and have stored
themselves until their assigned
day comes round again. Like
yuppies with a time-shared vacation place, Farmer's characters are prone to complain if
"Tuesday" has neglected to
leave the kitchen tidy. More serious, however, is a new form
of antisocial behavior:
day breaking.
lmmers: Jeff Caird, Farmer's
hero, is no common daybreaker
but an "immer." He possesses
a substance enabling him to live
seven times his normal lifespan, and thus to inhabit all the
days of the week under different identities. (If this is Sunday,
he must be Father Tom Zurvan.) The authorities, naturally,
catch on to him. Worse yet, his
fellow immers will kill him r_ather than risk his being captured
and given truth serum. And
worst of all, he's having an
identity crisis. Farmer's imagination is manifestly daring,
but its price seems to be a nasty
case of arrested development-not an unusual condition among scifi writers. He's
gratuitously fixated on breasts,
bowels and flatulence, and he
has the fascinated misogyny of a
12-year-old boy: women
"overlubricate" and beds
"reek" of "sexual scents."
Scifi subcultists are used to such
embarrassments; outsiders
can't say they weren't warned.

l

l

D.G.

Puzo: A not-quite-sequel that's too good to refuse

'Godfather'

Lives Again
Eighteen years ago, highbrow novelist Mario Puzo decided he was tired of suffering
for his art. Hewas45, $20,000in
debt and fed up with the door
poundings ofloan sharks unimpressed by the author's good
reviews. "It was really time to
grow up and sell out," Puzo
later said. "So I told my editors,
OK, I'll write a book about the
Mafia.Just give me some money
to get started." Puzo coaxed a
$5,000 advance; three years
later, the world got Don Vito
Corleone, a horse head on the
bed and Sonny against the
door. Puzo said "I wrote below
my talents with that book,"
but 15 million copies later, "The
Godfather" remains the greatest airport novel ever written.
This month has appeared
"The Sicilian," Puzo's longawaited continuation of life
with godfather. Will any bookstore browser be able to put
down a chronicle that begins:
"Michael Corleone stood on a
long wooden dock in Palermo
and watched the great ocean
liner set sail for America. He
was to have sailed on that ship,
but new instructions had come
from his father."? Puzo's publishers think not; they have ordered an advance printing of
400,000 copies, to sell at $17.95.
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This tale opens as Michael is
finishing up his three-year exile
in Sicily after shooting a corrupt New York police captain.
(It would fit in about the middle of the book "The Godfather" and well before the continuation of the family saga in
the movie "Godfather II.")
Michael is given a last-minute
rescue mission by dad: bring
Salvatore Guiliano back to the
States. Guiliano is a kind of
Sicilian Robin Hood who, in the
service of the peasants, stages
mountain raids against the corrupt Roman government.
Guiliano, however, has bigger
problems than evading Italian
cops. Don Croce, ruthless leader of the Sicilian Mafia, also
wants the bandit. If you thought
Don Corleone was tough, wait
until you see how the "Friends
of the Friends" society does
things in the old country.

at a Detroit advertising agency; in 1967 he was rescued when Hollywood bought
his 1961 novel, "Hombre," as a
vehicle for Paul Newman.
Since then he has written a score
of suspense novels in which
armed and alienated men on
both sides of the law chase
each other through modern urban landscapes, pausing only
for unsentimental liaisons with
tough yet complaisant women. This is familiar territory, of
course; what sets Leonard
apart from trigger-happy competition is his eye for detail, his
ear for dialogue and the fat-free
prose style he began developing back when he first read "For
Whom the Bell Tolls." Critics
and fellow writers have long
recognized Leonard as a master (last spring he was awarded
an Edgar, the Mystery Writers
of America's version of the Oscar, for his novel "LaBrava"),
and now the public has begun to
catch on, too. His last few
books have been best sellers,
and the paperback rights for
"LaBrava" went for a tidy
$363,000.
Leonard's latest, called

NEAL KARLEN

Big-City
Shoot-Out

Leonard: A glitzy tale

Reed-thin, tweedy, bespectacled, bearded and often photographed in a sporty cap, 59year-old Elmore Leonard looks
more like a professor of English than a writer of big-city
shoot-' em-ups. He began literary life some 30 years ago, turning out pulp Westerns in the
mornings before going to work

"Glitz" (due in March from Arbor House), is a Book-of-theMonth Club Dual Main Selection; it will have a first printing
of75,000 and a $100,000 promotional budget, and it will be
serialized in Playboy. "Glitz" is
a less-than-probable yarn
about one Vincent Mora, a Miami Beach detective who is
27
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Air Force officers are designing tomorrow's
technology today. It takes imagination to dream new
dreams and skills to bring those dreams to life.
If you're a scientist or engineer, or plan to be, the
Air Force gives you a chance to push your skills to
the limit and learn new ones. And while you're

growing, you'll be helping your country grow
stronger, too.
For more detailed information, call us toll-ftee at
1-800-423-USAF (in Calif.1-800-232-USAF). Better
yet, send your resume to HRS/RSAANE, Randolph
AFB, TX 78150. We're waiting for your ideas.

AIM HIG AIR FORCE

shot by a mugger and goes to
Puerto Rico to recuperate.
There he takes a shine to a
beautiful, brainless young
prostitute and is stalked by a
psychopath he once sent to
prison. The local police help
Mora send the weirdo packing, but a nightclub owner ships
the prostitute to Atlantic
City-which happens to be said
weirdo's hometown-for a job
as a "hostess." The creep gets
our hero to Atlantic City by
murdering the girl and tucking
a piece of paper with Mora's
name on it into her unmentionables; the stalking now becomes mutual, and the diversions (provided by willing
women and criminals both organized and unorganized)
proliferate. While the plot meanders, Leonard's ear for his
characters' voices never falters .
"Ask them, they lie to you
from jump street, don't know
how else to talk," says a black
ex-conofthemen with whom he
did time. It may be impossible
for a crime novelist to create a
totally convincing world, but
details like these make " Glitz" a
lifelike diorama.
D.G.

~ Authors

I
Have Known
Ever since Samuel Johnson
put up with Boswell's often impertinent questions, writers
have become resigned not only
to doing their work but to discussing it-and themselves-at
great lengths with worshipful
inquisitors. Nowadays only a
few heroic recluses like Samuel Beckett and J . D . Salinger
refuse to be interrogated for
publication; so willingly do
most authors submit that
magazines from Publishers'
Weekly to Paris Review can
make such question-and-answer sessions a regular feature. Norman Mailer has even
published interviews he has
given in collections of his work,
side by side with pieces he has
written. But whose work, really,
is an interview-the subject's
or the interviewer's?
Charles Ruas has made a
career of interviewing American writers since 1975, when
he began conducting a popular

radio show on New York
City's WBAI. More recently his
talks with the likes of Mailer,
Truman Capote, Eudora Welty
and Gore Vidal have appeared
in the Paris Review and The
New York Times. "Conversations With American Writers"
collects 14 of these interviews.
In his introduction, Ruas bills
himself as, at least, their cocreator. He's undoubtedly a
hard worker ("I consult standard reference books . . . and
then I read the body of the
author's work, looking for certain constant elements or thematic developments"), but his
other claims are harder to substantiate. "The art of the literary interview," he begins offputtingly, "is transforming a
particular interrogation into a
universal dialogue." Even Ruas
is obliged to acknowledge that
people who are frequently interviewed develop "a repertory
of set anecdotes and ideas" that
can be "a barrier to genuine
discourse." And he doesn't
seem to know that readers will
be more interested in what his
famous subjects have to say
than in how be gets them
to sa'.y it.
Remarkable: In "Conversations With American Writers,"
Ruas seems to have elicted little that an interviewer with fewer pretensions couldn't have
managed, but since he's dealing
with remarkable people, he
has recorded some remarkable
performances. Susan Sontag is
the most articulate of this ar-

R uas: Good people, good talk
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ticulate crowd, Joseph Heller
the most self-effacing, Marguerite Young the most eccentric.
And despite the high-minded
tone of the introduction,
there's enough sleaze to sell the
book: Tennessee Williams on
drugs and homosexuality, Mailer on Jack Henry Abbott, a

trade paperbacks of
some of DeLillo's earlier work,
and the man himself has even
begun talking to a few outsiders.
DeLillo's special trait is his
ability to grasp cliches of American culture and reweave them
into stylish, witty, tormented
fictions . Among the best of his

DeLillo: A sardonic look at university scholarship

pathetic Truman Capote talking trash ("I just had lunch
with Oona; she's so changed
since Charlie died") and urging Ruas to try cocaine. But
these days who minds a little gossip? You want art, go
read a book.
D. G.

A Quiet Man
Gets Heard
For more than a decade
Don DeLillo has sat in the pantheon of critically acclaimed
American writers who refuse to
shill their works on "Good
Morning, Siwash" or discuss
their lives with celebrity-magazine chroniclers. This reclusiveness may have cost him.
UnlikeJ. D. SalingerorThomas
Pynchon, DeLillo's combination of great reviews and public
silence has never translated
into overwhelming numbers of
cash-register rings. But the cumulative effect of all his good
works may be changing all
that. After seven books, word is
finally getting around. Vintage Books has begun reissuing

sometimes overlooked lot are
"Americana," his first novel
about a frazzled television executive; "End Zone," a hysterical, apocalyptic book
about pro football, and "Great
Jones Street," a meditation on
the popular music scene as captured through the eyes of
Bucky Wunderlick, a burnt-out
rock star.
"White Noise," his newest
novel, will be out from Viking in
January. This time DeLillo's
setting will be a small liberalarts college in the Midwest
populated by neurotic New
Yorkers and arrogant academics. Jack Gladney, the hero,
teaches the history of Nazism
and tries to escape the " white
noise" feedback clogging his
existential ruminations. As always, DeLillo's stroke is sardonic. "You've done a wonderful thing with Hitler," says a
colleague trying to carve out an
academic fiefdom similar to
the protagonist's. "He is now
your Hitler, Gladney's Hitler.
The college is internationally
known as a result of Hitler
studies .... It's what I want to
do with Elvis."
. K.
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The vear of the compact disc; a rising voung comic works the dark side of the street; a walkthrough video game; tapping new musical talent in Manhattan; Steve's ice cream, coast to
coast: the life of Malcolm xas an opera; surprise success in the big citv for a first novelist
pled and still are."
In 1985 Poundstone may be
seen in "Hyperspace," a lowbudget scifi flick ("So lowbudget that I'm the name").
Then again, she may not. "For
all I know it'll never be released,
and probably that's a good
thing, because I can't act," she
says. She may eventually end
up writing screenplays. Until
then she'll keep workingplaying clubs, doing TV, making the sacrifices a young comic needs to make. "OK, so I did
the underwear scene in 'Hyperspace,' " she says. "I'm not
ashamed, because I did it for
my kids. OK, so I don't have
any kids. But the other day I
had this pain .. ."

Operatic Life
Of Malcolm X
Comedian Paula Poundstone: 'I 'm just a whiner at heart'

Funny-And
Miserable
The Paula Pound tone Story in brief: a piring comedian
leave her Massachusetts high
school during enior year,
Greyhound it to San Franci co to play in club , get di covered by Robin William
and igned to hi heavyweight
management firm and appear
on " Saturday Night Live' and
the David Letterman how.
At 25 he nearly famou . So
what' wrong, Paula? Nothing really. 'Im a whiner at
heart he ay . ' I happen to
have a natural propen ity to be a
mi rable wretch.'
And a good thing too. It
ju t that dark id that make
P und tone funn y. Sh ' a
lank \: man with a bent grin
and a di po iti n to mat h· ontag h illuminat th thouand thing that an go wrong
0

in a day with mordant humor,
most often aimed at herself. "I
cant parallel park, " she says in
her act, resignedly. "When I
try, I have to go through the
whole routine. I take out the
big yellow traffic cones, and I
use a couple of tanks of gas.
Fortunately my car doesn't
have power steering, so I can
lose weight while I'm parking."
She calls her material " selfcentered, " bu tit's leavened with
patience. "When I talk about
stuff that goes wrong," she says
in explaining her humor, "it
doesn t necessarily mean I'm a
horrible person. Just that it'll
take me a little longer to get
through the day." And like
her mentor Williams (' He and
hi wife have gotten me onto
ome TV shows, and they also
give me real nice clothes sometime ") he pice her act with a
trong da h of the absurd: " I
go to an athei t church. We have
crippled guy who tand up
and te tify that they were crip-

Pianist Anthony Davis lists
as some of his influences Duke
Ellington, Richard Wagner,
Igor Stravinsky and M~lcolm
X- which should give you
some idea of how maddeningly
difficult he is to characterize.
Try to set him in the context of
his record label, Gramavision,
which is home to some of the
more adventurous new-music
players working today; call him
avant-garde if you must, although his music isn't really
that. This kind of critical
mush-mouthing suits Davis just

fine. "I don' t like to use labels
on my music," he says. " I call it
American music. It incorporates my classical studies, my
interest in improvisation and
in non-Western music as well. "
Just say Davis is used to painting on a broad canvas- and let
the work speak for itself. Last
year he scored a ballet, " Hemispheres, " modeled after Miles
Davis's "Episteme"; next year
will see the production of "X,"
his opera based on the life of
Malcolm X. The work will be
presented in concert by the
Springfield (Mass.) Symphony in April and have its formal
premiere in the fall at the
Brooklyn Academy of Music.
Politics: The original idea of
"X" came from Davis's brother, who wanted to do the story
as a musical. Davis's cousin,
poet Thulani Davis, began to
do some writing for the project;
last spring Davis got $30,000
from the National Endowment
for the Arts to bring it to the
stage. How did it end up an opera? "I could never figure out a
way to deal with written dialogue," Davis says. "I wanted
everything to be sung. I wanted
music to participate at all
times in the drama." Davis sees
the turbulent political world
of the '60s as a natural topic for
operatic treatment. "There's a
whole black heritage of music
telling a story, and the '60s
were so important in shaping
how we view the world," he
says. While Davis hopes the opera will reach a wide audience,
he is especially hopeful that
black audiences will see it. "A
musician always has a certain
obligation to his time," he
says. "I think people have to be
reminded."

Anthony Davis: 'I want music to participate in the drama'
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ence. "There have been films
like 'Rollerball' that foresee
futuristic sports, but this is the
first time it's been done," says
inventor George Carter III.
"It's the sport of the future."
He hopes. Organized l~ague
play began in July, and the first
Photon tournament will take
place in Dallas next month.
Banking on the enthusiasm of
Photon freaks like Vince Sullivan, 16, of Richardson, Texas
("I'll have to run out of money
to get bored"), Carter is trying
to strengthen Photon's grip on
the earth. In January the first
Photon franchise will open in
Toronto; eight separate facilities will open in New York City
by the end of the month. In
February three of eight Photon
facilities scheduled for southern California will appear. By
spring, says Carter, outposts
will be established in Houston,
Phoenix and Chicago. Anticipating a full frontal assault on
the earth market, he is also
negotiating rights for Photon
toys and a cartoon.

to get even better after
Christmas. Next year's sales
of players will double this year's
totals, estimates Alan Perper,
director of Product Marketing
for Warner/Elektra/ Atlantic
Records-rising from 225,000
to more than half a million
units. And sales of the discs
themselves, which increased
n~arly sevenfold this yearwho knows? Says Sam Sutherland, who writes a CD column
for Billboard magazine, "So
far every forecast has been beaten . The CD field is going to
mushroom. Nothing would surprise me at this point."

New World's
Record
Photon prototype in north Dallas: The sport of the future?

Aliens Land
In Dallas
The thing about aliens is,
you never know where they're
going to land. In 1938, when
the Martians came down on Orson Welles's "War of the
Worlds" broadcast, did they destroy Washington or Los Angeles? No, they picked a place
called Grover's Mills, N.J.
And last year, when the planet
Photon set up its first earth
station, where was it? In north
Dallas, in an office park, behind a Gulf station. No matter.
Soon enough, earth people,
Photon will be everywhere.
Photon is the world's first
walk-through video game, a
sort of deep-space "Capture
the Flag." Players pay $3 per
six-minute adventure, suit up
with 13-pound power packs and
take off-zapping opposing
players with light beams (at 10

points a hit), dodging hostile
fire, working across a 10,000square-foot, high-tech obstacle course toward the goal-a
lighted arrow deep in enemy
territory. Land three consecutive bursts on the goal, and you
score 200 points; get blasted
yourself and you lose 10.
Sound effects (''Kapow!") and a
perfumed fog add to the ambi-

If we're to believe audio-industry experts, 1985 will be the
year of the Compact Disc.
CD's, first offered for sale two
years ago, offer crystalline
sound via virtually indestructible 4%-inch laser-read records. Prices have already
dropped below $300 for the
players, and discs can be purchased in some big cities for
as little as $12; this has meant
the biggest year yet for CD
sales, and things are expected

Mcinerny: A hit at 29

A Writer
On the Town

1

Compact Discs and player: Will sales boom in the new year?
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Jay Mclnerny is a novelist
who doesn't think college students should be allowed to major in creative writing; a sharpeyed chronicler of the
Manhattan night world who
lives in Syracuse; a 29-yearold graduate student who isn't
sure the scholarly life makes
sense. Puzzlers, these, but one
thing is certain: Mclnerny's
"Bright Lights, Big City," the
story of a young man looking
for love in New York, was one of
last year's best-received debuts. Critics loved it, and Random House rushed it into a
second printing after just one
month. In 1985, Mclnerny
will publish his second novel-a
story about young Americans
in Japan-and take a stab at the
screenplay for "Bright
Lights." He has never written
31

for the screen before and
cheerfully admits that he's not
sure how to capture the book's
now-flip, now-desperate rush of
narrative. How best to visualize such lines as "Her voice is
like the New Jersey state anthem played through an electric
shaver"? Mclnerny shrugs.
"Maybe a lot of music," he says.
"But I never knew how to do a
novel either. lju t sat down and
started doing it."
Quick Hit: That was two years
ago; Mclnerny was then, as
now, a grad student at Syracuse University, on a fellowship
arranged by novelist Raymond Carver. It was Carver
who persuaded him to get out
of the New York publishing industry and go somewhere and
write if a writer was what he
wanted to be. What happened
next should give heart to struggling writers everywhere. A
short story that later became
chapter one of "Bright
Lights" was published in the
Paris Review, January 1983;
Mclnerny wrote the novel's
first draft in May. Seven
months later it was in galleys.
By September 1984 it was in
the bookstores, a hit. At 29, Jay
Mclnerny was a promising
young novelist-a label he
wears with equanimity. "I'm
suddenly very young," he says.
"When I was 28, and I didn't
have anything to show for it, I
felt like I was real old."

Made in
Manhattan
Talking about the founding
of Manhattan Records, a new
label under the umbrella of
Capitol/EM!, president Bruce
Lundvall says with a laugh,
'It not omething that's happening every day." Thats for
ure. Until la t year, when Michael Jack on and MTV gave
it a jump start, the record busine wa downright sickly. By
Lundvall' reckoning, none of
the major had tarted a new
ma -market label in a decade.
Thi alone ha made the birth
of Manhattan a hot topic of di u ion on the record ene. So
ha the ready-made pedigree of
Lundvall, a former pre ident
of both Columbia and El ktra/ A lum R ord and one
2

Manhattan's Lundvall: Hot news in the record business

of the most respected music executives in New York. The
name of the label is no accident,
Lundvall says; part of its brief
is to establish an East Coast
presence for Capitol/EM!
and to "tap New York talent.
We're signing artists from other parts of the country and the
world, but essentially we're a
New York label."
Old and New: Lundvall's
strong suit is jazz, and jazz will
be an important part of the
Manhattan repertoire. The
company plans to reactivate
the Blue Note imprint, long a
great name in jazz recordings
but dormant since the mid-'70s.
Along with new releases by
musicians both well known
(Stanley Turrentine) and lesser known (guitarist Stanley Jordan), Blue Note will issue digitally remastered versions of old
LP's by Miles Davis, Bud

Powell and John Coltrane. On
the pop side, Manhattan has
signed Brazilian singer Tania
Maria and new bands World
Sitizenz and The Touch. The
company is also banking heavily on songwriter Robbie Nevil,
who has written for the Pointer Sisters and George Benson,
and is readying his first record
under his own name. "Quincy
Jones was trying to sign him
rather desperately," Lundvall
says casually. "But we got
him." Score one for Manhattan,
the new kid in town.

Steve's: The
Thrill ls Gone
Since 1973, Boston-area
college students have grown accustomed to a special treat:
tramping to Somerville, north

Mixing it up at Steve's: 'Fresh. All of it. Every day'

of Cambridge, and
standing in long lines in freezing
weather to eat ice cream at
Steve's. The ice cream is fresh,
made right in the store, and
Steve's trademark is the
"mixin": the crew will smoosh
in almost any goodies you want,
including M&M's, granola,
crushed Heath bars or peanutbutter cups, among others.
In 1984, the taste is still
there, but the thrill is gone.
Founder Steve Herrell, tiring
of the ice-cream wars, sold the
store to a competitor in 1977;
in 1983 it was sold again, to
Integrated Resources, a New
York investment firm that s
traded on the New York Stock
Exchange and also vends lifeinsurance and cable TV. You
can probably guess what happened next. That's rightfranchising. Now there are 34
Steve's stores in 10 states and .,
the District of Columbia; 1985
should see the chain's biggest
expansion yet. "By this time
next year," promises marketing VP Jonathan Breiter, "we'll
have at least 100 stores."
Ambience: The new corporate Steve's is vigilant about
maintaining quality, Breiter
says: "There are extensive store
checks, and our recipes are followed." And the ice cream?
"Still made fresh on the premises," Breiter says firmly. "All
of it. Every day." Integrated
Resources is just as careful
about keeping up Steve's jivey,
collegiate ambience. Every
store has four essential elements lifted from the flagship in
Somerville: a funky hand-lettered menu board, a neon sign,
three ice-cream machines and
an awning. But when charm is
cloned a thousandfold, is it
still charming? Breiter acknowledges the uneasiness of
New Englanders who arep't
quite sure if they like seeing
Steve's everywhere they go, like
Exxon or 7-Eleven. "Part of
the philosophy of Steve's is that
you have to go out of your way
for it," concedes Breiter, who
himself made the pilgrimage
as an undergrad at BU in the
'70s. "So we don't want to see
one on every corner. That's why
we want to max out at only five
or six hundred stores, instead of
one or two thousand." Yikes!
Come home, Steve.
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.CHANGE THE COURSE OF HISTORY
IN AFEW SHORT HOURS.
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Axis & Allies - the new, daringly
different strategy game that challenges you and your opponents to
determine your own outcome of
World War II.
The year is 1942. The names are
the same. The places are the same.
But this time around, it's you who
controls the fate of nations ... the
destiny of the world.
Can you stop Hitler's armies? Or
halt the Japanese invasion of the
South Pacific? Will the Russians
hold their ground at Stalingrad?
Axis & Allies lets you replay history on your own terms, and anything can happen. The Japanese
may win the Battle of Midway. The
British may fold after Dunkirk.
Realistic factors determine victory- good strategy, good tactics,
and as usual, a little good fortune.
As commander-in -chief,
you decide when, where, and ·
how to strike-a bombing
raid, a sneak submarine
attack, an anti-aircraft barrage, a hit-and-run assault,
or a major invasion.

You plan your attack, then move
into the established territory with
your realistic playing pieces ...
-~--• then resolve the
~ ~, conflict with a
~ ,~ ~~ roll of the dice.
/~:~
. ~ -~~- {~
You may also
~~.~~~~
: ~ buy armaments
"- · ·
" and invest in
weapons with
your stockpile of
production certificates, because the
economic destiny of your nation is at
stake as well.
A sharp military strategist, a prudent economist, and an astute politician will lead his nation to victory.
It's the kind of exciting adventure
game you've been waiting for.
Axis & Allies offers you thoughtprovoking, yet fast
moving game play.

You resolve conflicts with clear,
concise charts that outline all possible dice combinations needed for
attacking and defending.
You get a large, 33" x 191/2" game
board and a realistic com.bat force of
299 pieces! 50 tanks, 75 infantrymen,
15 bombers, 50 fighter planes, 10 aircraft carriers, 30
transport ships,
30 submarines,
15 battleships,
12 anti- aircraft
. 1'.·,f:~ · ;
guns, 12 indus- ·"1: ;_.:. ;· .~ ..-:> .· · .::'
trial complexes. ."-c·· · =- .. ~- .~ Move your victorious troops into
the territories they have conquered
... and be prepared to spend
hours-even days-of unparalleled
excitement as you change the
course of history!

AzisaAllies
MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY

